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ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT
Jim Kirk, observes
that the Service Men in his area with the most complete
and up-to-date equipment are the most prosperous. We
feel certain that this observation holds for Service Men
everywhere. Every dollar sown in adequate, usable service equipment reaps a rich harvest in profitable business-made easier through the advantageous use of the
IN HIS SURVEY IN THIS issue, Mr.

equipment.
We never cease to urge the Service Man to keep his
equipment complete and up-to-the-minute. We also continue to urge him to make this equipment most useful
through ample study.
We need spend little time in talking about neatness
of shop and workbench. The fellow who complains "I
haven't the time to keep my bench clean and neat" will
soon find himself with plenty of time, through the loss
of profitable business to do so, but then his lack of efficiency might prevent him from cleaning up even if he
had nothing else to do.
The Service Men of Oakland, California, give trade
magazines much credit for help in their business. Naturally, we agree with them. Because of their frequency
trade periodicals can be the greatest aid in keeping the
Service Man up-to-date on the latest developments and
events, in an industry, in which radical changes and improvements are a daily occurrence.

DEGENERATIVE FEEDBACK
NOW THAT HIGH -MU VOLTAGE

amplifier tubes and out-

put tubes of high power sensitivity make possible the
design of audio amplifiers of low phase -shift characteristics, the higher -priced receivers for 1938 will, no doubt,
include degenerative feedback in one or more of their
audio stages. Many p -a amplifiers already in operation
or manufacture have this feature included.
From the Service Man's standpoint, unless he spends
sufficient time and effort studying the subject, degenera70

tive feedback will be just another of those "new-fangled
complications" which add to the dilemma of radio servicing. Certainly there is no rest for the weary, although
the Service Man with a keen interest in radio developments undoubtedly welcomes new features. They add a
zest to his work and offer a challenge to his ability.
The article on degenerative feedback in this issue is
presented in language easily understood by the Service
Man. We feel that the Service Man should obtain a
working knowledge of the fundamentals of the subject,
as early as possible, to be able to service tomorrow's
receivers properly, as soon as they need servicing.

PHONO -RADIO COMBINATIONS
pointed out how the
Service Man could earn commissions on new set sales
through some suitable tieup with a friendly local dealer.
If the new set prospect is a music lover the Service Man
can earn a larger return by pushing the sale of a phonoradio combination.
Opera programs, like the Metropolitan's Saturday
afternoon broadcasts, or concerts of the Philharmonic
Symphony Society are too few and the season too short
for the music minded individual. To this type of customer, Radaines' tenor voice extolling his Celeste Aida
or the antics of Figaro in the Barber of Seville are
more desirable than the best dance music. of Guy Lombardo's Royal Canadians, Bing Crosby's most romantic
love song, the ultimate in swing from Fats Waller or
an hour with Jack Benny.
On a Saturday afternoon, after hearing the voice of
Giovanni Martinelli or of Lauritz Melchior sing some
favorite selection on the Metropolitan Opera program,
if it is desired, a record of the immortal Enrico Caruso
may be played for comparison. Since good recordings
of famous opera stars are always available limitless possibilities suggest themselves. These customers can probably be sold on phono-radio combinations easier than
on radios alone.
IN LAST MONTH'S EDITORIAL we
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TUBE TESTER

AND
VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER

Model 440-740

DEALER PRICE

s3510
250 M,

A,-<-_

59M.A,--

OFT
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--1500Y
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2S5O0OY5,

----':.
MODEL

Precision Built

740VOt,7ILllAMMETER

TO

PANE,.
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AND NO EXTRA CASES TO
The Tube Tester and the Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter are
indispensable in Radio Servicing. More frequently these
two instruments are all that the radio service man need
take for a quick checkup in the home. Ranger-Examiner
offers an entirely new Tube Tester and Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter. Each can be purchased separately but Ranger Examiner also offers you these two testers put together
in one carrying case permitting further economies in
manufacturing and consequent lowering of cost to you.
Compare these precision built testers against the field
.. in performance
and in price. Made by the oldest
manufacturer of radio testers in the country.
Model 440 Tube Tester checks all tubes speedily and
accurately on Direct -Reading GOOD -BAD Triplett
Model 221 instrument. Proper load values are applied to
tubes under test. Indicates all inter -element shorts and
leakages. Has illuminated dial A.C. meter for line volts
adjustment.
Model 440 Only, Complete in Carrying Case, Dealer
Price
$18.00

...

FREE

lttl tgGtl

BUY

Model 740 Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter has Triplett precision instrument. Scale readings: 10-50-250-500-1000 A.C.
and D.C. Volts at 1000 Ohms per volt; (D.C. Accuracy
2%; A.C. 5%) ; 1-10-50-250 D.C. M.A.; 0-300 low Ohms
high Ohms to 250,000 at 1.5 Volts. Rheostat adjustment
for 13 volts for Ohm readings to 2.5 Megohms. Batteries may be added permitting such readings in 250,000
ohm steps. Low Ohms to
Ohm-with 25 Ohms in
center of scale. Backup circuit is used. Current draw is
only 1 M.A.
;

/

Model 740 Only, Complete in Metal Carrying Case,
Dealer Price
$18.60

Model 440-740 Complete With All Accessories, in Metal
Case, Dealer Price
$35.10

SEE YOUR JOBBER

Free Booklet, "101 Radio Troubles and Their Cures." Lists 101 most
frequent radio troubles, how to detect and how to cure. Nothing
like it before. Greatly simplifies every day service work. Send
coupon now.

READRITE METER WORKS
217 College Dr., Bluffton, Ohio
Without obligation please send me your free
booklet "101 Radio Troubles and Their Cures" with
complete Ranger -Examiner Catalog.

....I

am particularly interested in Ranger -Examiner Model

Name

Address
City
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Don't Take Unnecessary Chances

PHILCO

Trying to "Get by" Without

RECEIVERS
by JOHN

lifor

F.

RIDER

a servicing aid which will be instantly recognized by the serviceman as a necessity.

Greillitiii
covering every

Philco receiver
(including
Transitone models) from the first set, up to
the latest 1937 chassis.

The complete Set of

friiftE
R

in

A

alignment instructions compiled in cooperation
with the Philco Engineering Department, make
this book authentic and complete.

HARD COVER

... ONLY

$1.00

it-at

a day.

Volume Price Covering

...

OVER 160 PAGES

1....$7.50....1920.31
II.... 6.50....1931.32
III.... 7.50....1932.33
IV.... 7.50....1933-34

V.... 7.50....I 934 -35
VI.... 7.50....1935-36

Vol. VI 1..1600 Pages..
$I0.00..Covering 1936-37

AND

°THER nKS
RIDER
SHOULD
THAT
TOUR
BE IN

sometime when you

authentic
This
and complete instructions for fast
and accurate alignment operation on
ANY Philco receiver. Every trimmer
is located for you-you don't have
to skip around or guess at alignThe order folment frequencies.
lowed in the tables is the same
order you use when aligning receivers on the bench.
serviceman who
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SALE

is called upon

BY

to fix Philco's can afford
off buying John F. Rider's

ING

to put

ALIGN-

PHILCO RECEIVERS.

JOHN

F. RIDER
Publisher

1440 Broadway

NEW YORK CITY

N. Y.

ALL GOOD RADIO JOBBERS

SAY YOU SAW IT

you

may

Stop faking chances-Fill in your set of
Rider Manuals at your Jobber's today.

Servicing
Superheterodynes
Changes, changes, changes!
That has been the history
of the superheterodyne
circuit. Make repairs
quickly by analyzing the
different parts of the

circuit

Rider

quickly.

shows you how to
288 pp. profusely

do

it.

$1.00

ill.-Price

Servicing Receivers
By Means of Resistance Measurement
Tells how to take guesswork out of servicing by
using an ohmmeter. This
method is logical solution
of servicing problem and
in line with continuity
d a t a
being
furnished
set
manufacturers.
by
203

pg.

Price

93

ill. $1.00
W

LIBRARY.

"An Hour a Day With Rider Books"

THE CATHODE-RAY
TUBE AT WORK
With introduction of

A clear, easily understood explanation of what happens
when a circuit Is tuned to resonance. You need
Ó0C
this! 96 pp. 48 explanatory figures

new, cheaper Cathode Ray Tubes, this book
even
more indisis
pensable for its com-

presents

are busiest

find yourself stuck on a job where you will
need the information in the very volume
you "never got around to buying."

On

FOR

MES

You might be "getting by" without a
complete set of Rider Manuals-BUT-

with 8,000,000 Philco's having been produced,
these receivers account for a large percentage
of your work. So-it will actually cost you
more to be without this book than to own it.

No

VO LY

seven Rider Manuals gives all the necessary
service information you need, when you
need
a cost of only a few cents

"different" presentation eliminates "skipping
around." Here you follow tables, rather than
text in paragraph form.
a

p
galiS0°4'

book

SE YEN

IN

NOW

Why take chances of creating dissatisfied
customers-losing money on a job-wasting
valuable time-when the complete set of

t9onv

new

D E R

I

plete practical information on Oscillographs.
Ray
Tubes,
Cathode
etc. This is the only
the subject
book on

written especially for
servicemen. 336 @2.50
pp. 450

illus..

On

RESONANCE AND ALIGNMENT

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL

W, itten in Rider's personalized style, it is chock full
of information which will make your AVG work easier
-more profitable. 96 pp. 65 illus. Hard 60Ilí
covers
On

D

-C

VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Theory and practice of d -c voltages-how they are led
through various types of networks to the tube elements
-calculation of resistances, etc., etc. 96 pp.
60
69 illus. Hard covers

JOHN F. RIDER,Publisher
1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.
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DECIBEL METERS t
DURING the present century there
has come into existence a new
unit known as the decibel. It was employed originally as a measure of loss
and gain in telephone transmission, but
because of its wider utility, it has more
recently been adopted by other electroacoustic fields such as broadcasting and
sound pictures, and is also used in the
measurement of noise and sound in
general. Regardless of its field of use,
however, it remains a measure of an
increase or decrease in power, but it is
a unit of an unusual type, and in spite
of its wide employment has remained
more or less of an enigma to all but
those who are initiated in its use.
In the ordinary affairs of life a change
in anything would be measured either
in the same units as the original quantity, or in percent of the original. If,
for example, a man buys a bond for
$1000 and sells it for $900, his loss
might be said to be $100 or 10 percent.
Both of these measures of joss are significant : the first giving the actual amount
of money lost, and the second the ratio
of loss to original principal. Such
methods of measuring loss are also used
in many other fields, such as in electric
power transmision, for example.
Neither of these methods, however,
is entirely satisfactory for measuring
gain or loss in audio circuits. Such
circuits are designed so that a given circuit element produces the same pert "Bell Laboratories Record," January,

1937.

Transmission Development Dept., Bell Laboratories, Inc.

By F. H. BEST*
centage gain or loss between its input
and output terminals regardless of the
part of the circuit into which it is inserted. Since the input in watts to such
an element varies with the location of
the element in the circuit, the gain or
loss in watts produced differs for each
position of the element, and so to measure the gain or loss in watts would be
to lose the advantage of a single and
constant expression for the change occasioned.
While an expression of the gain or
loss in percent would not be open to
this objection, it becomes inconvenient
when the effect of a number of such elements in series is to be considered. If
R, for example, be allowed to represent
the ratio of capital after investment to
capital before, or of power at the output terminals of a circuit element to
power at the input terminal, the percent
loss is given by the expression
100 (1-R)
and where losses are suffered consecutively, the combined loss in percent is
100 [

1- (R1X R2X R3)

]

where R1, R2 and R3 are the ratios for
the various elements. The calculation
of such a combination of losses is complicated by the series multiplication.
In the db system the same ratio R is
employed, but the series multiplication
is avoided by using the logarithm of R

as the unit instead of the ratio R itself.
It takes advantage of the simple mathematical fact that the log (R1XR2XR2)
is equal to log R1+log R2 -}-log Re. A
circuit element producing a gain or loss
ratio R is said to produce a gain or
loss of X bels, where X is the logarithm
of R. The total produced by a number
of elements is thus the sum of the gain
or loss in the individual elements. More
commonly the decibel is used instead of
the bel, and since a decibel is 1/10 of
a bel, the change in decibels is 10 log
R instead of simply log R. The logarithm of ratios of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, etc.,
are whole numbers, and thus the db
change for these respective ratios are.
-10, -20, and -30 db which correspond to percentage losses of 90, 99,
and 99.9.
If, for example, three circuit elements
produced loss ratios of 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3,
combined
ratio
the
would
be
0.5 X 0.4 X 0.3 or .06 and the resultant
loss
would
be
94 percent
or
100 (1
.06). Expressed in the db
systems the individual losses would be
3.01, 3.98 and 5.23, which are ten times
the respective logarithms of 0.5, 0.4, and
0.3. The overall loss would simply be
the sum of the individual losses, or

-

3.01+3.98+5.23

= 12.22.

In a telephone plant, losses are commonly determined by sending a predetermined amount of power over the circuit and determining the received power
by measuring the amount of current
flowing into a fixed terminating impe-

Fig. I. Arrangement of a d -c
ammeter for use as a decibel
meter with no other modification
except a change of scale.
Fig. 3. A d -c ammeter used for
db measurement with the air gap
modified to give an evenly
spaced scale.
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LOSS IN DECIBELS

dance, since with fixed input power and
fixed terminating impedance, the received power is proportional to the
square of the current. The output current is rectified and measured with a
ci -c ammeter, and the logarithm of the
ratio of the squares of the currents
under the two conditions is the loss in
bels, and ten times the logarithm of this
ratio is the loss in decibels. These
measurements are facilitated by attaching a special scale to the meter so that
the loss in db may be ready directly. A
meter is selected that reads full scale for
the amount of current corresponding to
the fixed input power, and this full scale
on the meter is marked zero loss. Because of the logarithm that defines the
db, however, the points on the scale for
subsequent units of loss in db are not
evenly spaced, but are crowded together
as shown in Fig 1.
The ordinary d -c ammeter is designed
to have equal spacing on the scale for
equal increments of current. This is
secured by having the moving coil, to
which the pointer is attached, rotate in
an air gap of equal flux density throughout. Since the flux is constant, the

torque on the coil will be proportional
to the current, and since the pointer
acts against a spring providing a restoring force proportional to the deflection,
equal deflections are obtained for equal
increments of current.
This. uniformity of scale is very convenient in any meter,. and it was felt
desirable, therefore, to develop a db
meter that would have equal increments
of scale for equal increments of gain
or loss in db. It was decided to modify
the ammeter previously employed to
bring this about. This was accomplished
by varying the width of the air gap from
one extreme position of the coil to the
other, so that the flux, instead of being
the same at all positions of the coil,
would increase towards the positions
of greater loss.
The right-hand end of the scale of
such a meter, the position for maximum
current, would be marked zero db loss.
If the current corresponding to this indication be considered as unity, then the
currents for various losses in db will be
as shown in Fig. 2. As the current decreases the loss increases, but the decrease in current for successive db steps

VOLUME

in loss becomes less and less. Thus
from no loss to 1 db loss, the current
changes 0.11 while from 14 to 15 db
loss the change is only 0.02 or less than
one-fifth as much. Since the movement
of the pointer along the scale is to be
the same for each db, the air gap must
be proportioned to make the flux cor-

respondingly larger toward the large
loss end to offset the decreasing increments of current. The flux in the air
gap, in fact, should follow the reciprocal of the curve of Fig. 2. The
construction of such a meter would be as
indicated in Fig. 3.
Since the narrowest air gap is at the
position of maximum loss, this value
of current and loss must be decided
upon first, and from it the amount of
necessary widening of the gap can be
readily determined. As may be observed from the form of Fig. 2, the
amount of widening of the gap increases rapidly with the range of db
to be measured. Thus for a meter to
read up to 10 db the narrow end of the
gap would have to be such as to give
more than three times as much flux
as at the wide end, while for a meter
with a 20 -db scale, the narrow end of
the gap would have nearly ten times as
much flux as the wide end.
Such a meter requires a higher operating current than the ordinary ammeter because the flux is less at maximum current. The varying width of
the air gap also causes a variation in
the damping at various positions of
the scale. At zero loss, where the flux
density in the air gap is least, the
damping will be least, while at large
loss, where the flux density is the
greatest. the damping will be greatest.

EXPANSION

(See Front Cover)

THE diagram on the front cover
shows a volume expander system
used by Sparton in their 1937 phono radio combinations. The particular parts
values indicated are for the models
997X, 827X and 827XD. The circuit
and parts values used in the other 1937
models differ only slightly.
THE CIRCUIT

Part of the audio signal from the plate
of the 6Q7G second-detector first -audio
stage is fed through a 0.006-mfd coupling condenser and a 1-meg resistor to
the grid of a 6J7G expander amplifier.
The 6J7G is biased slightly beyond cutoff by connecting the return of the
470,000-ohm grid load resistor to the
center tap of the high -voltage winding
on the power transformer. The amount
of the bias is equal to the drop in the
27 -ohm resistor connected from the center tap to the chassis. The cathode of
74

the 6J7G is also connected to the chassis.
The plate of the 6J7G expander amplifier is direct -coupled (through the
1-meg resistor) to the third grid or
suppressor of a type 6K7G tube. The
filter network-consisting of the 0.3mfd condenser, the 1-meg resistor and
the 0.2-mfd condenser-connected to
this plate -grid circuit allows only the
larger d -c changes at the plate of the
6J7G to affect the grid of the 6K7G.
Plate voltage is applied to the 6J7G
through the 470,000 -ohm plate load resistor. This resistor also acts as the
load for the 6K7G expander suppressor
grid. The drop in this resistor caused
by the plate current of the 6J7G is the
bias for the 6K7G.
The plate of the 6K7G expander is
connected in series with a 100,000-ohm
resistor. The tube and the resistor are
connected across the audio signal in the
form of a voltage divider. The grid of

the output stage taps into this divider
at the junction of the plate and the 100,000 -ohm resistor.
OPERATION

The 6J7G expander amplifier receives
about a third (more or less) of the
audio signal output of the 6Q7G from
the divider circuit consisting of the
0.006-mfd condenser, the 1-meg resistor
and the 470,000 -ohm grid load. Since
the tube is overbiased only signals of
sufficient strength can affect its plate
current. Any increase in the plate current of this tube will also increase the
bias on the 6K7G suppressor grid.
The resistance (plate to cathode) of
the 6K7G tube varies directly with the
(d -c) bias on the third grid (suppressor), i. e., the plate resistance increases as the bias becomes more negative.
(Continued on page 76)
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SURVEY OF SERVICE MEN
By JIM KIRK

METHODS OF APPROACH

SUMMARY
Kirk reaches the following conclusions for his area:
Over 98 percent of the men interviewed were courteous and anxious to be helpful
to reporters.
All but two of the 150 interviewed gave trade magazines much credit for developing
business. The criticisms of these two are reported.
Local jobbers get about 85 percent of the business if the replies can be believed.
Three biting criticisms of local jobbers were offered.
The Service Men who spend the most for test equipment have the most impressive
shops and are the most prosperous. In other words, the owners of the most impressive and
busy shops quoted the largest figures for the test equipment budget.
Those who volunteered the information do not carry much more than a tube tester
into the customer's home and are opposed to doing bench work in the parlor.
About 90 percent of the neatest shops were men working from their homes or
garages. The other 10 percent. however, were large well -financed outfits and naturally
had especially neat shops.
Very few horrible examples of shiftlessness are still in the service business, only two
to be seen in the Oakland area.

IHAD

no intention of writing about
my experiences when I interviewed
every radio dealer and Service Man in
the Oakland, California, area. It was
originally for another purpose, but since
I enjoyed the experience so much, I
have decided to allow you to come along
with me and meet the "boys." Perhaps
you may get some tips. The men interviewed probably represent types to be
found in every large city.
The city of Oakland is located on the
San Francisco Bay, directly east of San
Francisco, in Alameda county, California. It boasts a population of some
284,000 persons and is still growing. It
ranks about thirtieth in importance
when compared with the other cities of
the United States. The area covered in
the survey was Oakland itself-not including the suburbs.
A friendly jobber's salesman gave me
a list of 250 names, which included
every concern in the radio service business in Oakland for the last three years.
Since this list included every name
which appeared on two other lists obtained from different sources, it must
have been as complete as the salesman
claimed.
After running the list down, I actually
interviewed 150 heads of concerns. The
survey was most exhaustive and took
in all Service Men working from their
homes, many without advertising signs.
There are probably more Service Men
in Oakland, however, because some concerns employed men, several retaining
quite a staff.
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In many instances the man sought was
out, but I went back enough times to
contact everyone. The 100 men who
were not interviewed had either gone
out of business or moved from the Oakland area.
Upon deciding to tackle the canvass,
I planned my approach to secure the
information I needed without being
thrown out before I could get started.
It is similar to planning the best approach to a prospective customer. Does
a good salesman say, "I'm here to unload all the radio junk I can. How much
money have you got?"

FRANCISCO

I have often wished I could be so
brutally frank (so have you) because it
would simplify matters. A good salesman, however, obscures his errand with
white lies like the following: "Good
morning. I'm taking a radio census."
It may be a cloudy morning and you
are without authority to take a census.
"I'm checking up on radio noise in this
neighborhood. Have you been bothered
with noise?"
THE DISGUISE

Thus you give the impression that
you are some sort of a government or
utility engineer empowered to run down
static. You don't want to make the
approach so far from the truth that it
will be obviously false, and yet not blurt
out the frank truth either. You must
avoid frightening the prospect away.
The actual query I used was, "I'm one
of those inquiring reporters and I value
very highly your opinion on radio subjects. You can greatly aid me in the
preparation of an article by answering
a few general questions while I make
notes on your replies. I promise your
name will not be used."
UNEXPECTED COURTESY

I was surprised at the courtesy with

I was greeted. Some said,
"Shoot; I'm ready." Others said they
which

BAY

City of Oakland, California, and the surrounding suburbs.

Survey covers shaded area.
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always wanted to be interviewed by a
reporter, and asked if it were true that
I was addicted to drink as your orthodox movie reporter usually is. Two fellows reversed the rules and started to
ask me questions about the writing
game Only one man eyed me suspiciously and asked for credentials. It happened to be the last man on the last day
and I had no credentials with me, but I
wiggled out. It's a tribute to the caliber
of the men in the radio game that they
almost broke their necks to be of service to me in the preparation of the
alleged story. One man asked me to
call again at my convenience and he
would take a day off and give me ideas
that I could use in writing a "lot of
articles."
1

TRADE MAGAZINES

Here is what I asked first: "Do trade
magazines help you in your business?"
The ice thus broken, I could gently
and gradually lead up to more important questions, putting the most embarrassing one last, of course. The majority gave magazines much credit and
praise for aiding business. I shall list
three unusual replies. One self-satisfied
Service Man said : "No magazine is
helpful. I, myself, am the greatest help
in this business. I built it up from
scratch to the commanding position it
enjoys today by my own merit."
Another man ventured a criticism of
all magazines : "Trouble with magazines is-no really big shot ever writes
for 'em. If a guy can make the dough,
he's too busy raking it in to write about
it. Now take me, for instance. I get
good, high prices for my work and I
could write an article on how to make
the heavy sugar-but why should I ?
My competitors would then be as wise
as I am."
An answer that struck me as being
brilliant follows : "I can truthfully say
that all the magazines are a help in my
business. It is impossible to single out
one particular magazine for all the
praise. I take all the leading trade journals (here he named the list he subscribed to). One month a certain magazine will have a peach of a helpful story
in it and I'll start thinking what a dandy
magazine it is and how far it is above
the others and then the next issue will
not be so hot and some other magazine
wins the prize of my best attention.
One or two, however, are good almost
consistently."
LOCAL JOBBERS

The next question I asked was
"What percentage of your merchandise
do you buy from local jobbers ?"
A large majority in this area said
they bought almost exclusively from
the local jobbers. The local jobbers in
these parts must be getting wealthy.
:
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Three men, however, had criticisms to
offer. Criticism number one follows:
"All the blankety-blanks are in competition with us and take our customers
away. They take our customers for sets,
tubes and parts and some even take
away our service customers. There is
one who actually advertises over the air
somewhat in this fashion, 'Why buy at
retail when we give you sets and tubes
at wholesale? Remember-prices are
40 percent lower here,' etc. They want
to plough us under."
Another man said the local jobbers
did not carry big enough stocks and one
man complained: "The local jobbers
carry cheap, inferior parts. I guess
none of them has capital enough to
stock worth -while merchandise. I should
be glad to patronize them if they would
carry better merchandise, but they
won't, so I send off for my supplies. I
insist on the very highest quality parts
for my customers. Price is secondary."
TEST EQUIPMENT

By the time I have allowed them to
weep on my shoulder and sympathized
with them, the Service Men were in
condition for the next question I asked
them. "How much test equipment do
you buy in a year ?"
One concern allows a large amount
of money in its budget for new test
equipment and makes it a point to keep
its equipment up to the minute. When
the manager named the large amount
they spent each year for test equipment,
I could credit the statement because superb, complete, laboratory equipment
was easily evident. This concern does
more service work than any other in
this area. I noticed, in general, that
those who spend the most on test equipment have the most business. One lone
Service Man, however, had this to say:
"If I was a sap, I'd buy a lot of test
equipment and lose this business by
bankruptcy. I've only bought what little I had to have and thought twice
about buying that. It's easy to spend
money for test equipment, but money
is not earned as easily. I intend to buy
no test equipment in the coming year
except possibly adapters to test metal
tubes. I take the cream of the repair
jobs. It's surprising how many sets
can be fixed with a screwdriver. Anything that stumps me I send out and
add on my profit."
While on the subject of test equipment, I obtained ideas on the proper
amount of test equipment to take into
the customer's home. The overwhelming majority take only a tube-tester and
tools to remove the chassis. I heard
many sound arguments in favor of this
course. One man said Service Men
who take laboratory equipment into the
customer's home are spoiling that cus-

tomer tor themselves and everyone else.
Most customers in the future, after such
treatment, will expect everything to be
repaired in the twinkling of an eye right
in the parlor-from an all -wave alignment job to a power -pack repair.
APPEARANCE

While on this survey, I was struck
with the neat appearance of most shops.
The men who worked from their homes
or garages seemed to have the neatest
shops, strange as that may seem. One
Service Man had a skylight installed
right over his bench and the large
amount of light thus obtained made examining small parts a pleasure.
I saw but two horrible examples on
my tour. One man had letters, magazines, clothing and small parts piled on
his writing desk and the whole place
was so littered that I did not see how
he could ever find anything.
The other "horrible example" had his
feet up on the bench and was reading
a detective magazine when I came in.
His clothes and beard were unkept and
a beer bottle protruded from a box of
radio parts.
VOLUME EXPANSION
(Continued from page 74)
If the resistance of the 6K7G were reduced to zero the grid of the output
stage would be effectively grounded and
no signal would be heard from the
speaker. If, however, the resistance of
the expander were infinite the effect of
the 100,000 -ohm series resistor would
be negligible and full volume would be
heard from the speaker.
With a very small signal on the 6J7G
expander -amplifier grid, the tube acting
at cut-off draws little or no current and
the suppressor grid of the 6K7G is practically at cathode potential. For this
condition the 6K7G has a minimum of
resistance.
The 6K7G maximum plate resistance
limit is determined by the characteristics
of the 6J7G expander amplifier with the
particular bias, plate load, screen voltage
and plate voltage.
To keep the same level of signal in
the speaker when switching the expander on or off, without requiring
manipulation of the volume control, a
56,000 -ohm resistor is connected across
a 100,000 -ohm tap on the volume control when the expander is in its off
position. This reduces the signal by
an amount equivalent to the general increase caused by switching the expander
from the circuit.
The amount of expansion can be controlled (in design) by proper selection
of the two resistors (1 megohm and
470,000 ohms in the circuit shown)
in the grid circuit of the 6J7G expander
amplifier.
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REDUCING HUM IN RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
TO the discerning radio listener hum
in the loudspeaker is an annoyance,
especially at low volume where it is apt
to conflict with musical notes in the 60 or 120 -cycle range. A receiver with
properly filtered and balanced power
supply circuits should attract no attention when it is turned on with the volume control on the low or off position.
The Service Man has undoubtedly
heard receivers that hum with a vigor
that dwarfs the whine emanating from
the local power house. This type of set
placed in a cabinet that resonates at a
low frequency is quite disagreeable,
acoustically speaking.
For the Service Man who wants to
remove the last vestige of hum, it may
become a vexing problem unless the
underlying causes for hum areknown. A
glance at some of the fundamentals will
help to clarify matters and solve some
of the most severe cases.
THE FILTER SYSTEM

The filter system taking the brunt of
the job in removing hum is naturally
the first line of attack. The conventional filter consists of one or more
choke coils connected in one leg of the

Fig. I.

Resonant filter.

direct -current line, with two or more
condensers connected across the line.
Choke coils that carry too much current for their size will reduce the filtering action due to a loss of inductance.
The particular duty of the choke is to
cut off the peaks of the rectified component, and if the inductance is lowered some portion of the pulsating
current will find its way through,
causing hum. The condenser, on the
other hand, functions to fill in the
spaces between pulsations. It holds
a charge, much in the same way as a
storage battery and during that period
of time when the rectified current is at
an ebb the condenser gives up its
charge which is absorbed by the load.
If the load is of such proportions that
the condenser discharges completely before the next pulsation arrives, a hum
will surely result. In other words, if
there is a lack of sufficient capacity in
the circuit the filtering action will be
impaired. The choke tends to lower
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Negative grid-return filter.

the peaks of the pulsation and the condenser tends to fill in the spaces between; the two must be properly proportioned so that pure direct current
will result.
THE PARALLEL RESONANT FILTER

For greater filtering efficiency we may
borrow a circuit from the radiofrequency amplifier; namely, the parallel
resonance circuit. The effective resistance of this circuit to the resonant
frequency is infinitely great and when
used in the filter will offer considerable
opposition to the discordant cycles. A
small fixed condenser connected across
one of the choke coils in the filter comprises a parallel resonance circuit. The
value of the condenser is a matter of
experiment, since the inductance of the
choke varies with the current flowing
therein. For the conventional choke,
condenser values from 0.01 to 0.1 mfd
may be tried; that is, under actual working conditions, until a suitable value for
minimum hum level is found. This
method is also applicable to the field
coil of the loudspeaker, if that unit is
used as a reactor in the filter. Fig. 1
will serve to illustrate the position of
the resonant circuit in the filter.
HUM FROM THE NEGATIVE RETURN

To realize every available volt from
the power transformer, the potential
drop across the choke coil in the filter
is occasionally utilized for grid bias on
the audio output tubes.

In this case the choke is connected in the negative lead of the filter
and bias voltage taken from the high voltage center tap of the power transformer. To prevent the alternating current from reaching the grid of the power
tube, a small auxiliary filter is necessary
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The resistance
R should be about ten times higher in
value than the reactance of the condenser C. For instance, if the value of
C is 0.1 mfd which has a reactance
of 26,660 ohms at 60 cycles, the resistance of R should be 266,600 ohms,
or in round figures abut 275,000 ohms.
This is more than twenty times the reactance of the condenser at 120 cycles
and will amply take care of that component of the current.
INDUCTIVE PICKUP

Incorrect physical relationship between the audio transformer and power
transformer might result in inductive
pickup unless these units are exceptionally well shielded. It requires but a
few lines of force to create a voltage
(in the coils of an audio transformer)
large enough to swing the grid of the
following tube. Multiply this by the
gain of the succeeding stages and a sizable hum voltage may develop across
the voice coil.
As a matter of experiment, remove

Fig. 4.

Modulation hum filter.

the bolts holding the first stage audio
transformer to the chassis, but leave the
wiring intact. Turn on the radio and
with the volume control turned to minimum, rotate the audio transformer slowly and note carefully any difference in
the intensity of the hum in the speaker.
If the hum level varies with rotation, it
is a sign that inductive pickup is taking
place, either from the power transformer or the choke. The remedy is
obvious ; either more shielding is used
or the transformer should be bolted
down in the position where the least
hum is noticeable. This applies also to

impedances used in audio amplifiers.

Fig. 3.

Detector plate filter.

Hum IN DETECTOR CIRCUIT
Generally speaking, the receiver with
low r -f gain and high a -f gain requires
(Continued on page 117)
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Crosley 1316
The Crosley model 1316 radio is a 13 tube receiver featuring high fidelity, volume expansion which is accomplished
by the phantom onductor tube and automatic frequency control which is known
as the mystic hand. It is available either
with a standard 110 -volt 60 -cycle power
transformer or with a universal power

tom conductor) is connected across the
voice coil of the speaker. When it is
operating its resistance varies so as to
increase the volume of loud tones, thus
giving a wider volume range to reproduced music, which tends to compensate
for the electrical limitations of broadcasting equipment.

transformer.
A circuit diagram of the 1316 is
shown in Fig. 1 with the tubes used,
their functions and the various voltages
encountered on the socket prongs lettered on the diagram.
The tube socket voltages are measured
from the tube socket contacts to the
chassis with a 1,000 -ohm -per -volt, 500 volt d -c meter (except filaments) with
the receiver in operating condition and
no signal input. The filament voltages
should be measured with an accurate
low -range a-c voltmeter. Readings may
vary plus or minus 10 percent of the

The model 1316 chassis for use on
other than 110 volts and 60 cycles is
supplied with a universal power transformer designed to operate on a power
supply of from 95 to 267 volts and any
commercial frequency of 25 cycles or
above. To adapt the set to a different
line voltage, it is necessary to remove
the chassis from the cabinet, locate the
terminal strip on the bottom of the
power transformer and locate the wire
leading from the power switch to the
terminal strip. After careful measurement of the maximum values of line
voltage, unsolder the wire described
above, from the lug on the terminal
strip and solder it to the correct lug.
The correct lug will be the one marked
so as to cover or nearly cover the maximum line voltage. The maximum line
voltage should not exceed the highest
voltage stamped on the terminal strip
beside the lug to be used by more than
3 percent.

values given.
The tuning range of the receiver is
from 540 to 18,000 kc and is divided
into three bands as follows : the blue
band from 540 to 1800 kc; the red band
from 1.8 to 5.5 mc; and the green band
from 5.5 to 18.0 mc.
THE AUTO EXPRESSIONATOR
The auto-expressionator tube (phan-

UNIVERSAL POWER TRANSFORMER

Fig.
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Crosley

PHONOGRAPH PICKUP

Chassis equipped with a universal
power transformer also have three terminals on the back for connecting a
phonograph pickup. These terminals are
marked P C S and the pickup is connected through a double -pole single throw switch to these terminals as
shown in Fig. 4.
ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

This model receiver should be turned
on and allowed to "warm up" for about
15 minutes before aligning its circuits.
It is a high-fidelity receiver and in
order to secure maximum performance
the alignment should be done with precision instruments. The alignment condensers should not be readjusted just tò
determine if they are properly tuned.
The alignment of the afc circuit may
be checked by means of a modulated
signal generator and output meter as
follows :
(a) Connect one terminal of the output meter to P2 of one of the 6N6 output tubes and the other terminal through
a 0.1-mfd, or larger, condenser-not
electrolytic-to P2 of the other 6N6 output tube.
(b) Connect the output of the signal
generator through a 0.00025-mfd condenser to the top cap of the 6A8 oscillator-modulator tube, leaving the tube's
grid clip in place. Connect the ground
lead from the signal generator to the
"Gnd" terminal of the receiver chassis.
(c) Rotate the phantom control to the
left-hand position (normal).
(d) Adjust the frequency of the sig-

1316 circuit diagram.
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GENERAL DATA -continued
nal generator in the region of 450 kc
for maximum reading on the output
meter.
(e) Without altering the connections
or adjustments of the signal generator
or output meter connect an antenna to
the antenna terminal "Al" and tune in

broadcastingstation. Turn off
modulation of sign generator. Adjust
a local

station selector slightly for zero beat.
(f) Rotate the phantom control to its
middle position and listen to the beat
note. If the note is less than 200 cycles,
or the equivalent of some tone below
middle C on the piano, the afc alignment
is satisfactory.
(g) If the beat note is higher than
middle C realignment is necessary.
(h) In cases where the beat note is
not more than about two octaves above
middle C or from 1000 to 1500 cycles
the afc circuit may be aligned for zero
beat by making a slight adjustment of
the rear trimmer condenser on the afc
i -f transformer (Fig. 2, item No. 8).
This circuit is very critical and a slight
adjustment will produce a great change
in the beat note.
(i) Where the afc is considerably
out of alignment as evidenced by a beat
note of higher than 1500 cycles the
standard alignment procedure outlined
below should be followed.
I -F ALIGNMENT
The i -f amplifier employs two triple tuned signal i-f transformers and one
double -tuned afc i -f transformer. The
alignment procedure follows:
(a) Connect the output meter and signal generator as outlined above in (a)
and (b) except that the signal generator
should be connected through a 0.02-mfd
condenser to the top cap of the 6K7 i-f
amplifier tube, leaving the tube's grid

clip in place.
(b) Set the band -selector switch to

Condensers
Capacity

No.
15Z
15Y }
16

17A
17B
19
21

22A
22B
22C
23
24
25
26

27A
27B
27C
27D
28
29
30A
30B
31

32A
32B
32C
32D
33A
33B
80A
80B
81

83

12
25
35

mfd 25 y electrolytic

mid 25 y electrolytic
mfd 400 y electrolytic
40 mfd 300 y electrolytic
40 mfd 300 y electrolytic
.00001 mfd (molded)
,00005 mfd (molded)
.0001 mfd (molded)
.0001 mfd (molded)
.0001 mfd (molded)
.00005 mfd (molded)
.003 mfd 400 y tubular
.01 mfd 400 y tubular
.017 mfd 200 v tubular
.02 mfd 160 v tubular
.02 mfd 160 v tubular
.02 mfd 160 IT tubular
.02 mfd 160 v tubular
.02 mfd 200 y tubular
.048 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 200 IT tubular
.05 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 200 IT tubular
.05 mfd 200 v tubular
.05 mfd 400 v tubular
.05 mfd 400 v tubular
.0014 mfd 200 v tubular
.0014 mfd 200 v tubular
.3 mfd 160 tubular
1.9 mmfd coupling

the broadcast band and rotate the station
selector to approximately 60 on the dial.
Turn the volume -control knob to the
right (On), turn the fidelity control to
its middle position and turn the phantom
control to the left (Normal) .
(c) Set the signal generator to 450 kc.
(d) Close the middle trimmer condenser of the second i-f transformer
(Fig. 2, No. 7) so that it is moderately
tight. (Do not force the adjustment
screw.)
(e) Adjust the top trimmer and then
the bottom trimmer (Sec. and Pri.) of
the second i -f transformer for, the maximum output. Do not readjust the mid -

Resistors
No.
40
41

42

43A)
To

)}

43K
44A
44B
45A
45B
45C
45D
46
47A
47B
48
50
51

52
53

54
55

56A
56B
57
58

59Z
59Y
59X
82

//
/
/
/

Ohmage
w insulated
w insulated
w carbon

20,000 ohm
40,000 ohm
50,000 ohm

100,000 ohm

w insulated

ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
ohm
w insulated
1. megohm
w insulated
1. megohm
w insulated
1.3 megohm
w insulated
3. megohm
w insulated
40 ohm
w flexible
165 ohm % w flexible
275 ohm % w flexible
350 ohm % w flexible
500 ohm % w flexible
1100 ohm
w flexible
1100 ohm
w flexible
2000 ohm 1/ w flexible
15000 ohm 1 w wire wound
4000 ohm
4000 ohm
candohm
200 ohm
20,000 ohm 1 w carbon
300,000
300,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
750,000

///
/
/
/
//

dle trimmer. Always use the lowest
signal generator output that will give
a reasonable reading on the output
meter.
(f) Transfer the output lead of the
signal generator from the 6K7 tube to
the top cap of the 6A8 Osc.-Mod. tube,
leaving the tube's grid clip in place.
(g) Open the middle trimmer of the
first i-f transformer three or four turns
of the adjustment screw, from the closed
position. (Care should be taken that
the adjustment screw does not become
dislodged from the nut.)
(h) Adjust the top trimmer and then
the bottom trimmer of the first i -f trans -
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Crosley 1316 chassis views showing tube and trimme

locations.
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GENERAL DATA-continued
former for maximum output.
(i) Transfer the output lead of the
signal generator from the 6A8 tube to
the antenna terminal "Al" of the receiver and increase the output of the
signal generator if necessary.
(j) Adjust the middle trimmer of the
second i -f transformer, by opening it,
until maximum output is obtained. Do
not readjust the top and bottom trimmers.

(k) Adjust the middle trimmer of
the first i -f transformer by closing it
until maximum output is obtained. Do
not readjust the top and bottom trimmers.
(1) To adjust the afc system it will
be necessary to remove the signal generator lead from the receiver and adjust
the 6J7 cathode bias to 4.8 volts by
means of the variable control in this
cathode circuit. The cathode voltage is
measured between the cathode terminal
and chassis.
(m) Turn the phantom control to the
left (Normal) ; connect the generator
output lead through a 0.02-mfd condenser to the top cap of the 6A8 oscillator-modulator tube, leaving the tube's
grid clip in place.
(n) Adjust the signal generator to
450 kc.

(o) Adjust the front trimmer (plate
winding) of the afc i -f transformer for
minimum reading on the output meter.
It will be necessary to retard the volume
control of the receiver in order to prevent avc action. A fairly strong i -f signal will be required. (An insulated
screwdriver should be used for aligning
the afc i -f amplifier system.)
(p) Insert an 0 to 5 milliammeter in
series with the lead to the cathode terminal of the 6J7 socket and note the
current reading.
(q) Turn the phantom control to its
middle position and increase the output
of the signal generator to approximately
100,000 microvolts.
(r) Transfer the output lead of the
signal generator from the 6A8 tube to
the top cap of the 6K7 afc i-f amplifier
tube, leaving the tube's grid clip in

Fig.

3.

Trimmer

locations.

disconnect the equipment and tune in a
fairly weak broadcast station in the region of 1500 kilocycles. Turn the afc
on and off. If reception is the same in
both positions and will automatically
tune in strong stations within approximately plus or minus 20 kilocycles of the
station selector setting with the afc on,
the afc is properly aligned. If distortion is noted and the set will not automatically tune in stations as described,
the afc alignment should be rechecked.
R -F ALIGNMENT
When aligning the r-f amplifier the
output lead of the signal generator is
connected to the "Ant" terminal of the
receiver. For the blue and red bands
a 0.00025-mfd condenser must be connected in series with the output lead of
the signal generator and for the high frequency band a 400-ohm carbon resistor should be used in place of the
condenser.
Each band should first be shunt
aligned and then series aligned, where
provision is made for series alignment
(blue and red bands). The band selector
switch should be set for the band being
aligned and the station selector and signal generator should be set to the frequency indicated (c) for each adjust-

ment.

(a) Adjust the "Osc," r -f and "Ant"
shunt trimmers in the order given for
maximum output. Readjust the station
selector slightly so that the generator
signal is tuned -in with maximum output and then check the adjustments of
the r -f and "Ant" trimmers. Do not
readjust the "Osc" trimmer.

place.

(s) Adjust the rear trimmer of the
afc i -f transformer for the same value
of cathode current as obtained in (p)
above. This value of current will be
obtained with the trimmer closed, with
it open and at some intermediate position. A very slight adjustment while in
the intermediate position will cause the
meter to read from 0 to 1.5 milliamperes. This is the setting that should be
used.
(t) To check on the afc adjustment,
80

SWITCH
OPEN FOR RADIO
CLOSED FOR PHONO.
PICKUP -4000n D.C.

Fig. 4.

Frequency Conversion Chart
The chart on the opposite page should
prove useful to the Service Man in converting from wavelength to frequency
or from frequency to wavelength.
For example, it is desired to determine the frequency of 150 meters. The
ordinate (vertical line of graph paper)
above 150 meters on scale C intersects
the curve on an abscissa (horizontal
line of graph paper) which when followed to the left indicates 2000 kc.
Similarly if the wavelength of a given
frequency, say 300 kc, is required, the
abscissa alongside 300 kc on scale D
intersects the curve at the ordinate for
1000 meters.
Although the chart ostensibly only
extends from 100 to 1,000,000 kc, it has
no limits since by suitable manipulation
of the decimal point any conversion can
be accomplished, e. g., 0.6 meter will
give 500,000 kc and 0.06 meter will give
5,000,000 kc.
Sentinel-Erla 67-L

COPPER
SHIELD

30000n

Note: When shunt aligning the red
and green bands care must be exercised
so that the circuits will be aligned on
the correct frequency rather than on the
image frequency which is approximately
900 kc less than the fundamental. To
check on this, increase the output of the
signal generator ten times or more and
try to tune -in the signal both at the
generator frequency as indicated on the
station selector dial and at approximately 900 kc less than the correct frequency. If the circuits have been properly aligned the signal can be tuned -in
at both positions, but much stronger at
the correct position.
(b) To align the series trimmers
(34Z and 34Y Fig. 2) set the signal
generator to the frequency indicated (c)
and then tune -in this signal with the
station selector for maximum output. To
obtain the best adjustment for each
series trimmer it will be necessary to
rotate the station selector back and
forth slightly while adjusting the trimmer for maximum output.
(c) Signal input frequencies for
alignment follow : blue -band shunt
alignment, 1400 kc; series, 600 kc; redband shunt, 5000 kc; series, 2000 kc;
green -band shunt, 18,000 kc; no series
alignment.

IMP.@

1000N

Phonograph pickup connections.

The Sentinel-Erla model 67-L is a
six -tube superheterodyne using glase
tubes and covering the ranges from 540
to 1720 kc and from 2.3 to 6.3 mc. The
receiver is designed to operate directly
from a 32 -volt, d-c supply.
THE CIRCUIT
A complete circuit diagram of the

SERVICE FOR
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GEN ERAL DATA-continued
A single i -f stage, using a
6D6 tube and two doubly tuned i -f transformers, amplifies the signal and feeds
the type 75 second detector, avc, and
first audio amplifier. The full avc voltage developed at the second detector is
applied to the grid returns of the 6D6
i -f and the 6A7 (pentode section) antenna stage. The triode section of the
75 tube is resistance coupled to a type
76 tube which is transformer coupled to
a pair of 48s operating in push pull.
Plate, screen and filament supply for
the receiver is taken directly from the
32 -volt line.
fled above.

Fig.

2.

Tube and

i

-f trimmer locations.

model 67-L is given in Fig. 1, with the
tubes used, their functions and the various voltages encountered on the socket

prongs. The voltages indicated (except
heaters) were measured with a 1000ohm -per -volt voltmeter from the points
indicated to the receiver chassis. The
heater voltages are those encountered at
the various sockets with the tubes in
place and the set in operating condition.
The volume control was at maximum
and the antenna and ground wires
shorted together during the measurements.
A series antenna wave trap (2A -2B)
is used to minimize interference of signals equal to the intermediate frequency.
A two gang condenser with separate
antenna and oscillator coils for each
stage is used to cover the range speci-

trol on full. Peak each of the second
i -f transformer trimmers.
Peak each
of the first i -f transformer trimmers.
Repeat the adjustments for greater
accuracy.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Connect the output meter across the
primary of the speaker transformer, or
across the voice coil. Turn on the set
and test oscillator. Allow both to warm
up for about 15 minutes before attempting adjustments.
Connect the receiver antenna wire to
the receiver chassis and ground the

WAVE -TRAP ALIGNMENT

Connect the high output side of the
test oscillator through a 0.00025-mfd
condenser to the receiver antenna lead
and the low side to the set ground. Set
test oscillator frequency to exactly 465
kc and adjust the 465-kc wave -trap
trimmer condenser mounted on and accessible through hole in rear of chassis
for minimum 465 kc signal response.

chassis.
I -F ALIGNMENT

Connect the ground lead of the test
oscillator to the chassis or set ground
lead. Connect the other lead to the
grid cap of the 6A7 tube through a
0.02-mfd condenser ; do not remove the
grid clip. Set test oscillator to exactly
465 kc and turn receiver volume con -

BROADCAST BAND ALIGNMENT

Adjust band selector switch for operation on 1720- to 540-kc band and

205519)

2 LANG CONDENSER

6A7

'7N-el'

05C,-MOD.

-j
I

1

Under -chassis trimmer locations.

Fig. 3.
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fact that the demand for Supreme instruments forced us to
eIn spitetheofsizetheand
capacity of our plant in 1935 ... in spite of the fact that

double
approximately one-half of the servicing instruments sold in 1936 were Supreme instruments . . we were entirely unprepared for the smash hit
made by our new 1937 line! The unprecedented demand for our new line
put us in the biggest production jam ever experienced in our history!
Because of this tremendous flood of orders we have added still more space
and hired new, but highly experienced, men from various parts of the
country. With this new set-up, production is now keeping step with demand.
To those servicemen who were forced to wait for delivery of our instruments,
we wish to express our deepest appreciation for their patience and loyalty.

...

Get this free booklet
from iise9W
"Where should thevradio
serviceman locate his
place of business?"
The Supreme Instruments Corporation has made a comprehensive
nation-wide survey to find out
where is the best place for a serviceman to locate his business. Your
parts jobber has a free copy for
you
which he will gladly give
you. Write or see him today!

-

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM YOUR PARTS JOBBER

Your parts jobber can now make immediate delivery. Go see him today.
Look at the new Supreme designs and models. You'll marvel at their
business -like beauty! Their space -saving compactness! Their downright
efficiency! You'll discover, too, that every model has been designed to
make servicing for you easier, quicker and more profitable!

-

BUY ON S. I. C. EASY TERMS

And remember you can buy each and every Supreme instrument from
your parts jobber, on the S. I. C. time payment plan on easy monthly terms
you'll never miss!

INSTRUMENTS
CORPORATION
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI, U. S. A.

-YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH SUPREME!

Mai
FEBRUARY,

1

9

3 7

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

1'

Text/as ONlY
ONE CONTROL
-AND Tf/,4TS4

rt

GORDON ISCHE

. . .

one of the outstanding ra-

dio dealers of Milwaukee.

//We do

says Gordon Ische
considerable

radio repair business with
an

efficient service de-

partment.

In

many cases

it is the Volume Control

e

smoo

that gives trouble

... we

replace them with CENTRALABS
is

... the

customer

well pleased and we

never have a 'kick -back'."

ISCHE BROS. famous

'CENTRALAB

store at 5527 W. North

Con

Avenue, and famous
Electric Neon sign. Headquarters for good radios

r

and good repair service.

'Write

or see your jobber

For

the new

CENTRALAB Volume Control Guide

...

bigger and better than ever.

CENTRALAB Division of Globe -Union

Inc., Milwaukee

CANTERBURY ROAD, KILBURN, LONDON N. W. 6, ENGLAND
118 AVE LEDRU-ROLLIN, PARIS, FRANCE
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GENERAL DATA-continued
leave test oscillator lead connected to
receiver antenna lead through the
0.00025-mfd series condenser. Set test
oscillator frequency and receiver dial
to exactly 1720 kc. Adjust 1720-kc oscillator trimmer to bring in 1720-kc test
oscillator signal to maximum output.
Tune receiver dial and set test oscillator frequency to exactly 1400 kc.
Adjust 1400-kc antenna trimmer for
maximum sensitivity. Set receiver dial
and test oscillator frequency to approximately 600 kc. While rocking gang
condenser slightly to right and left
adjust 600-kc padder for maximum
sensitivity.

rocking gang condenser slightly to right
and left adjust 5.8 -mc antenna trimmer
for maximum sensitivity.
No adjustment is required at lowfrequency end of this band as a fixed
oscillator pad is used.
To assure more accurate trimmer setting repeat all above adjustments several times always using lowest possible
test oscillator output consistent with
readable output meter scale deflection.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

During alignment the receiver volume
control should be turned to maximum
and the signal generator control so adjusted to give as weak a signal as possible in order to prevent the avc from
affecting the output readings. The signal in the speaker should be just audible.
During the i -f alignment the antenna
should be shorted to the ground and
the dial set at a position giving the least

Zenith 5516 (5S-119, 5S-126, 5S-127,
5S-150, 5S-151, 5S-161)

The Zenith chassis 5516 is a 5 -tube
superheterodyne using metal or metal glass tubes in a conventional all -wave
circuit which covers the frequency
range from 538 to 19,250 kc in 4 bands.
The chassis is used in the model 5S-119
compact; in the 5S-126 and 5S-127
table models and also in the 5S-150,
5S-151 and 5S-161 consoles. A complete circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1,
with the tubes used, their functions and
the voltages encountered on the socket
prongs lettered on the diagram. These
voltages were measured with a 1000 -

SHORT-WAVE BAND ALIGNMENT

Replace 0.00025-mfd test oscillator
lead series condenser with a 400 -ohm
resistor. Adjust band selector switch
for operation on 6.3 to 2.3-megacycle
band, and tune receiver dial and set
test oscillator frequency to exactly 6.3
megacycles. Adjust 6.3 -mc oscillator
trimmer to bring in 6.3 -mc test oscillator signal to maximum output.
Tune receiver dial and set test oscillator frequency to 5.8 mc, and while

/.P

per -OSO
48

ohm -per -volt voltmeter from the points
indicated to the receiver chassis. The
antenna was shorted to the ground and
the volume control was on maximum
during the measurements. The line voltage measured 112 volts. The total power
consumption of the 5516 is 55 watts;
the power output is 3 watts.

-e5-4,B6

240 V.

I-F ALIGNMENT

Connect the output leads of the signal
generator to the grid of the first detector

r

2n/o. 0e7 -Ater
/5T A?P/O -7g
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1(85V.

interference.
Both receiver and signal generator
should be given sufficient time (about
a half hour) to warm up before adjustments are attempted.
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MODEL 1200-C

VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER

MODEL

* 5000 Ohms Per Volt
* Resistance
Readings to 7.5
Megohms
D. C.

1200-C
DEALER

* For
All Radio Measurements
Not

PRICE

Requiring a No Current
Draw Vacuum Tube Voltmeter

Has separate A. C. and D. C. instruments
in twin case with tilting feature for accurate reading. Ohms Scales separately
adjusted. Low loss switch. (Contact
error less than 1/2%.) Low Ohms scale
requires but 6-2/3 milliamperes. Accuracy both A. C. and D. C. guaranteed
within 2%. All Metal Case.

of high fidelity sets
requires servicing instruments capable of
measuring high resistance and all voltages
accurately.
The delicate balance

Model 1200-C Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter
has self contained power for readings to
7.5 Megohms. The D. C. voltage readings are at 5000 ohms per volt enabling
you to read accurately the voltages of
low power.

$24,33

Scale Reads: D. C. 10-50-250-500-1000

Volts at 5000 Ohms per volt; 250 Microamperes; 1-10-50-250 Milliamperes; 1/2 to
500 low ohms backup circuit; 1500 Ohms;
1.5 and 7.5 Megohms; A. C. 10-50-250500-1000 Volts.

A TRIPLETT MASTER UNIT
SEE YOUR JOBBER

pt.l

WRITE FOR CATALOG
THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
172 Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

p Lair

Without obligation please send me more information on
. . .
Model 1200-C; . .
Complete Triplett Master Unit
.

Line.
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INTER -COMMUNICATING
SYSTEM

New.'
SENSATIONAL!
Nothing on the market to equal itl Improved in every respect. Tone fidelity that
will amaze you. More attractive design.
New, convenient "treadle" talking switch.
Integral ten station selector switch. Arranged for any desired multiple station
hook-up for desk -to -desk communication
or, with loudspeakers, for two-way talking
when 30' to 40' from the equipment. Replaces call systems and house -phones.
economy that
Saves time and. steps
appeals to every business. Sells upon
demonstration.

-

Write For Full Details On
This Modern Money-Maker

Mr. Jobber, you'll be interested tool

BELL

Sound Systems, Inc.

61-62 EAST GOODALE STREET
EXPORT OFFICE, 308 WEST WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

<...

BELL
Sou,Nb..
SYSTEMS

IS IT DEPENDABILITY, ECONOMY

and

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

you're looking for in Condensers?
IF

On a new Signal Generator!
Triumph Model 120 is a pre-

SO...
eitdA

Stegdaide

,

'

Through persistent dependable performance in the radio
and electrical industries for more than 27 years, C -D condensers have always been the acknowledged leaders in the
field. No "high pressure" sales methods were required to
put C -D condensers "across". Our success formula was.
and is, and will he
"To make a BETTER productprice it RIGHT and tell them about it."

...

FOR MORE PROFITS-BETTER JOBS AND
CONTINUED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Standardized

with

No drip -pan needed!
Triumph Model 120 does not
leak r.f. to ruin sensitivity
measurements!

cision Generator guaranteed
to be better than any similar
unit offered under $50
Money back 10 day free trial.
!

!

!

TRIUMPH-factory to you net prices
Signal Generator, No. 120, 100 kc to 75 mc, a.f, mod. $2395
optional, dual uv attenuator, list $53.00
Tube Tester, latest model No. 420, checks each
element of 150 types for all possible faults!
2395
Cathode -Ray Oscillograph, 3" and electronic
Wobbulator, the easiest C -R to operate. Special
Multi -Range Meter, ac -dc volts, ohms, mils at 1000
C95
ohms per volt. 3'/"" round meter, now only
No extra charge for export packing, F.O.B. Chcago

J

CORNELL-DUBILIER CONDENSERS
A condenser for your every requirement.
MICA - PAPER - WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTIC - DYKANOL
Drop us a card for the complete C -D condenser catalog.
Free on request.
1026

HAMILTON BLVD.

WINELL
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SO. PLAINFIELD. N. J.

4017 W. Lake, Dept. S-72,
Chicago, Ill., Cable Triumco
Please send complete catalog of instruments.
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GENERAL DATA-continued
SPEAKER PLUG

rOAP
TRIMMER

WAVE

Z

G
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SHORT WAVE

Fig. 2.
Zenith
5516 tube and

TRIMMER

trimmer locations.

hi

TONE CONTROL

BAND

SWITCH

e

INDICATOR

TUNING CONTROL

VOLUME

and receiver chassis. Also connect an
output meter across the speaker transformer leads.
Set the signal generator at 456 kc and
carefully adjust the four i -f trimmers
to the point giving the highest reading
on the output meter. The output transformers are of a very high gain, selective type and these adjustments
should be repeated several times in order

ANTENNA

trimmer on gang for correct dial reading.
Set signal generator at 1400 kc.
Switch receiver to band A and adjust
broadcast trimmer (located in front of
6A8 tube, see Fig. 2) for correct dial
reading. Also adjust antenna trimmer
on gang to resonance.
Set signal generator at 18 mc Switch
receiver to band C, and adjust the
short-wave trimmer while rocking the
pointer past 18 mc on the dial to the
combination giving the greatest output.
Set signal generator at 600 kc. Switch
receiver to band A, and rock pointer
past 600 on dial while adjusting the
broadcast padder (located adjacent to
gang condenser) to combination giving
the greatest output reading.
Readjust broadcast and ant. trimmers
at 1400 kc.

to secure maximum accuracy.

R -F ALIGNMENT
Wells -Gardner OEL

Change the signal generator leads to
the antenna and ground terminals of the
receiver.
Adjust the wave trap (located on rear
of chassis) for minimum output reading.
Set signal generator at 6 mc. Switch
receiver to band B, and adjust oscillator

The Wells -Gardner model OEL is an
superheterodyne using metal
tubes. A frequency range from 528 to
18,300 kc is covered in three bands with
ample overlap. The average sensitivity
on the broadcast band is 1.0 microvolt
11 -tube
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GENERAL DATA-continued
absolute, with sensitivities on the other
bands varying between 1.0 and 3.0 microvolts absolute. The higher values
hold as the frequencies increase. With
the selectively control in the sharp position the selectivity is rated 22 kc broad
at 1000 times the signal. An undistorted
power output of 8 watts is available.
With a normal line voltage of 115 volts,
the power consumption of the OEL is
115 watts.
THE CIRCUIT
Three band coverage is accomplished
by means of three sets of r -f and oscillator coils and a two -section triple -throw
switch. Referring to the schematic diagram, Fig. 1, T1 and T2 are the antenna
and interstage r -f transformer assemblies and T8 is the oscillator coil assembly. The standard -wave, first and
second short-wave coils in each assembly are indicated. by the letters B, C and
D respectively. The band switch is
designated as section 1 and section 2.
The band switch completes connections to the coils in use. It also short
circuits the r -f transformer secondaries
and oscillator coil of lower frequency
not in use (also interstage r -f transformer primaries of lower frequency in
range D position).
The antenna transformer with tuned
secondary feeds into a type 6K7 r -f
amplifier tube. The output of this tube
is fed through the interstage r -f transformer with tuned secondary into another 6K7 tube which functions as the
first detector.
A separate type 6C5 tube is employed
in the oscillator circuit. The oscillating
circuit is always resonant at 456 kc
above the frequency to which the r -f
amplifier is tuned.
The oscillator potential is fed into the
cathode circuit of the 6K7 first detector
tube. This results in the intermediate
or beat frequency of 456 kc in the plate
circuit of this tube.
Two stages of i -f amplification are
employed using 6K7 tubes. The primaries and secondaries of the first and second i -f transformers and the primary
of the third i -f transformer are tuned
by small trimmer condensers.
Referring to the first and second i -f
transformers T3 and T4 in Fig. 1, it
will be noted that there are coupling
windings shown below the primaries in
the illustration.
When the selectivity control is in the
sharp position, the coupling windings
are open-circuited and the loose coupling
which exists between the primary and
secondary of these transformers results
in high selectivity.
When the selectivity control is in the
broad position, the coupling winding
88

The cathode ray is produced by the
attraction of electrons from the upper
end of the cathode to the coated target
or anode, which is operated at a high
positive potential. When this electron
stream strikes the target the coating
glows. The electron stream is controlled
by an additional element, or control elecFig. 2.

Wells -Gardner OEL tube and
trimmer locations.

which is wound under the primary is
connected in series with the secondary.
This provides overcoupling which results in a greatly widened resonance
curve. Passage of a wide range of audio
frequencies is thus obtained.
A type 6C5 tube functions as a diode
second detector; avc voltage is applied
through isolating resistors to the control grid circuits of the r -f and first i -f
tubes. The audio voltage developed
across volume control resistor R12 is
applied through the movable arm to the
control grid of the 6C5 first a-f tube.
Across the volume control resistor
R12 is a filter composed of condensers
C33 and C34 and resistor R13. A tap
connection near the low potential end
of the volume control is connected between the two condensers. At high volume settings, the filter is not effective.
At the low volume settings as the movable arm approaches the tap, the higher
frequencies are by-passed through condenser C34. Very high frequencies are
transmitted through condenser C33 to
compensate for the reduction of these
frequencies. At low volume settings the
low -frequency amplitudes are increased
as a result.
Transformer coupling is used between the first audio stage and the output 'stage which employs two type 6F6
output pentode tubes in a stage of pushpull amplification. A type 5Z4MG
(metal -glass tube) full -wave rectifier is
used in the power unit.
The 6G5 tuning -indicator tube. is
wired as shown in the schematic. This
tube contains a triode and cathode-ray
section in one envelope.
RIp

trode, in the tube.
As a signal is tuned in, the control
grid of the triode section of the 6G5
cathode-ray tube becomes increasingly
negative, the negative bias voltage being
taken from the avc line. The avc voltage
is reduced to a suitable value by the
potentiometer arrangement of the 1- and
2-megohm resistors. The increased bias
voltage reduces the triode plate current.
This reduces the voltage drop across the
1-megohm plate resistor and raises the
triode plate voltage. The triode plate is
connected to the control electrode of the
cathode-ray section of the tube.
The shape and size of the area on the
target struck by the cathode ray is governed by the voltage of the control electrode. When the signal is tuned to resonance, practically no plate current flows
and the voltage of the control electrode
is the same as that of the target. There
is no opposition to the flow of electrons
to the target. Tuning off resonance decreases the control electrode voltage and
causes the darkened sector of the target
to widen, because of the opposition to
the flow of electrons in the direction of
the control electrode.
It is advisable to allow both set and
signal generator a period of at least 15
minutes to warm up before adjustments
are attempted. Set the signal generator
to 456 kc. Connect the output of the
signal generator through a 0.1-mfd condenser to the grid of the first detector
tube. Connect the ground lead of the
receiver to the ground post of the signal
generator. Connect an output meter
across the primary of the speaker transformer through an 0.1-mfd, or larger,
condenser, or across the voice coil. Turn
the band switch to the range B position
(standard -wave band). Turn the selectivity control to the sharp position and
keep it in this position for all adjustments. Turn the volume control to the
maximum position. Reduce the attenuator on the signal generator until the
signal on the output meter is just readable. The signal in the speaker should
be audible but not loud.
I -F ALIGNMENT
Adjust the five i -f trimmers individually, starting with the primary trimmer
on the last i -f transformer and working towards the primary trimmer on the

Fig. 3.

Wells -Gardner OEL phonograph
connections.

first i -f, for maximum output. Reduce
the signal generator output as each stage
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HAILED BY

"SOUND" DEALERS

THE HIT OF
THE SEASON
HUMLESS

BEAUTIFUL
CABINETS
VERY

SENSITIVE
EXCELLENT
TONE

CIIyE

ATPRICES

TYPE OC -2

WEBSTER-CHICAGO'S
INTER -OFFICE

With the TUNG-SOL CONSIGNMENT PLAN, your money is not on
the shelf. Only after sales are
made and profits taken do you remit. You're on "velvet" all the way
through.
A complete line of high quality
radio tubes of nation-wide proved
performance-an adequate stock
without repeated investment to
keep it so-a selective plan of distribution that gives you "elbow
room" and full profit. Put it all together and you have the Tung -Sol
selling plan. There are still desirable locations for the appointment
of reputable dealers ... who can
qualify. Write for the name of your
nearest Tung -Sol wholesaler.

New

COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS

TYPE OC -2
is the two station system. Operates on either A.C. or D.C.
volts.
System consists of two amplifier units, each being housed in an 110
attractive

cabinet with ebony finish. Separate volume control for adjusting to any
degree of loudness. Unit is very sensitive and ordinary conversation can
be picked up across the desk. Free from hum or noise, and conversation
is entirely private.

TYPE OCM
is the multiple system for any number of stations up to ten.
A selector
switch permits picking any station for private conversation. Housed
in
identical cabinet to Type OC -2, and has the same features of construction,
including operation on either A.C. or D.C. 110 Volt.

SPECIAL DEALER SALES
This looks like the

HELPS

big money maker of 1937 for aggressive
dealers.
Webster -Chicago has prepared an attractive mailing piece Radiowill
help
open doors for you. Don't miss this opportunity. Get startedthat
now. Write
N,
for full information.
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TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS, INC.
Radio Tube Division
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit,
Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York. General Office: Newark, N.J.
SAY YOU SAW IT

IN SERVICE
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GENERAL DATA-continued
is brought into alignment by means of
the attenuator to keep the signal in the

speaker just audible and prevent the
leveling off action of the receiver's avc.
Repeat the i -f adjustments to assure
greater accuracy.
RANGE B ALIGNMENT

After the procedure for each range,
as explained below, is completed it is
advisable to repeat the procedure as a
final check.
1730-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 1730 kc. Turn the rotor
of the tuning condenser to the full open
position. Keep the band switch in the
standard -wave position. Connect the antenna lead of the receiver through a 200mmfd condenser to the output of the

signal generator.
For this and all subsequent adjustments keep the volume control at the
maximum position and attenuate the signal at the generator to prevent avc action.
Adjust the oscillator range B trimmer (C18) until maximum output is
obtained. The location of this trimmer
is shown in Fig. 2.
15.00-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 1500 kc. Turn the rotor
of the tuning condenser carefully until
maximum output is obtained.
In sets using pointers, loosen the setscrew of the large pointer and set the
pointer at the 1500-kc mark on the standard-wave band scale. Retighten the
screw.
In sets using the moving beam of
light, there is a moving light assembly
held to the front of the drive drum by
means of a screw. Loosen this screw
and move the light assembly until it is
at the 1500-kc mark on the dial. Re tighten the screw.
Adjust the interstage range B trimmer (C10) and antenna range B trimmer (C4) to maximum.
Do not change the setting of the oscillator range B trimmer.
600-kc adjustment: Set the signal generator for 600 kc. Turn the tuning condenser rotor until maximum output is
obtained.
Turn the rotor slowly back and forth
at the same time adjusting the 600-kc
trimmer until the peak of greatest intensity is obtained.
RANGE C ALIGNMENT

Caution: When aligning the shortwave bands be sure not to adjust at the
image frequency. This can be checked
as follows: Let us say the signal generator is set for 5000 kc. The signal will
then be heard at 5000 kc on the dial of
the radio. The image signal, which is
90

much weaker, will be heard at 5000 less
912 kc, or 4088 kc. It should be necessary to increase the input signal to hear
the image.
5800-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 5800 kc. Connect the antenna lead of the receiver through a
400-ohm resistor to the output of the
signal generator. Turn the rotor of the
tuning condenser to the full open position. Turn the band switch to the range
C position (first short-wave band).
Adjust the oscillator range C trimmer (C17) until maximum output is
obtained. See Fig. 2 for location of this

trimmer.
5000-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 5000 kc. Turn the rotor
of the tuning condenser carefully until
maximum output is obtained. Adjust
interstage range C trimmer (C3) until
maximum output is indicated.
Do not change the setting of the oscillator range C trimmer.
1800-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 1800 kc. Turn the tuning
condenser rotor until maximum output
is obtained. Turn the rotor slowly back
and forth at the same time adjusting the
1800-kc trimmer until the peak of greatest intensity is indicated.
RANGE D ALIGNMENT

18,000-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 18,300 kc. Connect the
antenna lead of the receiver through a
400 -ohm resistor to the antenna post
of the signal generator. Turn the rotor
of the tuning condenser to the full open
position. Turn the band switch to the
range D position (second short-wave
band). Adjust the oscillator range D
trimmer (C12) until maximum output
is obtained.
15,000-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 15,000 kc. Turn the rotor
of the tuning condensed carefully until
maximum output is obtained. Adjust
the interstage range D trimmer (C8)
and antenna range D trimmer (C2) to

maximum.
When adjusting the interstage and
antenna range D trimmers, it will be
necessary at the same time to turn the
tuning condenser rotor slowly back and
forth until the peak of greatest intensity
is obtained.
Do not change the setting of the oscillator range D trimmer.
6000-kc adjustment: Set the signal
generator for 6000 kc. Turn the tuning
condenser rotor until maximum output
is obtained. Turn the rotor slowly back
and forth at the same time adjusting
the 6000-kc trimmer until the peak of
greatest intensity is obtained.

PHONOGRAPH CONNECTIONS

Phonograph connections can be made
as shown in Fig. 3. Knockouts are provided in the back panel of the chassis
for mounting the phono jack and phono
switch.
The connections are made by opening
the diode return circuit at the volume
control. This is done by removing the
white wire connected to the insulated
lug of the terminal strip on which one
end of condenser C32 is also connected.
The terminal strip is located at the back
of the volume control. This wire is then
connected to the phono switch as shown
in Fig. 3. A wire should be connected
from the lug on the above -mentioned
terminal strip to the phono switch, as
shown in Fig. 3. Both of the above wires
are connected to the switch terminals
nearest the chassis base and should be
twisted together as far as possible and
run as close to the back of the chassis
base as possible.
The lead to condenser C32, after turning away from the back of the chassis
base, should be run close to the 6C5
tube sockets.
Complete the other connections as illustrated in Fig. 3, using the lugs in the
chassis base, located near the phono
switch and jack, for grounding purposes.
The control -grid lead of the 6F6 power tube nearest the back of the chassis
should be removed and a longer lead
substituted. This lead is run from the
tone control of the back of the chassis,
along the lower edge and is then brought
to the grid terminal by being routed between the speaker socket and the tubular
condenser next to it.
If a hum is heard when the phono
pickup is touched, reverse the two pickup leads.
PLANETARY DRIVE ASSEMBLY

The planetary assembly is the unit
that is integral with the tuning shaft.
If the nut on the hack of this assembly is too tight, the drive will be jerky
and will turn, hard in high speed. If
this condition exists, back off this nut
one or two turns and note the effect.
If this nut is too loose, the drive will
slip in slow speed. The remedy in this
case, of course, is to tighten the nut.
Should the condenser drive cord slip
when the planetary pulley is turning, inspect the tuning condenser, drive drum
and gears to see if they are turning
properly or if they are being obstructed
in some way.

If the drive turns unevenly (rough
in spots), this may mean that the planetary assembly is defective or damaged
internally and a new unit will be required.
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60. Watt 6L6 Amplifier by

1HORDARSON
The Thordarson 6L6 amplifier delivers powerful, brilliant tones at full
rated output. 4 beam power 6L6's are used in push pull parallel, eliminating
grid current and permitting simple driver requirements at 60 watts output.
Performance improved by greater gain and frequency response. Wave
distortion at minimum. Tube life increased. Power supply regulation effect
reduced by decreased plate current fluctuation. Carefully engineered,
perfectly designed and powered by Thordarson transformers including
Tru-Fidelity.

NOTE: Radio men everywhere acknowledge
these two new P. A. units the finest they
have heard. Both of these amplifiers available completely wired or in "Build -ityourself" style with "Foundation Units."

Now

Speaks!

Clear audio reproduction-a marvel of modern transformer and amplifier
design. You be the judge! Hear the Thordarson Tru-Fidelity P. A. unit in
operation. Delivers absolute linear and distortion free audio power at
10 watt output. Ideal as a recording amplifier-speech amplifier for
broadcast purposes-general P. A. or sound reproduction work where moderate output levels are sufficient, and quality reproduction is most essential.
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ASK YOUR SUPPLIER FOR BULLETIN SD 269. Lists prices,
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circuit diagrams, and descriptions of units, or write factory
FREE.
direct using coupon. Get your copy today
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THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
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500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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HERE'S THE WAY YOU CAN OWN
A NEW C -B OSCILLOGRAPH FREE!
Linear Sweep Circuit
Dual Amplifiers

Synchronizing Circuit
Beam Centering Control
Five Tubes

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER
Don't miss this chance to own a fine new oscillograph. Act quickly!
Until March 31st you deposit only $20.00 and agree to buy less than 8
National Union tubes per week for two years. You get the instrument
immediately. After you purchase the required number of tubes YOUR
DEPOSIT IS REFUNDED as a merchandise credit. After March 31st
the deposit goes up to $28.00, so SAVE $8.00, ACT TODAY! Here's an
instrument you need
let National Union give it to you.

...

ACT

QUICKLY-BEFORE MAR. 31 st
This fine instrument would cost you
$48.90. Get it free the easy N. U. way.

r-

National Union

means more

than radio

-----------1

i

National Union Radio Corp.
S-237 I
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
I Rush name of nearest N. U. jobber and
I send data on SPECIAL C -B OFFER.
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Auto -Radio

.

good modulated test oscillator set for
262.5 kc. Allow both the set and test
oscillator to warm up for about a half
hour before attempting adjustments.
Rotate the variable condenser to the
minimum capacity position. Turn the
volume control on full. Ground the antenna to the chassis.
Connect the test oscillator output lead
to the grid cap of the 6A7 oscillator modulator tube through a paper condenser (0.02 mfd or larger). Do not
remove the grid clip from the tube. Connect an output meter across the primary of the speaker transformer or
across the voice coil. Use the smallest
possible output from the test oscillator
that will give a readable signal on the
output meter reducing it as each stage
is brought into alignment. Adjust the
trimmers on the i -f transformers, starting with the secondary trimmer of the
second i -f and working toward the primary trimmer on the first i -f, for maximum output. Repeat these adjustments.

.

arrangement is used to supply a -c to the
84 rectifier and its associated filter network which, in turn, supplies the plate
and screen currents required in the
receiver.

Emerson V-155

The Emerson model V-155 is an 8 tube auto -radio receiver using glass
tubes in a conventional superheterodyne
circuit. The V-155 uses an external
speaker which is plugged into the receiver chassis by means of a special
5 -prong plug. The current drain of the
receiver and speaker, at 6.3 volts, is 7.2
amperes. The frequency range is from
540 to 1530 kc.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Before removing the chassis from the
case the speaker plug should be pulled
from its socket. The speaker plug,
however, should be replaced before the
receiver is turned on. The tone control
must also be removed from the case before the chassis can be removed. The
large knob is forced over a knurled
bushing on the tone control shaft and
may be removed by pulling the knob
away from the case.
It should be noted that one side of the
speaker field is grounded to the speaker
frame.
A small fuse is located in a tubular
holder in the battery lead. To replace
this fuse, remove the cap, insert the
fuse and replace the cap. The fuse is
intended to protect the receiver and in
no case should one larger than 10 amperes be used.

THE CIRCUIT

An r-f stage using a 6D6 variable-mu
pentode tube is employed ahead of the
6A7 combination first -detector-oscillator. A special cut center section of the
tuning condenser maintains the frequency between the incoming signal and
the local set oscillator. A single i -f
stage is employed using the pentode section of a 6B7 tube and two doubly tuned
i -f transformers. The diode section of
the same tube is used as the second detector and avc rectifier. A type 76 is
employed as first audio amplifier with a
second 76 as a phase inverter stage.
These in turn feed a pair of 41s operating in resistance -coupled push-pull.
A vibrator and step-up

R -F ALIGNMENT
the test oscillator lead
through a 0.0002-mfd condenser to the
antenna connector. Rotate the variable
condenser to the minimum capacity position (plates all out). Tune the test oscillator to 1530 kc and adjust the oscillator
(center) trimmer, on the gang condenser, for maximum output. Set the
test oscillator to some frequency near
1400 kc and tune the set until this signal

Connect

I-F ALIGNMENT
align the i-f transformers use a
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KRAEUTER
PLIERS ARE
THE FINEST
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BUY
From start to finish nothing
%
/_ "
but perfect workmanship and
the best materials go into the
production of Kraeuter Tools. Every Kraeuter Plièr is
individually tested for strength and cutting ability on
testing machines designed and developed by us. Pliers
below are shown in Highly Polished Supreme Kraeuter
Finish. Also furnished in Kraeuter's black Industrial
Finish.

Sylvania's Famous Technical Manual is a

No. 4601 ELECTRICIANS' DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS made especially for close cutting.
Forged from special plier steel and precisely fitted for
exact work. Made in sizes from 41/2" to 71/2".

Profit -Maker! Put it to Work for You!
ON every job, you'll find it comes in handysolving problems, answering questions, saving you time to get going on the next call.
It's worth many a dollar in extra profits
.
and it's yours for I5c!

..

Handy pocket -size.
184 pages.
Lists 193
tube types, with important circuit application
information on each. Tells all about glass,
metal and "G" type tubes, including those for
Majestic receivers
and full information on
SYLVANIA "Ballast Tubes."

...

Don't just wish you had it! Get it now!
the coupon and mail it today!

No. 1661. 6" NEEDLE NOSE SIDE CUTTING
PLIERS. A fine slender nosed, tapered point plier
especially handy for the radio manufacturer or repair
man.

Clip

Sylvania Corporation, makers of
Sylvania Radio Tubes and Hygrade Lamps.
Factories at Emporium, Pa.; Salem, Mass.; and
St. Mary's, Pa.

Hygrade

SYLVANIA
THE SET -TESTED
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORP.
Emporium, Pa.
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Please send me the Sylvania Technical Manual.
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AUTO RADIO-continued
is received with maximum intensity as

indicated on the output meter. Adjust
the two r-f trimmers (front and rear)
on the variable condenser until maximum response is indicated on the output meter. It will be necessary to repeat
this operation several times to assure the
most accurate adjustment. Set the test
oscillator to 600 kc and tune the receiver
to the signal. Adjust the antenna padder
(on the chassis wall below the variable
condenser) for maximum response. Reset the test oscillator to 1400 kc and
readjust the two r -f trimmers for maximum response. Reduce the output of
the test oscillator and repeat this adjustment.
The antenna padder should be readjusted after the receiver is installed in
the car.
Arvin 29
The Arvin model 29 is a six -tube
auto -radio receiver using "G" type tubes
(glass tubes with octal bases) in a
superheterodyne circuit. The frequency
range from 540 to 1575 kc is covered
with an available undistorted audio output of 4.5 watts. A complete circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1, with the tubes
used, their functions and the voltages
encountered on the socket prongs lettered on the diagram. The voltages were
measured with a 1000-ohm -per -volt voltmeter with the antenna shorted to the
chassis and the volume control on full.

Sockets

shown as
bottom views

6K7G

The input battery voltage was 5.8 volts
when the measurements were made. The
normal voltage present on the heaters
should be 6.3 volts with a fully charged
battery and is indicated as such on the
diagram. It is assumed, however, that
the average battery used on the service
bench without constant charging would
not show more than the 5.8 volts used
in making the measurèments. A corresponding increase in all the voltages
should be expected if a fully charged
battery is used.
In the Arvin model 29 the signal is
first fed into a "phantom filter" which
is designed to improve the efficiency of
the car antenna and reduce the noise -to signal ratio. A 6K7G r -f amplifier stage
feeds the 6A8G first -detector-oscillator.
A single i-f stage uses two Arvin "permaset" prebalanced intermediate -frequency transformers ,with another
6K7G tube. A 6Q7G is used ,as a second
detector, avc rectifier and first audio
stage. A 6V6G beam power tube is used
to drive the dynamic speaker.

6K7G
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74V.
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Arvin 29 trimmer locations.

Connect the output meter across the
primary on the speaker transformer or
across the voice coil. Connect the test
oscillator to the antenna and ground
terminals of. the "phantom filter." Rotate
the tuning condenser completely out of
mesh. Turn the volume control on full.
With the test oscillator set at 1575 kc
adjust trimmer condenser No. 1 (see
Fig. 2) for maximum output, keeping
the signal just audible by means of the
attenuator on the test oscillator.
Reset the test oscillator to 1400 kc.
Rotate the tuning condenser until this
signal is tuned to resonance (maximum
deflection of output meter). Reduce the
output of the test oscillator until the
(Continued on page 123)
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The Arvin 1937 models are equipped
with "permaset" prealigned i -f transformers which require no adjustment
whatsoever. It is, therefore, necessary
to adjust only the three screws located
on the tuning condenser. Allow both
the set and the test oscillator to warm
up for about a half an hour before attempting any adjustments.
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Arvin 29 circuit diagram.
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CRYSTAL RECORD REPRODUCER
The Shure ZEPHYR is not just another pickupit's entirely new-utterly different! Basically new
design features now bring you more accurate, more
life -like reproduction of the recorded original
.
decidedly longer record life
and new, beautiful,
dynamic "aero -stream" design in black bakelite
molded
at low cost.
Built-in "Balanced -Tracking," provided by the
new exclusive Shure "needle -tilt" principle, keeps
the needle practically tangent to and centered in
the record groove at all times-thus materially
reducing record wear. Here, for the first time,
low -tracking error has been achieved in combination with new modern "streamline" design!

..

...

...

-

*

.
And these features, too, are important!
"Ultra"
wide -range response
corrects for deficiencies in recording
characteristics
Full -floating double precision ball -bearing
Double moisture -proof, fully electrostatically -shielded
pivot
Mechanically "shock-proof' critically damped moving
crystal
system * Special "high -lift" arm for convenient needle-changing.

*
*

*

List Price

tH

1

$12

See your Jobber for complete information or
Write for Bulletin 142S today!
Licensed under patents of the Brush Development Company.
Shure patents pending.

Set

MICROPHONESer

BROTHERS
MICROPHONE HEADQUARTERS
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
225 WEST HURON STREET
BLAURE

HOW DO YOU DO IT?

How do you solve the many servicing problems with which you have to contend . .
what special kinks have you worked out which help
you in servicing receivers . . . have you developed shortcut schemes for testing, or built test devices that do the work better and faster?
No matter what the scheme or the device, there are many Service Men who would like to know the how's and why's-just as you would
like to know about the schemes and devices employed by others.
All you have to do is give us the outstanding points, and a rough pencil sketch of the device if it happens to be such-and we will do the rest.
Write up these Ideas now and send them into the . . .

ON THE JOB DEPARTMENT

CATHODE-RAY Equipment for

/

Price!

CLOUGH-BRENGLE MODEL 105 Oscillograph
with 30,000 -cycle sweep, dual amplifiers, etc.

48a

90
net

For half the former investment, you now
Modernize Your Oscillator
can equip your shop with this profit buildfor C -Ray Application
ing C -Ray oscillograph. The new MODEL
105 is the only one -inch oscillograph equal
oscillator output to the MODEL
in completeness and performance to the Just connect your
separate frequency modulator and be ready
larger types with features such as: a 81-A
C -Ray alignment. No loss of calibration, drillwider range sweep circuit, 15 to 30,000 for
ing, or rewiring-no complicated connections. Plugs
cycles, dual amplifiers linear to 100,000 directly into the MODEL 105 or CRA oscillographe
cycles, double the usual input sensitivity to provide either single or double trace selectivity
(.68 volts full screen deflection), positive
lock -in synchronizing circuit, and two - curves. Write for .'.cscriptive bulletin.
section power supply for complete sta-

bility.
Both single and double trace selectivity
curves are obtained only with C -B Cathode Ray equipment due to use of the exclusive
"Inductor -Sweep" principle.

See Your Jobber Today

FEBRUARY,

1937

If you want value and performance, see
the MODEL 105 before buying. Complete
in every detail. Nothing extra to buy.
Your C-B jobber now has it in stock.

- Or

Use This Coupon

SAY YOU SAW IT IN SERVICE

The CLOUGH-BRENGLE CO.
U

2817
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il

Il

W. 19th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

1

full description of the new MODEL
105 Cathode-ray oscillograph and time payment
order blank.
at once
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Testing Octal Tubes with
Supreme Testers

The more recent Supreme testers, not
already adapted for testing octal-based
tubes, may easily be adapted for these
tests. Making the changes indicated may
be more convenient than the use of numerous adapters.
The material required is 1 octal
socket, button type ; 2 single -pole single throw push-button switches 1 special
circuit -opening 8 -position switch 1 tipjack and 1 large and small grid-cap
connector.
As there is insufficient room on the
panel of the tester for the additional apparatus it is necessary to make a small
auxiliary panel. This can be mounted
in the cord compartment of the tester.
Only half of the compartment need be
used for the panel, leaving plenty of
room for the attachment cord. The
socket, switch, tipjack and push-button
switches are mounted as shown in the
sketch.
To date the No. 2 terminal of the
octal tubes is always a heater connection. The other heater connection may
be any other terminal. This is the purpose of the special filament return selector switch. No. 2 terminal is connected
to the common heater terminal of the
tester. The other seven connections and
the grid cap are connected to their respective push -buttons through the filament return selector switch.
The buttons on the tester are numbered 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and TC. (top cap).
This leaves terminals 4 and 8 of the
octal socket without buttons. These are

Filement
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;

;
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To
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filament
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ri_
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Octal tube fester circuit addition.
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Aux; iary panel for tester.

mounted on the new panel.
To test the octal tubes determine from
a tube chart the filament terminal numbers. For example: No. 2 and No. 7 for
the 6K7 tube. Set the filament return
selector to No. 7; allow the tube to heat.
From the tube chart we find that the
cathode terminal of the 6K7 is No. 8
Pressing button No. 8 causes the meter
to read. Now adjust the quality selector knob on the tester until the meter
reads about 70. Assuming the tube under test is known to be good, this
method should be followed for several
of each type of octal base tube and a
table made showing the setting for the
filament return switch and an average
for the quality selector knob and also
the number of the cathode button.
The principle of these testers is probably known to all who will have occasion to make the above changes. They
are of the emission type. All tube elements are tied together by means of the
various push-button switches. Pressing
the cathode button of the tube under test
puts the cathode in series with the
meter, test voltage (value determined by
the setting of the quality selector) and
all the rest of the tube elements through
the electron stream and back to the
cathode
Robert P. Walters.

A-F from Dayrad 330
A 1-megohm rheostat connected between the "Neut" binding post and the
ground post of the Dayrad Model 330
test oscillator will provide considerable
range of audio -frequency variation. The
rheostat may be mounted in the small
lead compartment with the knob outside near the carrying handle. For
lower frequency range a lower value
grid leak may be substituted for the 6megohm leak originally employed.

Few commercial tapers will give uniform control of the a -f range, the greatest variation will usually be bunched in
about a quarter turn of the rheostat.
The instrument is excellent, however,
for locating rattles and buzzing.
H. M. Bell
Meter Rectifier
The Kuprox type A-110 disc rectifier, or any similar low voltage disc
rectifier may be used with a sensitive
milliameter as an output meter in the
manner indicated in the accompanying
diagram.
The a -c terminals of the rectifiers are
connected to the test leads through two
2-mfd, 600 -volt condensers. The d -c
terminals of the rectifiers are connected
External
meter posts

100,000
Ohm

A. C.

- Terminals-Mfd.
600V.
(each)

2.0

Rheostat

-+T

0-1 Ma.

Meter

1

Test Prods
or Clips

Meter rectifier circuit.

to an 0-1 milliameter with a 100,000-

ohm rheostat and switch in series.
The instrument will thus work over
a wide range of signal strength and the
switch leaves the meter free for other
uses.
H. M. Bell
Experimental Power Supply

The diagram given below illustrates
a method of easily obtaining either low

or high voltages from the same power
supply for test and experimental purposes.
L. Baw

"

D.P.D.T.

Knife switch

Experimental power supply circuit.
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JUST AS SCIENCE HAS ADDED
YEARS TO THE LIFE OF MAN

A

.. .

new HIGH in

Sensitivity and Value
At 20 000 ohms per volt, this
new Simpson Set Tester is
the most remarkable value
ever offered to the service
man. Negligible current consumption means accurate D. C. voltage readings of 2.5---10-50250-1000. Same ranges for A. C. at 1000 ohms per volt. Current readings from 1 microamp to 500 milliamps. Accurate
resistance readings as low as 1 ohm up to 40 megohms. Ask for
new circular covering wide range of tests.
p
Model 250 (20,000 ohms per volt model)-Net Price.. $38.50

!

Time price: $8.00 down and

6

monthly payments of $5.85 each

Model 225 (10,000 ohms per volt
Time price: $6.00 down and

6

model)-Net Price

ARCTURUS
has added hours of

DEPENDABLE, TROUBLE - FREE SERVICE

$29.50

monthly payments of 54.50 each

'^

Illuminated Dial Tube Tester
Checks all tubes under individual load
conditions utilizing latest authoritative
circuit. Tube quality shown on illuminated scale. Separate scales for
"Diodes" and 0-100 percentage scale
for matching tubes. Spare sockets provide for future tube changes. Has
neon -tube short check. A beautiful instrument that boosts tube sales.
Model 222 Tube Tester-Counter or
C
7$50
$3.A(
portable type-Net Price
Time price: $8.00 down and

6

Just as scientists have added many years to average
human life, so have Arcturus engineers built up the
25Z5-eliminating all the troubles, sporadic but
bothersome, that seemed inherent in this tube. Prevalent have been "flash-overs"; open cathode tabs
caused by overloads; slow-heating; shorts with resultant blown filter condensers; filament failures in
excess of normal.... The new Arcturus 25Z5 protects
users from these troubles. A high
margin of safety built into these
tubes, makes this 25Z5 outperform *
and outlast ordinary tubes and
withstand abuse.
Start using them today-on EVERY
job! Keep customers satisfied. Protect your reputation by selling only
the "quality" tube-Arcturus.
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO.,

monthly payments of $6.20 each

"Roto -Ranger" Tube and Set Tester
"Roto -Ranger" feature places twelve
distinct scales at finger tips. Utilizes
latest tube testing circuit. Has filament
return selector. Tests all types condensers on separate scales. Has separate resistance scales of 100 ohms,
100,000 ohms, 100 megohms. Three
D. C. scales of 8-300-1000 Volts.
(2500 Ohms per Volt.)

NEWARK, N. J.

VI

Time Price: 511.40 down and

6

U. S. A.

*HERE'S THE PROOF

3Ci,

220-Net Price

Model

25Z5's

..

01110

monthly payments of $8.75 each

"RotoRanger" Volt -Ohm Milliammeter
Incorporates Simpson "Roto-R anger" feature with twelve separate scales covering all ranges for practical servicing.
Model 201 with D. C. ranges only: Net
Price
$29.50
Time Price: $6.00 down and

6

payments of $4.50 each

monthly

MFR.

Model 202 (A. C. -D. C. type) : Net Price $32.50
Time Price: $6.50 down end

6

MFR.

MFR.

MFR.

MFR. ARCTURUS

B
A
C
D
E
25Z5
There is no ordinary way to test 25Z5's effectively. You've
got to treat them rough-just as they are treated in actual
use. Shoot overload after overload into them. Snap them on
and off constantly. Let 'em burn for many hours at a stretch.
Under such an extremely severe test the Arcturus 25Z5

monthly payments of $5.00 each

SIMPSON

Tubes came through with results indicated in the accompanying graph-having an effective operating life considerably in excess of five leading competitive makes of
tubes, the average life of which is also indicated!

RADIO INSTRUMENTS
AND SERVICE EQUIPMENT

They Heat in

COUPON BRINGS FACTS
Simpson Electric Co., 5218 W. Kinzie St., Chicago
bulletin describing models checked.
No. 225
No. 222
D No. 213
No. 220 D No. 201
D Send deferred payment application.
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Seconds!
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INDEPENDENT TUBES FOR DEALERS WHO
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DEGENERATIVE FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS
By

MAURICE APSTEIN

ALTHOUGH the general principle
degenerative feedback (also
called inverse, stabilized, or negative
feedback) was first advanced several
years ago, it has been only recently that
this system has been suggested for use
in high-fidelity audio amplifiers. As
originally developed it was intended for
use in carrier -current telephony, and involved the feeding of a portion of the
output voltage of an amplifier back to
its input circuit in such a way as to
cause the amplifier to become degenerative.
of

SIMILAR

TO

NEUTRALIZATION

Fundamentally, this is a special case
of the generally familiar idea of neutralization; i.e., the control and stablization
of the action of an amplifier circuit, or
the neutralization of its undesirable
characteristics, by the introduction of a
feedback voltage possessing those undesirable characteristics in such a way that
this voltage appears in the output circuit equal in magnitude, and out-of phase with the original unwanted components. Such a feedback system will
result in the cancellation in the output
circuit, of the original undesirable
characteristics of the amplifier and can
be so arranged that the desired output
remains essentially unchanged.
EARLIER ATTEMPTS

Earlier attempts to apply the principle
to "wide-range" audio frequency amplifiers met with indifferent success for
two easily understandable reasons.
Since the system depends for suitable
action upon the proper phase relationships between feedback and signal voltage, an amplifier of variable phase shift
does not possess uniformly degenerative
characteristics.
Thus the feedback
might easily he out-of -phase at one frequency and in-phase at another causing
oscillation or at least regeneration.
Like all other degeneration this feedback causes a loss in gain roughly proportional to the improvement of other
characteristics and until recently this
loss in amplification involved a sacrifice
too great to be tolerated.
The advent of hi -mu voltage amplifier
tubes and output tubes of very high
power sensitivity made practical the design of high -gain resistance -coupled
amplifiers of low -phase shift characteristics. With the two major objections
98

to degenerative feedback removed, a
flood of technical information has been
released on the subject of feedback amplifier design. It has been the author's

impression that these articles, although
completely and technically correct from
the mathematical point of view, have
neglected to translate their quantitative
data into a reasonably clear qualitative
analysis of the action taking place in a
degenerative feedback amplifier and have
thus deprived a goodly portion of their
readers, of a clear physical picture of
what actually takes place in amplifiers
of this type. It is with this expressed
purpose that the present explanation of
controlled degenerative action is offered.
In an effort to divorce the treatment as
far as possible from all mathematics
except simple arithmetic, certain of the
assumptions and analyses which follow
may not be quantitatively exact; however, treatments from a mathematical
standpoint are available from several
sources.
IMPROVEMENTS CAUSED BY FEEDBACK

It has been said that degenerative
feedback results in improved frequency
response in the amplifier itself; reduced
effect of a variable load on response
reduced distortion, and reduced hum and
noise level. These improvements are
mainly attained at the cost of a loss in
gain which must be made up by additional amplification. Some further advantages of degenerative feedback seem
possible. These are : the possibility of
utilizing specially designed loads to control frequency response and increased
stability of operation where tubes actually have too high a power sensitivity
and have a tendency toward oscillation
and transient phenomena., Examination
will show how all of these effects can
be obtained.
Fig. 1 is a conventional circuit of a
;

Fig.

I.

Single -stage amplifier.

single -tube amplifier without feedback.
The gain of the stage at some middle
frequency (say 1000 cycles) is 10. Fig.
2 is the sanie circuit with a feedback
voltage tapped off the divider R1 R.
and introduced in series with the input
voltage, by putting it in series with the
secondary of the input transformer.
Since grid and plate of an amplifier
are normally opposite in phase with respect to voltage, this feedback voltage
will be out -of -phase with the grid or
input voltage. If the voltage developed
across R. is 10 percent of the output
voltage (or if R,
10 percent of
RI + R,) we have 10 percent feedback.
Neglecting the condenser C,,

-

Percent feedback

-

R,

X 100.
R, + R,
there is 1 -volt input

Suppose in Fig. 1,
to the grid of the tube. The voltage
across the primary of the transformer
will be 10 volts. Now considering Fig.
2: if 10 percent or 1 volt of this output
is fed back to the grid circuit, it will
cancel out the 1 -volt input and there
will be no output. Suppose, however,
that in order to get the same output as
in Fig. 1 the input voltage is increased
to 2 volts. The effective input voltage

volt again and the output voltage
volts, but the effective gain has been
cut in half, since Fig. 2 requires 2 volts
input to give the same output as Fig. 1.
is

1

10

NEUTRALIZING

FREQUENCY

RESPONSE

Analyses of Fig. 2 at some other frequency besides the representative 1000cycle frequency will show how frequency
variations are neutralized. Suppose at
50 cycles the response of the amplifier
falls off 10 percent. This means that
the gain at 50 cycles is 9 instead of 10,
and 9 volts appears across the output.
Feeding back 10 percent of this cancels
out only 9/10 volts of the original signal, leaving 1.1 volts to be effective at
the grid. 1.1 volts times 9 gives 9.9
volts in the output which is only 1
percent less than the 1000-cycle output.
Thus a 10 percent gain variation in the
amplifier results in only a 1 percent
variation in output by virtue of the fact
that the feedback voltage tends to increase the effective gain of the amplifier to compensate for falling off in response.
REDUCING DISTORTION

In analyzing the circuit from the
standpoint of the reduction of distortion,
we must remember that the feedback
voltage contains not only the original
signal but whatever distortion the amplifier has introduced. Since the signal voltage has no distortion in it
(theoretically) when the 1 -volt feedback cancels 1 volt of signal the distortion component of the feedback is left
over and the resultant effective input
voltage is really 1 volt plus this distor-
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PUBLIC ADDRESS-continued
tion of hum, noise or any other component of the output (and therefore the
feedback voltage) ' which is not present
in the signal voltage. It is however
equally true that hum or tube noise
from stages previous to the feedback
points will not be affected by feedback.
LIMITATIONS
Fig. 2.

Single -stage amplifier with

feedback.

tion. Since the feedback voltage is in
phase with the output voltage, by the
time it gets back through the tube and
into the plate circuit, its phase has been
changed by the tube with the result
that it reappears in the plate circuit in
opposition to the original distortion and
the two tend to cancel each other.
Referring to Fig. 2, the 2 -volt,' 1000 cycle signal would contain, say, 10 percent distortion. In the 10 percent, or
1 -volt, feedback there would be included
0.1 -volt distortion. The feedback voltage in cancelling a part of the input
voltage has this 0.1 -volt of distortion
left over with the balance of the input
voltage applied to the grid of the tube.
Being amplified 10 times by the tube,
it would appear in the plate circuit as
1 volt or equal in magnitude and out -of phase with the original distortion voltage from which it was obtained. Thus
in this particular case of an amplifier
whose normal gain was 10, 10 percent
distortion would be redùced to a negligible value by 10 percent degenerative
feedback.
Of course, as previously mentioned,
the actual numerical values indicated
here would not hold exactly since complete cancellation of the distortion in
the output would also eliminate it from
the feedback voltage and the distortion
would be allowed to return. Obviously
some balance condition obtains.
When the feedback is accomplished,
as in Fig. 2, the distortion and frequency
response of the output transformer have
little or no effect on the feedback voltage. Consequently, the circuit would
compensate only for frequency discrimination due to the tube itself and
tube distortion. If the feedback voltage were taken off after the output
transformer, as in Fig. 3, it would tend
to counteract frequency and amplitude
distortion due to the transformer also.
From the above may be drawn the
generalization that feedback can only
reduce frequency and amplitude distortion originating in the circuits between
the points of feedback.
It can be seen that everything that
has been said about distortion will also
hold true with respect to the cancella-
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From the previous paragraphs it
would seem that the advantages to be
derived from degenerative feedback are
too good to be true. There are however
certain definite limitations on the introduction of feedback which determine
where it can be applied and limit the
amount of degeneration possible in a
given amplifier. During analysis of
feedback action we have assumed that
if we fed back a representative (1000
cycles) frequency, in such a way that
it was opposite in phase to the signal
voltage, all other frequencies would likewise be opposite in phase. This is un -

Fig.

3.

Feedback from
secondary.

transformer

fortunately not true. Phase shift in amplifiers varies to some extent from one
end of the response band to the other.
Obviously if the phase shift at one end
of the response band is more than 180
degrees with respect to the 1000-cycle
frequency, some feedback at this frequency will come back in phase with the
input and result in regenerative action
or oscillation. As long as the phase
shift is less than 180 degrees, however,
feedback will remain degenerative and
the amplifier will remain stable. Phase
shift characteristics of conventional
single -stage amplifiers are as follows
Resistance or impedance coupling up to
90 degrees; transformer coupling up
to 180 degrees.
It is also generally true that those
amplifiers which have the least phase
:

Fig. 4.

shift have the best frequency response.
Unfortunately, this means that circuits
which need frequency stablization most
are limited in the extent to which they
are applicable to feedback.
The drawbacks do not become serious,
however, unless attempt is made to feedback across more than one stage. In
general, two -stage feedback should not
be attempted with transformer coupling
unless specific design has limited the
total phase shift to less than 180 degrees.
Resistance -coupled stages may permit
two -stage feedback, but usually offer
difficulty in introducing the feedback
voltage so that it is effectively in series
with the signal. Two possible compromises suggest themselves.
A two -stage amplifier with resistance
coupling between stages, but an input
transformer to which to feed the signal (Fig. 4). Here the maximum possible phase shift is 180 degrees and in
practical circuits could be made much
less. If the phase shift were made inherently low in the amplifier itself the
feedback divider R, R, could be shifted
to the secondary of the output transformer with the additional beneficial results previously noted.
A multi-stage amplifier with any type
coupling in which some feedback is accomplished in each stage. (From each
plate circuit to its own grid). While
this system does not allow large percentages of feedback except at extreme
sacrifice in gain, it should result in
very stable operation and far less frequency and amplitude distortion than
would be possible without feedback.
CATHODE

DEGENERATION

There remains for consideration only
two other major aspects of the feedback

situation-feedback by means of cathode
degeneration and the effect of feedback
on plate resistance. It is convenient to
consider these two aspects simultaneously.
In the previous circuits degeneration
has been obtained by tapping off a suitable feedback voltage from the output.
This type of feedback should be termed
plate feedback. Aside from the previously mentioned effects plate feedback
reduces the effective plate resistance of
(Continued on page 104)

Feedback across two stages.
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RECEIVER CASE HISTORIES
Belmont 777 (Series

B)

Intermittent loud hum: This has been
caused by the 0.25-mfd condenser (C-18
on diagram) which connects from the
junction of resistors R-12 and R-13 to
ground opening intermittently. This
condenser is one section of a dual condenser, tubular in form, and has the
common connection of a metal band
which also acts as a support.
As such, at first glance the condenser
may not be recognized as a dual one.
Inoperative: Terminal of 19,000 -ohm
resistor (R-5) in plate circuit of type
76 oscillator tube, has been found to
make direct contact with terminal of
100 -ohm resistor (R-14), also in oscillator plate circuit, thus shorting out
oscillator coupling coil. This condition
may be remedied by forcing resistor
leads to different positions.
Howard J. Surbey

Chevrolet 1935 Auto Radio
Weak: Voltages- and tubes check O.K.
Adjusting the first i-f transformer trimmers has no effect on signal.

Check the

transformer for excessive wax. Remove
the wax by heating in an oven and drying, or replace the unit. Realignment
of course is necessary; i -f peak 262 kc.
Allan Siepman

.

DeWald 617
Ignition intereference: This receiver
has been designed to operate without the
use of either sparkplug or distributor
suppressors. If the ignition system is
faulty, or if the set is installed in an
older model automobile where the ignition system radiates badly, it may be
necessary to place a suppressor at the
distributor in series with the main high
tension lead. If sparkplug interference
is still noticed it may also be necessary
to place a suppressor on each plug.
It is important that all items and connections in the electrical system of the
car be in good condition.
Emerson 108, 110 (Chassis U5A)
Loud hum: If these models hum loud
ly, after checking the filter condensers.
rectifier tube, etc., look for a short circuit between the pilot lid it resistor
(R-10) and the chassis. 'luis resistor
10 -watt
may be replaced by a 25 -oh
wire -wound unit well insulated iròm the
chassis.
E. M. Prentke
Emerson C-134, C-136, C-138, C-139,

C- 140, C- 142

Production
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-

changes:

On

early

re-

ceivers the r -f and oscillator trimmer
condensers (C4 to C12) were air trimmers (part No. 3AC-252). Clockwise
rotation of the screws on these trimmers
decreases the capacity.
On receivers with serial numbers
above 880,050 the short-wave antenna
and detector coil trimmers (C6 and C9)
for the 5.5- to 18.0-mc band are mounted
on their respective coils. The antenna
stage trimmer (C6) is connected
directly across the secondary of the
short-wave antenna coil (T-3) and is
not returned to ground as shown in the
schematic.

Firestone -Stewart -Warner R-1431
(Chassis R-143)
Inoperative, no voltages: Voltage readings across the plate -to -cathode circuits of the rectifier tube, but none
across the plates. This is probably a
shorted 0.01-mfd, 1500 -volt condenser
(No. 21) connected across the transformer secondary. This condenser is
located right on top of the transformer.
It is not necessary to disconnect the
transformer from the chassis as first
inspection might suggest. The transformer can is held in place by four nuts.
Removing these, and then the can, exposes the transformer. The condenser
can be replaced without disconnecting
any other leads.
G. D. Allen
Ford-Philco 1937

Ignition interference: These receivers
use a coupling transformer between the
antenna and the lead-in. This transformer is located behind the header
hoard. When the lead-in is disconnected
from the set the noise will stop. If the
antenna lead is disconected from the
coupling transformer the noise will continue.
The lead-in shield is soldered to a
lug rivetted to the transformer can.
The rivetted connection is often unsatisfactory. The shield should be soldered
directly to the can.
L. M. Lorenzen
Grunow 821 (Chassis 8B)
l tame cannot be reduced on local
stations: Check second detector cathode
bias condenser for short or open. Replace if necessary; value 8 mfd, 25 volts.

E. J. Bancroft
Midwest 16 to 34
Color codes: Resistance values in this
and other Midwest receivers may be
determined by considering the painted
markings on the resistors as shown on

the sketch above, and applying same to
the standard RMA color code. That
is, use the color on the pointer section
of the resistor as the dot; the color next
to the pointed section as the tip, and the
remaining color as the body.

Howard J. Surbey
Philco 19, 89

Failure of oscillator between 550 and
900 kc: The failure of the oscillator in
this model over part of the tuning range
is often caused by too high a bias on
the cathode. Reducing the cathode resistor on the 36 tube from 10,000 (or
12,000) ohms to 8,000 ohms will remedy
the trouble. Defective or loose connections on the oscillator coil lugs or
the tuning condenser stator can also
cause this difficulty. It is advisable to
clean and resolder these connections in
all cases where trouble in the oscillator

circuit exists.

Everett Roberson
RCA 9K, 10T, 10K
Cuts on and off at long intervals:
When the set cuts off tests show the
equivalent of an open antenna coil. The
defect, however, is in the band switch.
The contact with the blue r -f coil lead
works loose. Tightening the contact
springs at this point should clear the
trouble.

Arthur N. Fonskov
RCA 128, 224

Inoperative: Tests show no screen
voltages. This is caused by a shorted
4-mfd screen by-pass condenser (C-16)
Motorboating: Check the 4-mfd screen
by-pass (C-16) for open circuit.
Weak for first hour, or so, of playing:
.

Check 6B7 plate coupling condenser
(C-39, 0.02 mfd) for partial open while
cold.

E. J. Bancroft
Silvertone 1320, 1322, 1324, 1326,

.

1386, 1450

Wiring "diagram: In servicing these
models, if the wiring does not follow
the diagram check against the diagram
for the Colonial 47, 48.
G, D. Allen
(Continued on page 106)
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PUBLIC ADDRESS-continued
FEATURED BY THESE
LEADING JOBBERS

the tube in the following manner :
Plate resistance may be defined as
the ratio between a given small change
in plate voltage and resulting change in
plate current, or
change in Ep
Rp

50
25

-

change in Ip
If in Fig. 2, the plate voltage increases, the feedback voltage increases
making the grid more positive than before. The positive grid tends to increase
plate current still further. Hence the
same change in plate voltage will accomplish a greater change in plate current with feedback than without. By
our definition of plate resistance, this
means thpt R has been reduced. The
effect of lower plate resistance on performance will be discussed later.
If we remove the cathode by-pass
condenser in Fig. 1, when a signal is
applied to the input an a-c voltage appears across the cathode resistor due
to the variation in plate current. The
voltage is opposite in phase to the signal voltage and is effectively in series
with it with respect to the grid and
cathode of the tube. This cathode degenerative action results in some distortion cancellation, but it is not as effective as the previously described plate
degeneration.
Since the feedback voltage is dependent upon the variation in plate current
and not upon the characteristic of the
load impedance or the voltage developed
across it, the only distortion contained
in the feedback is that due to a nonlinear plate current characteristic. Such
a circuit is beneficial only to the extent
that it reduces plate circuit distortion,
but does not equalize frequency response
or reduce distortion due to the coupling
network, since these distortion components are not present in the feedback voltage. In certain circuits, notably resistance-coupled voltage amplifiers frequency discrimination and distortion due
to the plate coupling network is negligible over the operating range and in
such cases cathode degeneration provides a simple and effective method of
reducing the remaining distortion due to
nonlinear operation of the tube.
It cannot be emphasized too strongly,
however, that cathode degeneration does
not improve frequency response nor reduce distortion introduced by the output coupling network. A serious disadvantage is that it increases (unlike
plate degeneration) effective plate resistance. An increase in plate voltage
increases plate current, causing the feedback voltage to increase. In this case,
however, increased feedback means a
more negative grid which tends to re -

Packard Radio Co., Fort Smith, ARK.
Beam Radio Co., Little Rock, ARK.
Herbert H. Horn, Los Angeles, CAL.
L. J. Meyberg, Los Angeles, CAL.
Radio Tele. Sup. Co., Los Angeles, CAL.
Dow Radio Supply Co., Pasadena, CAL.
Offenbach Elec. Co., San Francisco, CAL.
Harry Moll. Inc., Denver, COLO.
Hairy & Young, Bridgeport, CONN.
Hatry & Young. Hartford, CONN.
United Radio Sup. Co.. New Britain, CONN.
Hatry & Young, New Haven. CONN.
United Radio Sup. Co., Waterbury, CONN.
Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Wilmington, DEL.
Capitol Radia Wholesalers, Washington, D. C.
Rucker Radio Wholesalers, Inc., Washington, D.
Radia & Electric Service, Fort Myers, FLA.
Cooper Radio Co., St. Petersburg, FLA.
Capitol Radio Labs., Tallahassee, FLA.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Atlanta, GA.
Augusta Radio Co., Augusta. GA,
Allied Radia Corp.. Chicago, ILL.
Electric & Radia Supply, Chicago, ILL.
Newark Electric Co., Chicago, ILL.
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Percentage of available ampli 5.
fication vs. ratio of load resistance to
plate 'resistance.
Fig.

duce plate current. Thus a larger increase of plate voltage is necessary with
cathode feedback to produce the same
change in plate current than is necessary
is
without feedback. Obviously,
therefore effectively increased. The results of relatively high or low -plate resistance upon frequency response can
be appreciated by an examination of Fig.
5. If the load resistance is less than
three times the plate resistance

Radolek Co.. Chicago, ILL.
Wholesale Radia Service Co.. Chicago. ILL.
Otto & Songer, Decatur. ILL.
Jay's, Inc., Peoria, ILL.
Wilhelm's, South Bend, IND.
Arthur's Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, IOWA
A. A. Schneiderhahn Co., Des Moines, IOWA
Gates Motor Sup. Co., Independence, IOWA
P. I. Burks & Co., Louisville, KY.
Dixie Electric Co., Lafayette, LA.
The James Bailey Co., Portland, M E.
Mattson's, Baltimore, MD.
North Radia Co., Baltimore, M D.
Radio Elec. Service Co., Baltimore, MD.
Radio Service & Sup., Cumberland, MD.
Eastern Radio Co., Cambridge, MASS.
Woodrow Radio Co., Cambridge, MASS.
C. E. Beckman Co., New Bedford, MASS.
Pittsfield Radio Co., Pittsfield, MASS.
Radio Maint. Sup, Co., Worcester, MASS.
Wedemeyer Radie Co., Ann Arbor, MICH.
Harold G. King Radio Sup., Detroit, MICH.
Radio Parts, Inc., Detroit, MICH.
Serin Stores Corp.. Detroit, MICH.
Radio Eqpt. Sales Co., Grand Rapids, MICH.
Budd'e Music House, Lansing, MICH.
Electric Products Sales Co., Lansing, MICH.
Fitzpatrick Elec. Sup. Cot, Muskegon, MICH.
Northwest Radio, Duluth, M INN.
Lew Bonn Co., Minneapolis, MINN.
Lew Bonn Co., St. Paul, MINN.
Burstein-Applebee Co., Kansas City. MO.
Radiolab. Kansas City, MO.
Electric Lamp & Supply, St. Louis, MO.
Aaron Lippman Co., Newark, N. J.
Wholesale Radia Service Co., Newark, N. J.
Advance Radie Corp., Paterson, N. J.
Wm. IL Allen Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Dare's Radie Service, Auburn, N. Y.
Radio Equipment Corp.. Buffalo, N. Y.

R

RL

( R,

<

3

l/

it can be seen that any slight variation
in load resistance will greatly affect the
amplification. If the load resistance is
more than three times the plate resistance, wide variations in load resistance
have little effect on amplification (and
therefore response). In general the
greater the ratio of RL to R, the less
effect variations in load resistance will
have upon the response.
High -mu pentodes and tetrodes when
used as output tubes, are operated with
a load impedance which is a small fraction of the plate resistance. Moreover,
in practical circuits this load resistance
takes the form of the primary of the output transformer whose impedance is determined by the speaker load on its
secondary. The impedance of a conventional speaker varies between wide
limits and consequently this variation
has a tremendous effect upon the load
impedance which the output transformer
presents to the output tube, with a consequent large and variable effect upon
frequency response. Since plate degeneration reduces effectve plate resistance
it minimizes the effect of variations in
load impedance. Conversely, because
it increases effective plate resistance,
cathode degeneration tends to increase
frequency discrimination due to variable
load impedance and is therefore generally unsuitable for the output stage.
Cathode degeneration has been suggested as a method of reducing distortion in single tube pentode or tetrode
output stages. Results in this application may be very misleading, depending upon the level at which measure(Continued' on page 123)

F. C. Harrison, Elmira, N. Y.
Stallman of Ithaca, Ithaca, N. Y.
Gross Radio, Inc., New York City, N. Y.
Harvey's Radia Shop, New York City, N. Y.
Sun Radia Co., New York City. N. Y.
Termina] Radia Corp., New York City, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Ser. Co,. Bronx, N. Y. C., N. Y.
Wholesale Radia Service Co., New York City, N. Y.
Howe & Rogers Co., Rochester, N. Y.
W. E. Berndt, Syracuse, N. Y.
Roy C. Stage, Syracuse, N. Y.
Vaeth Electric Co., Utica, N. Y.
Weber Radia Corp., White Plains, N.Y.
Shaw Distributing Co., Charlotte, N. C.
Lewis Sporting Goods Co., Raleigh, N. C.
Brighton Sporting Goods Corp., Akron, OHIO
Steinberg's, Cincinnati, OHIO
United Radio, Inc., Cincinnati, OHIO
Ferguson Radio Supplies, Cleveland, OHIO
The Frankelite Co., Cleveland, OHIO
Radio Servicemen's Sup. Co., Cleveland, OH 10
The Winteradio, Inc., Cleveland, OHIO
H & W Auto Accessories Co., Toledo, OH 10
Rose Radia Co.. Youngstown, OHIO
Southern Sales, Oklahoma City, OKLA.
Radio, Inc., Tulsa, OKLA.
Northwest Radio Sup. Co., Portland, ORE.
Stubbs Electric Co., Portland, ORE.
United Radio Supply, Inc., Portland, ORE.
Hollenbach's Radio Service, Altoona, PA.
Jordan Radio Laboratory, Erie, PA.
Radio Distributing Co., Harrisburg, PA.
Cambria Equipment Co., Johnstown, PA.
Herbach & Rademan, Philadelphia, PA.
M. & H. Sporting Goods Co., Philadelphia, PA.
Radio Electric Service Co., Philadelphia, PA.
Eugene G. Wile, Philadelphia, PAS'.
Cameradio Co., Pittsburgh, PA.
Geo. D. Barbey Co., Reading, PA.
Radia Service & Sup. Co., Scranton, PA.
Kraus & Co., Providence, R. I..
Wescoat Radio Shop, Charleston, S. C.
Bradford Radio Sup. Co., Columbia; S. C.

-

Dakota Radio Corp., Yankton, S. D.
J. Harper Stoddard, Memphis, TENN.
Amarillo Electric Co., Amarillo, TEXAS
Dallas Electric Supply Co., Dallas, TEXAS
Straus -Frank Co., Houston, TEXAS
Felt Radia Co., Salt Lake City, UTAH
Radio Supply, Inc., Salt Lake City, UTAH
Radio Supply Co., Norfolk, VA.
Johnston -Gasser Co., Richmond, VA.
Northern Radio Co., Seattle, WASH.
Wedel Company, Seattle, WASH.
R. H. Kyle & Co., Charleston, W. VA.
MacFadden Ignition, Charleston, W. VA.
Professional Radia Sup., Clarksburg, W. VA.
White Electric Co., Clarksburg. W. VA.
King & Irwin, Huntington, W. VA.
Sound Systems, Inc., Huntington, W. VA.
Sunny's Auto Sup. Co., Parkersburg. W. VA.
Cameradie Co., Wheeling, W. VA.
Ott-Heiskell Co., Wheeling, W. VA.
Ne -Jed-La Radia Sup.. Green Bay, W SC.
Central Radio Parte Co., Milwaukee, W ISC.
Radio Laboratories, Inc., Milwaukee, W ISC.
I
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

i

I

WE'LL PAY HALF THE LOST OF

YOUR FIRST CONTROL

r

TEST THE WORLD'S FINEST
CONTROL FOR YOURSELF

.

THIS unusual offer is being made because we KNOW IRC
Metallized Volume Controls are their own best advertisement. We KNOW you'll like them. We KNOW you'll be more

I RC
rgletalii

than pleased with their permanent QUIETNESS, SMOOTHNESS
and DURABILITY-and that you'll quickly recognize them as
the finest controls ever offered to the Radio profession.

CONTROLS

-

Prices
IRC Control without switch (Plain cover) List Price

$1.00-Your

NET

-

Switch Prices
switch-Single Pole-Single

No. '21-Complete cover and
Throw, List 50c, NET
No. 22-Complete cover and
Throw, List 60c, NET
No. 23-Complete cover and
Throw, List 60c, NET

switch-Double Pole-Single
switch-Single Pole-Double

6O
J
30e

500 Ohms
1,000
2,000

11-103
11-108
11-110
3,000
11-112
4,000
"
11-113
5,000
"
11-114
5,000
"
13-114
10,000
"
16-116
10,000
"
11-116
10,000
"
14-116
10,000
"
13-116
15,000
14-118
15,000
"
16-118
20,000
"
16-119
25,000
"
14-120
25,000
"
11-120
25,000
16-120
50,000
11-123
50,000
"
13-123
75,000
"
13-125
75,000
"
14-125
100,000
"
11-128
100,000
13-128
200,000
"
11-129
200,000
14-129
250,000
"
13-130
500,000
"
13-133
500,000
"
11-133
500,000
"
13-133X
1.0 Meg.
13-137
1.0
13-137X
1.0
" VC -539
2.0
"
13-139
3.0
"
13-140
10.0
11-143
"

A
A
A
A
A
A
C
F
A
D

C
D
F

F
D
A
F
A
C
C
D
A
C
A
D
C
C
A
C
C
C

Spec.
C
C
A

36

Usual Application

Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Antenna Control
*Antenna Grid Bias of 1 Tube
*Antenna Grid Bias Control
*Antenna Grid Bias of 2 Tubes
Antenna Control
*Antenna Grid Bias Control
*Antenna Grid Bias Control
*Antenna Grid Bias Control
*Grid Bias Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Antenna Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tone Control
Tone Control
*Grid Bias Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
*Grid Bias Control
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tapped Tone Compensation
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tapped Tone Compensation
Fader
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Potentiometer

Wattage rating at full rotation -1 watt.
*External 360 ohne B T-% Grid Bias Resistor Included.

THE COST of your first IRC Metallized Control. Just
attached coupon and mail or hand it to your nearest IRC Jobber.
He will accept it as 30c IN CASH toward payment of any standard IRC Control. This means the Control will cost you only 30cexactly one-half the regular price of 60c net. List price is $1.00.
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A TYPE FOR EVERY NEED
Resistance Type No. Curve

... And so, to get you to try one at once, we'll actually PAY HALF

Try the Control! Test it! Use it in the most critical circuits where
you have had trouble or noise with ordinary controls. We'll rest
all of our claims on what the IRC Control PROVES to you!

SEE RIDER'S PERPETUAL TROUBLE-SHOOTERS
MANUAL (Index to Volume Z) for complete IRC Volume
Control Replacement Guide. Handy pocket-size guide
free to bonafide servicemen upon request to IRC jobbers.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
401 NORTH BROAD STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR 30e
IRC Jobbers throughout the United States are hereby authorized to accept
this coupon as 30c in cash toward payment of one standard IRC Metallized
Volume Control. All standard IRC Controls are priced at $1.00 list, 60c
net. This means that this coupon and 30c cash entitle the bearer to one IRC
Control under terms of our special half-price introductory offer as advertised in "Service" for March, 1937. Coupons must be signed on lines below.
Coupons accepted by jobbers under this offer will be redeemed at full value
by IRC.

COUPON VOID AFTER APRIL 15th, 1937
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY, 401 N. Broad Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Name of purchaser
Address
D Serviceman

Jobber

City

Experimenter

D Amateur

City

ONLY ONE CONTROL TO A CUSTOMER UNDER THIS OFFER

RECEIVER CASE HISTORIES-continued
transformer mounting screws. Pull the
transformer leads away from the tube

Sparfon 67, 68, 68 -XS, 685, 691

Inoperative: Voltmeter tests immediately indicated a shorted plate return
by-pass. The original condenser (C9)
was marked 0.2 mfd, 600 volts. Replace with a 0.25-mfd unit 600 -volt rating if an 0.2-mfd unit is not available.
L. Baw
Stewart -Warner R-I49
For modulation hum: (On stations

sockets.

Tighten down the power transformer
mounting bolts, preferably when the set
is hot.

Check the set for residual hum and if
there is still too much install a filter
choke and condenser as explained below.
Mount and connect the filter choke
(part No. 110058) as follows:
(a) Drill two holes in the back of the
chassis so that the choke can be mounted
in the position shown in the diagram.
(b) Connect the red-blue choke lead
to the unused 5V4G socket terminal.
(c) The long red -blue wire from the
speaker socket should be unsoldered
from the 5V4G heater terminal and connected to the unused 5V4G socket terminal to which the red-blue choke lead is
connected.
(d) Connect the red choke lead to
the 5V4G heater terminal which is connected to the input electrolytic condenser by a red -blue wire.
Mount and connect the 8-mfd, 450volt electrolytic condenser (part No.
110057) as follows:
(a) Drill a hole in the end of the
chassis,
inches from the front and
Y8 inches from the bottom, and mount
the condenser as shown, so that the
brown lead is towards the front of the
chassis.
(b) Connect the brown condenser
lead to the negative terminal of the input electrolytic condenser (the condenser nearest the power transformer).
(c) Connect the red -white condenser
lead to the dead 5V4G socket terminal
to which the red -blue choke and speaker
socket wires were connected.
Important: If to much hum still exists
after making the above changes, it is
most likely caused by defective -tubes.
Although any of the tubes can cause
hum, the 6L6s should be checked first

only) Make these changes even though
no modulation hum is heard in the shop.
Connect the 6J7 screen grid to the 6K7
i -f screen grid.
Remove the 0.01-mfd
condenser and 110,000-ohm resistor connected to the i -f screen grid. Add a
0.01-mfd, 1,500-volt line buffer condenser from chassis to the side of the
power transformer primary not already
connected to original line buffer.
For residual hum: (Between station
hum) Locate the red -blue wire running
from the 5V4G socket heater terminal
to the speaker socket. Disconnect one
end of the wire and re-route the wire
along the back of the chassis so that it
is at least two inches above the 6H6 and
6C5 sockets when the chassis is upside
down. Re -connect the wire.
Locate the long blue wire running
from the power transformer to the front
6L6 socket. Cut this wire so that the
part from the power transformer is
about 7 inches long and connect it to
the grounded heater terminal of the 6K7
r -f socket (see diagram). Remove the
balance of this wire which goes to the
6L6 socket.
A twisted pair should be placed along
the front of the chassis so it can be used
to connect the heater terminals of the
6K7 r -f and the 6L6 sockets.
Remove the input audio transformer
mounting screw nearest the front of the
set. Rotate the transformer around its
other mounting screw so that the free
end can be fastened by one of the output
Long blue heater wire to be cut and connected to grounded

heater socket terminal
Front

' Blue

edge

I
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Ì

I_

e,
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blue
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position. Keep leads
away from sockets
Connect screen

grids together

m

6(.5

O
6C5

I.F.

B

5V4G' â
Connect filter choke

I

Rotate input
° o°
transf. to this -------

In adding

wire from Ter. B
to Terminal A

i

..

Black
' --(Grounded
)

(Ungrounded)

terminal

R.F.

electrolytic

ferthis
this red

ÿ
ç

connected as shown

«

-- ,-Grounded heater

6K7

pput

Brown

__Add twisted pair

_,Black (Grounded)

a

W

rer

e

°

5/

.

-

--Drill holes to mount

filter choke

here

'

c

,

Re -rouie red -blue
wire away from sockets

Stewart -Warner
service change.

by noting whether they heat up equally.
This can be done by touching them
after the set has been turned on a few
minutes. If the temperatures are obviously unequal, try replacing both the
hot and the cold tubes, first one, then
the other. Unbalanced rectifier tubes
can also be the reason for hum..
J. N. Golten
STEWART-WARNER CORP.

Wells -Gardner OF, 2DL
Trüruir, r replacement: If one trimmer
of the gang trimmer strip used in this
model should become defective, it is not
necessary to replace the entire strip. A
single trimmer (part No. P -17A36) 150
to 250 mmfd may be used.
Disconnect the lead from the coil side
(side not grounded) of the defective
trimmer in the strip. Connect this lead
to the single trimmer. Connect to the
side not in contact with the adjusting

screw. The other side of the single
trimmer should then be connected to a
good ground, using a heavy wire to
support the trimmer adequately. In replacing the trimmer be sure to keep both
leads as short as possible and keep the
ungrounded lead as far from ground as
possible.
The defective trimmer can be left in
place in the gang but without connection.
Wells Gardner 07A
Inoperative, all d -c voltages low: The
cause of this condition was traced to a
badly burned tone control. This suggested a shorted tone control condenser.
However, this was not the case. The
condenser checked O.K. Further investigation disclosed defective insulation
of the control itself. Replacement wac
necessary value 150,000 ohms.
L. Baw
;

Zenith 4V31, 4V59 (Chassis 5405)
Intermittent operation: Often caused
by a defective low -frequency padding
condenser (C2) ; value 200 to 550 mmfd.
No reception on low frequencies: If
battery voltage is O.K. replace the 15
oscillator-first -detector tube.
J. E. Steoger
Zenith 666 (Chassis 5616)
Noisy: Noisy reception, evident when
the set is in the car but absent when it
is removed to the service bench, is often
caused by a loose nut that holds the
oscillator coil to the can. The nut is
located under the tuning condenser
gang. It will be necessary to remove
the chassis to tighten the nut.
Allan Siepman

SERVICE FOR
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Leadership
BY

HAS

REPETITION

SUCCESS

OF

THAT is exactly what Electronic has done and
consequently there is again written a new chapter in the history of auto radio replacement vibrators.
The many exclusive advanced features offered in Electronic noiseless replacement units set a new "high" in
standards of performance. Every part is ruggedly built
to deliver the maximum efficiency and to give longer
life. Jobbers and servicemen know that the Electronic
noiseless line is the most condensed line of exact replacement vibrators on the market. Complete yoùr
stock now and feature these super -vibrators in order
to build spring business. Cash in on their profit.

ELECTRONIC

INC.

LABORATORIES

World's largest exclusive Manufacturer of Vibrators and Vibrator
Power Supplies

e
k
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RADIO FIELD SERVICE DATA
Every radio service man needs Ghirardi's new loose-leaf data
book for quick and handy reference. As a time- and money saver it has no equal anywhere! The "Case Histories"
section alone (with trouble symptoms and remedies for over
1,500 receivers) is worth many times the cost of the book,
to say nothing of the 5,424 "I.F." listings, etc., etc.
With the SUPPLEMENT SHEETS issued twice a year you
can always have the

latest authentic data
right at your finger

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

tips.

Simpler!
Better!
ALL
CAR RADIO
INSTALLATION IN

1937

(alk"

UNIVERSALS you'll do a better
UNIVERSALS are complete, single -unit controls already assembled. They're quickly installed on any
car model, for any car set, with Escutcheon Plates to match the dashboard perfectly. Send the coupon today for complete information and prices.

Here's

Why-

436 Pecs
81 DIAGRAMS

Promotion and Management"

"RADIO BUSINESS

26 CHARTS & TABLES

$2.50

job-quicker.

PRE

-

ASSEMBLED.

No loose parts. Auto-

with Jan. & June '37

matic dial adjustment.
No
No

./p

cutting of dash.
visible screws.

Escutcheon Plates to
match all instrument
panels. Color -matched
knobs.
Minimum stock for
maximum coverage of

and service. How to advertise.
Practical, proved methods and
ideas. The first and only book
of its kind!
Send now for FREE

Combination Offer: Ghirardi's 1,300 - page MODERN RADIO
SERVICING together with RADIO FIELD SERVICE DATA-

Radio & Technical Publishing Co.
45 Astor Place, New York. Dept. S-27
MAIL THIS COUPON

-e®_---'
-

REPRESENTATIVES:

A few good territories
still open. Write us!

21-07 40th Ave., Dept. D,
Long Island City, N. Y.

-

find $6 for Combination Offer on both
servicing books, including Jan. & June '37 Supplements L. DATA book. Postpaid. (Foreign $6.50.)
Enclosed find $2.50 for RADIO FIELD SERVICE
DATA alone, with Jan. & June '37 Supplements.
Postpaid. (Foreign $3.)
Send free circular (CO) on both servicing books.
Please send free circular (BB) on new Radio Business book.
Enclosed

BNM. Mal aMR

Please send without obligation your descriptive
circular about the new, patented UNIVERSAL
CONTROLS.

Name........................................ .......................

Name
Address

FEBRUARY,

Explains everything about the
business side of radio work.
How to start and run a radio
business. How to sell radio sets

CIRCULAR BB.

SUPPLEMENTS

installations.

ConTROLS, inc.

2,199

x 61/2")

Pre -tested IDEAS on
how to get more business.
You'll get them all in another
brand new book-

CHEVROLET

With

THE

MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE.

FOR

Re -Installations

SEND

COUPON TODAY!

Address

nl 'BR
1937
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TEST

EQUIPMENT...

Set Tester Circuits
In radio service, or maintenance
work, the Service Man is interested
in several groups of measurements. The
first group involves the fall of potential
across any circuit, being measured in
volts, or in smaller or larger graduates
such as millivolts or kilovolts, the last
being very rarely used in present-day
service work. The second group depends upon the rate of flow of current
through any given circuit, and is measured in amperes or its equivalent larger
or smaller graduates, such as microamperes, milliamperes, etc. The product
of the fall of potential across the circuit
and its flow of current result in the
amount of power dissipated by the circuit which is measured in watts, certain
other factors being taken into consideration in a -c measurements. Other electrical measurements such as capacity,
decibels, tube quality, etc., have circuits
peculiarly adapted to their use. Inasmuch as we have no method whereby we
can, through human senses, measure
these quantities, it is necessary to fall
back on external physical bodies actuated by mechanical or electrical forces
to do our measuring for us. Thus we
have the electrical meter which responds
to the effect of electricity upon a given
circuit. A meter may be calibrated in
standard units of voltage, current,
power, etc.
D -C VOLTMETER CIRCUITS

When a meter has a full-scale of 1.0
ma, the required series resistance necessary to make the meter read a 1 -volt
potential at full-scale deflection is 1,000
This is the "ohms-per -volt"
ohms.
designation and is always equal to the
total resistance of the internal meter
armature resistance and the external
resistor, or R,, divided by the required
maximum voltage for full scale deflection. Stated as a formula :

R

Rpo=E,

As the resistance -per -volt value of

Fig. I.

108

Voltmeter connections.

the meter is equal to the total external
and internal meter circuit resistance divided by the maximum voltage value
for full-scale deflection, to col ipute the
total external and internal resistance
value for any voltage range, it is only
necessary to multiply the "ohms-per volt" value of the meter times the maximum voltage for full-scale deflection required.
This formula is as follows :

R,=Rpo.E,
In other words as a 1 -ma meter has
an "ohms -per -volt" value of 1,000 if a
total deflection scale value of 7 volts is
required, it is only necessary to multiply
1,000 times 7 equalling 7,000 or the
necessary number of ohms internal and
external resistance for a 1 -ma meter to
be used as a 7 -volt full-scale voltmeter.

Fig. 2.

Milliammeter connections.

As the internal armature resistance of
the meter is approximately 90 ohms and,
therefore, the external resistor necessary
to bring it up to a common 300-ohm
value is approximately 210 ohms, the
additional resistance necessary to be
used in the 7 -volt voltmeter circuit
would be 6700 ohms.
A typical multi -range voltmeter circuit (as used in most of this year's
radio testers) utilizing a 1 -ma meter is
illustrated in Fig. 1. As can be seen
by the diagram, the 35 -volt range, inasmuch as the meter has an "ohms -per volt" value of 1,000 would require a
total of 35,000 ohms, this being made
up of the internal resistance of the
meter (90 ohms approximately), the external compensating resistor (210 ohms
approximately), the 6700 -ohm resistor
for the 7 -volt range and the 28,000 -ohm
additional resistor to make up a total
resistance of 35,000 ohms. The 140 volt range would require 140,000 ohms
and, inasmuch as we already have a total
series resistance of 35,000 ohms it is
only necessary to add a 0.105-meg. resistor to make up the correct value. The
balance of the ranges are calibrated in
exactly the same manner.

631 ...f........f..n

.....

pief rieinfieffe Ifnfnififieg

Fig. 3.

Ohmmeter

connections.

D -C MILLIAMMETER CIRCUITS

When using a meter to measure the
current passing through any circuit, it
must be borne in mind that the total
current passing through the circuit to be
measured must also pass through the
meter or be by-passed around the meter
through the use of a "shunt" resistor.
If a circuit to be measured is carrying a
current of 7 ma, we may use a 7 -ma
meter or a 1 -ma meter and a shunt resistor which will by-pass the balance of
the 6 ma. In servicing work, it is not
possible to standardize on any one meter
movement which will take the total current to be measured, and also give an
indication of the smallest amount of
current to be measured, without using
some combination of shunt resistors.
In the 1 -ma meter circuit designed for
current measurements and used with
most of the 1937 Supreme line, the total
shunt resistor has a value of 50 ohms
and is tapped for lower shunt resistor
values according to the various higher
current ranges desired, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this case, if a total current
of 7 ma must pass through the meter
circuit and only 1 ma maximum may
flow through the meter, a resistor which
is exactly one -sixth the total external
and internal meter resistance must be
used to by-pass or "shunt" the other 6
ma of current. As the total meter resistance is 300 ohms, 1/6 of 300 ohms
would be 50 ohms.
For the current measuring ranges
above the 7.0 ma range the 50-ohm shunt
resistor is tapped at several smaller resistor values, thereby forming what is
known as a "ring -type" shunt, the total
"ring" resistance value is 350 ohms. The
sectional resistance values of the 50 -ohm
shunt resistor are calculated by multiplying the total "ring" resistance (350
ohms) by the full-scale current of the
meter (.001 ampere), dividing the result by each range value, in turn, from
the common terminal, and subtracting
the sum of the preceding values from
each newly determined value. So, by
mutilplying 350 ohms (the "ring" resistance) by .001 ampere (the full-scale
meter current) we have a value of 0.35

SERVICE FOR

This will answer a great many letters on the question of tone-arm

AIDA\

77/icracltine
"RELAYED FREql1ENCY , p;ckuv

"The Standard by Which Others
Are Judged and Valued"
HERE is recording -microphone fidelity, right
down to the finest detail
an ideal toward
which the industry has worked its way by slow
and careful degrees. Not since the advent of the
pick-up in 1926 has there been a development.
so important to recorded music. Now
listen
to absolute facsimile reproduction
delightful
to engineers and laymen alike
a real widerange Pick-up performance that has made skeptical
technicians exclaim, "That's THE answer to the

...

...
...
...

problem!"

AUDAX

Magneto-Inductive Pick-ups
Built on the identical principle employed in the actual making
of the Higher Fidelity records. Positive, unfailing, unvarying
. immune
alike to heat and humidity . . . used
throughout the world in foremost Broadcast Stations, Theatres and Laboratories. A model for every need, from the
humblest midget portable to the most exacting transcription

requirements.
Watch

for

announcement

of

CUTTING -HEAD development

an

..

important NEW

pioneered by Audax.

AUDAK
COMPA
Fifth Avenue
York,

500

FEBRUARY,

Eleatce
New

"Creators of High Grade

1937

mounting:
Any radial play-back mechanism,
to be effective, must recognize
simple geometry. From the very
nature of the circular object called
a record and the path inward which
is taken by the needle, it is obvious
that "tangency" (the angle at which
the actual "functioning axis" meets
the record) varies as the needle
progresses.
Contrary to some erroneous opinions,-the arm should be so mounted
as to definitely favor the inner
grooves as much as possible. To
one versed in the art, the reasons for
this are obvious. The fact is that
the outside grooves can much better
stand a tracking error than the inner
ones. For that reason the leading
phonograph companies long ago
adopted an arm -mounting generously favoring the inner grooves.
It is possible to average up the
errors over all the grooves, either
by varying the distance of arm -pivot
from center of record, or, as has
been done back in the Victrola days,
in the case of short arms, the reproducer head itself, may be put
at an angle to the arm. However,
unless properly executed, this only
"robs Peter to pay Paul,"-taking
it away from the inner grooves and
giving it to the outside ones. In no
case should this be done unless the
error on the outside grooves becomes too great,-as happens when
the arm is short.
Away back in 1918, while the boys
were still in France, I was called
away from my laboratory one bright
morning for an emergency consultation at the plant of one of the leading phonograph companies. These
folks had just made a change in
their talking machine mechanism ...
and something was WRONG.
It wasn't long before the trouble
was located. In mounting the tonearm they had been favoring the
outer grooves at the expense of the
more needy inside ones . .. and the
resulting angular pressure on the
last part of the record was giving
trouble. (Today there still are a good
many electric pick-ups having destructively high needle-point impedance but, serious as this is, they
are mild as compared with what the
reproducers were in those days).
The obvious answer: -A pickup
whose needle-point impedance is so
low that the average tracking error
can have no effect on wear.
Tremendous trifles have their say
in the construction of electrical reproducing sound-apparatus. Men and
machinery and methods are important . . but the one intangible
MILLION -DOLLAR "if" is EXPERI.

N. Y.

ENCE.

1915"
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TWO IMPORTANT REASONS WHY JOBBERS

AND SERVICE MEN PREFER "PRECISION"

New "PRECISION"

MULTIMETER
SERIES

830

An eleven range service instrument with a
large 3 inch square meter of modern design ...

SMALL IN SIZE (4'/2

x 7 x 21/21

A GIANT IN UTILITY
Quantity production makes possible this very low
price of

POPULAR
FAST SELLING
THE

$1095
(Net wholesale price)

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES
D. C. voltage ranges: 0.10; 0.100; 0.250;
0-500; 0-1000 at 1000 ohms per volt.
4 D. C. current ranges: 0.1 ma; 0.10 ma; 0-100
ma; 0-250 ma.
2 resistance ranges: Low ohms shunt method.
0-500 ohms. As low as 1/2 of an ohm. High
ohms reading. 0-300,000 ohms.
Large 3" square meter of modern design and
highest quality; housed in bakelite case; D'ArEmploys top and
sonval type; 2% accuracy.
bottom bridges; highly grained jewels; rounded
pieces for equalpole
designed
specially
pivots;
ized flux distribution; reinforced needle pointer.
usage.
Will withstand rough
Large easy reading scales.
Selector controlled throughout; only two polarized pin jacks on panel.
Wire wound shunts of 1% accuracy used.
Metal etched panel attractively finished.
Compact size; 41/2 x 7 x 21/2.
Leatherette covered case.
Self-contained battery included.
Accurate and adequate voltage, current and resistance ranges for point to point set testing.
Zero adjust compensator for accurate resistance
readings.
5

110

"PRECISION"
ELECTRONOMETER No. 600
A combination testing instrument of COMPACT SIZE (124 x 11y2 x 6) for complete
housed in an attractive
modern tube analyzing and point to point set analyzing .
approximate carrying weight,
built to withstand "rough" usage
hardwood case
15 lbs. The Series 600 was designed to eliminate the inconvenience of carrying or the
expense of purchasing several testing units.

...

...

these two favorites at your
distributor . . . or write direct to
factory for complete, detailed information.
See

..

$45.75

PRECIek_
821

SAY

EAST NEW YORK AVENUE

You SAW IT IN
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BROOKLYN. NEW YORK
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EQUIPMENT-continued

Fig. 4.

Voltmeter connections for

a -c

measurements.

into which each range value is divided,
in turn, for determining the required
shunt values. Taking the shunt values
for the highest range (1400 ma) as our
first problem, we divide 1.4 amperes
into 0.35 (our total ring "IR" value)
and find that a value of 0.25 ohm is correct for this resistor. The 700-ma range
shunt value of 0.25 ohms results from
dividing 0.7 ampere into our total ring
"IR" value of 0.35, or 0.5 ohms, but,
since we already have a value of 0.25
ohms for our pervious range, subtracting this value from 0.5 ohms results in
a value of 0.25 ohms for the second section of the shunt also. The other values
may be computed similarly.

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 3.
This is a circuit diagram of the ohmmeter used in the Supreme Model 585.
A close analysis of the circuit will show
that for the lowest, or 2,000 -ohm range,
the 33 -ohm resistor is a shunt resistor
while the 297 -ohm and the 2723 -ohm
resistors act as multipliers to the meter
with its 600/4200 ohm shunting resistor
made up of a fixed 600-ohm resistor and
a 3600 -ohm rheostat. For the 20,000 ohm range, the 33-ohm and the 297 ohm resistors (330 ohms total) act as a
shunt and the 51 -ohm and 2723 -ohm
resistors function as multipliers. For
the 200,000-ohm range the 33 -ohm, 297 ohm and 2723 -ohm resistors (3053 ohms
total) act as a shunt and the 3269 -ohm
resistor acts as a multiplier.
In this particular circuit the current
value for the highest range is 0.0012 ampere (0.001 ampere through the meter,
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CONDENSER LEAKAGE MEASUREMENT

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 is used
in the Supreme Models 500 and 585 to
check electrolytic condensers for leakage. The condition of the electrolytic
capacitor is indicated on a good -bad
scale on the meter. The required d -c
is supplied by a self-contained miniature
power pack.
The d-c is supplied
through a resistor R which limits the
current to a safe value for good capacitors and protects the meter against a
shorted capacitor.
CAPACITY MEASUREMENT

In the capacity measuring functions

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The resistance measuring circuits of
the 1937 Supreme instruments use the
meter primarily as a voltmeter with the
current passing through the meter calibrated on an "ohms" scale instead of a
"volts" or "mils." scale. In the multi range ohmmeter circuits of these instruments shunts are used to enable the different sensitivities required for each
range and to this extent the ohmmeter
circuit, resembles current -measuring
circuits in which shunts are usually required.
In the design of ohmmeter functions,
it is necessary to take into consideration
the current required by the meter for
full-scale deflection; that a small amount
of current must be allowed for passage
through a variable "zero adjustment"
rheostat to compensate for the natural
depreciation of a new battery ; that
another small amount of current must be
allowed for passage through the fixed
shunt for the highest resistance measuring range; that these three current
values, when added together constitute
the load for the highest resistance measuring range possible with the available
battery potential and that the current
loads for the lower ranges must be decimultiples of the current load for the
highest range in order that all ranges
fall on the same "ohms" scale.

(Cl in Fig. 4), as a multiplier reactor
for the low range, instead of ultilizing a
multiplier resistor. This arrangement
constitutes an impedance circuit wherein the potential developed across the
capacitive reactance is 90 degrees out of
phase with the potential developed
across the meter and rectifier resistance,
so that the impedance elements may be
represented by a right-angled triangle
in which the resistance of the circuit is
represented by a short leg of the triangle
and the capacitive reactance by a long
leg; the resulting impedance is represented by the hypotenuse of the triangle.

.

Fig. 5.

Condenser leakage test circuit.

ampere through the variable
"zero adjustment" shunt, and 0.0001 ampere through the fixed shunt made up of
the 33, 297 and 2723 -ohm resistors).
For the next range the current is 0.012
ampere total and for the lowest range
the current is 0.120 amperes. The current for the lowest rangé is about the
load limit for a small 4.5 volt battery to
carry and still give economical service.
0.0001

A -C MEASURING CIRCUITS
The a-c potential measuring functions
of Supreme's 1937 line, differ from the
d -c measuring functions in that the
meter is connected to the output terminals of a full -wave instrument rectifier; a capacitor is substituted for the
first multiplier resistor, and the capacitor is connected in series with the
rectifier input circuit; each of the multiplier resistors above the first range are
by-passed with a calibration capacitor.
A typical a-c potential measuring circuit
is shown in Fig. 4.
In the design of the a-c potential circuit under discussion, it was found advantageous to minimize the effect of the
instrument rectifier's current density
characteristic by using a series capacitor

of the Supreme 1937 instruments, the resistance value of the meter, shunts and

multiplier resistance associated with the
measuring circuit shown in Fig. 5 constitute one leg of an impedance triangle.
The capacitive reactance of a capacitor
of unknown value, connected into the
circuit for determining its value, constitutes the other leg of the impedance triangle. The resistance value of the meter,
shunt and multipliers will be a constant
value for any particular range and the
vector's capacitive reactance is in every
case determined by the capacitive value
of the capacitor inserted into the circuit
for the purpose of determining its
value. The meter current is related di -

Fig. 6.

leakage.,

Measuring electrolytic condenser

TEST EQUIPMENT-continued
rectly to the hypotenuse length of the
impedance triangle and will not have
linear relation to the capacitive values.
For example, let us assume that we have
an impedance triangle in which the fullscale meter current corresponds to a
capacitive value of 5.0 mfd; if we remove the 5.0-mfd capacitor and replace
it with a 2.5-mfd capacitor, the length
of the reactive leg of the triangle will
be doubled, but the length of the hypotenuse of the impedance triangle will
not be doubled, and therefore, the meter
current will not be reduced to one-half
its former full-scale value.
From the foregoing it is natural to
ask how capacitive measurements are
made on an evenly divided scale. The
answer lies in the variable resistive
value introduced by the full-wave copper-oxide rectifier employed. The shunts
and multipliers were designed to be of
such value as to allow the variable element of the rectifier to counterbalance
the variable reactive element of the different capacitors which may be measured.
For the measurement of electrostatic
(paper) capacitors a comparatively high
a -c potential may be used. Low values
of a-c voltage must be used on the high
value electrolytic capacitors to protect
the electrolytic film of such capacitors
the actual potential used for electrolytics
is about 9.5 volts.
Samuel C. Milbourne,
Service Engineer,
SUPREME INSTUMENTS CO.

Checking Signal Generators
Much of the latest receiver service
data issued by the set manufacturers
includes sensitivity ratings in terms of
microvolts input necessary to produce
50 milliwatts output. Accurate alignment and correct adjustments and measurements can now be checked against
original factory standards provided a
suitable signal generator is availablebut what are the requirements of a suitable signal generator ?

A modern signal generator is a carefully designed oscillator with a uniform
signal output over a range of about 100
to 70,000 kc. It differs from earlier
oscillators in that the signal output is
steadier and calibrated attenuators control this output. The modulation signal
is supplied through a separate audio oscillator and modulates the carrier of the
signal generator. A 400 -cycle note, the
standard audio test frequency recommended by IRE, is usually employed.
This frequency is above the resonance
point of dynamic speakers and well below the high -frequency cut-off point of
audio systems or sharp tuned i -f stages
and is therefore quite suitable for testing purposes.
CHOICE OF GENERATOR

In choosing a signal generator several
important features should be checked or
determined from reliable sources. The
accuracy of the frequency calibration;
the leakage of signal at zero attenuation
(volume control of signal generator at
minimum setting) and linearity of attenuator calibration can be checked on
any Service Man's bench. The waveform of the modulated r -f carrier and
of the 400 -cycle audio signal require
more complicated equipment for their
determination. Any signal generator
that passes the first three tests is likely
to be a good instrument-if it also passes
the other two it is as good as most generators can be.

from the signal generator should beat
with the station signal. Then select
some one of the major American shortwave relay stations. Replace the 0.0002mfd condenser with a 400 -ohm resistor.
Check the signal generator calibration
against the frequency of that station by
the zero -beat method. One-half that frequency on the signal generator should
also produce a strong beat with which
to test and one -quarter of the test -station frequency should also provide a test
point. The object is to determine if the
signal generator provides signals which
check accurately with the dial settings
when compared to the larger stations
using crystal oscillators and known to
remain steadily on their assigned frequency. A signal generator which does
not read within 2 percent of its dial
calibration usually requires a special
hand calibrated curve drawn on suitable
graph paper to assure accuracy; otherwise it is difficult to make allowances
for deviations.
ZERO ATTENUATION

The second test is for zero attenuation. Tune the receiver to some spot
on the broadcast band but disconnect
the outside aerial. Tune the signal generator to the same frequency with the
modulator operating to produce an audible signal in the receiver. Make certain
the receiver is grounded and that the
ground lead of the signal generator is
connected to the same ground at the receiver. In testing the broadcast bands a
condenser of 0.0002 mfd should be connected in series with the signal generator and the antenna lead to act as a
dummy antenna; on short-wave bands
a 400-ohm carbon resistor should be
substituted for the series condenser for
the same purpose. The dummy antenna
prevents the detuning effect on the antenna input coil caused by the shunting
effect of the signal generator attenuator
when it is set close to zero. After these
precautions have been taken increase
the receiver volume control and reduce
the signal from the generator to zero. If
the control is of the proper design and

FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
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The first test is for frequency calibration. The equipment required for this
is any good receiver, without afc, which
covers broadcast and short-wave bands.
Tune in some clear channel broadcast
station, for example WLW on 700 kc.
Couple the signal generator to the antenna of the receiver through a 0.0002mfd condenser. After a few minutes to
warm up, turn the signal generator dial
to 175 kc. The forth harmonic of 175
kc should beat with the 700-kc signal of
the station. Likewise the second harmonic of 350 kc and the 700-kc signal
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TEST EQUIPMENT-continued
the leakage is negligible, no trace of the
modulated signal can be heard in the
output of the radio set. Usually the
radio picks up noise of greater intensity
than even a slight trace of signal from
the generator but a good unit will go
down to zero on sets as sensiti$e as 1
microvolt. Repeat this test on the shortwave bands. Here the attenuation is
not always so effective but it should
closely approach an inaudible point.

oscillograph and setting the sweep at
100 or 200 cycles. A clean, undistorted,
sine wave should appear on the screen
if the audio signal is suitable for quality
testing of audio amplifiers.
As a final check upon results, repeat
as many of the tests as possible on a
different receiver to make certain that
some of the results observed were not
peculiar to the set being used.
J. P. Kennedy
TRIUMPH MFG. Co.

LINEARITY OF ATTENUATOR

The third test is for linearity of the
attenuator. This can be made by coupling the generator directly to the grid
cap of the i-f tube preceding a diode
detector, after removing the normal top
grid connection. With the ground lead
still on the chassis, this circuit shunts
out the avc and permits tests of the attenuator. An output meter or an oscillo graph may be used to indicate the intensity of the output signal. Tune the
signal generator to the i-f peak of the
receiver. Operate the attenuator controls and watch the output indication,
if the controls are linear in action, the
output will increase directly in proportion to the movement of the controls.
An oscillograph will disclose when the
signal overloads the amplifier-with an
output meter, it is necessary to listen
for distortion at the overload point. Accurate attenuator tests cannot be made
beyond the overload point of the receiver amplifier.
WAVEFORM

The fourth test is for waveform of
the modulated r -f carrier. This test is
made by connecting the output of the
signal generator to the grid of a mixer
or first detector in a superheterodyne
receiver and a wire from the plate of
the last i -f to the vertical input of an
oscillograph. The oscillograph sweep
may be set to 50 or 60 cycles and the
modulated carrier observed on the
screen. The modulation contour should
be symmetrical. Increase the sweep frequency to 20,000 cycles and turn off the
modulation. This will give the wave
pattern of the carrier on the screen.
The waveform should be symmetrical.
The character of the unmodulated r -f
wave may be further tested by beating
the generator signal against an unmodulated station carrier and examining the
resultant beat frequency in the audio
output of the receiver. A good signal
generator will produce a steady pattern
on the oscillograph when used in this
way; an evidence of frequency stability.
The fifth test may be made by connecting the audio output of the signal generator across the vertical input of the
114

RCA 150 Test Oscillator
In the January issue of SERVICE1 the
circuit diagram of the RCA model 150
test oscillator was given and some description attempted in conjunction with
its use as a companion to the RCA
model 151 cathode-ray oscillograph. A
more complete description is now available.
The model 150test oscillator consists
of two radio -frequency oscillators (one
fixed and one variable) whose outputs
are combined in a mixer tube to provide the desired r -f signal. Either amplitude modulation (400 cycles) or frequency modulation (of plus or minus 20
kc maximum) of the output frequency
may be obtained, depending on which
type of modulation is employed on the
fixed oscillator. Referring to the circuit
diagram in last month's issue, the following action takes place:
A fixed r -f oscillator, consisting of the
pentode section of the 6F7 tube and its
1"A Cathode-Ray Oscillograph for the Service
SERVICE, page 13, January 1937.

Man".

I

associated inductance and capacity oscillates at a frequency of 800 kc. A
pickup coil coupled to this tank circuit
feeds energy from this oscillator into the
No. 4 grid of the 6A7 combination
oscillator -mixer tube. The triode section of this tube, together with its associated inductances and capacities make
up the variable oscillator which is tuned
by the variable capacitor, C7. Because
of the coupling in the electron stream
there will appear in the output plate
circuit of the 6A7 frequencies corresponding to the sum and difference of
the frequencies of the two oscillators.
The tuning dial is calibrated directly in
kc corresponding to the difference of the
two oscillator frequencies up to 7 megacycles. Above 7 megacycles the sum frequency is used. The foregoing description applies for the condition of no
modulation on the fixed oscillator.
When amplitude modulation is employed the same action holds true except
that the triode section of the fixed oscillator tube oscillates at 400 cycles and is
coupled externally to the r -f oscillator
section so as to impress the audio voltage in series with the plate supply of
the oscillator section. The resultant output voltage from the 6A7 tube is amplitude modulated an amount equivalent to
the modulation impressed on the fixed
oscillator.
When frequency modulation is employed the above action of the variable
oscillator and mixer tubes still holds
true, but the signal from the fixed oscil(Continued on page 119)
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
INSTITUTE OF RADIO SERVICE MEN

Cleveland Chapter
At the January 4, 1937, meeting, the
time was well filled with election of officers ; a chicken dinner (with all the trimmings) ; a burlesque entertainment and last,
but not least, "Soharsm."
Robert L. Kline was elected chairman;
P. R. Kendall, vice chairman ; George H.

Roberts, secretary ; James E. Hausser,
treasurer, and L. Vangunten, official observer.
A number of members made a New
Year's resolution to make 1937 a better
year for all. It is the general opinion of
the membership that a better job can be
done if everyone in the radio industry pulls
together.
The new officers were installed at the
meeting held January 20. At the same
meeting, "Ask Alex, He Knows" Plakadis,
an old-timer, conducted a publication review and service discussion as only Alex
can. P. R. (Red) Kendall and Al Theriault opened the ball for the coming examinations conducted by the NRSQP.
L. Vangunten, Official Observer

Sheboygan Chapter
Some time back the officers of the Sheboygan Chapter, noting the comparative
success of various noon luncheon clubs, decided to try a get-together dinner.
The first of these, an informal dinner
scheduled for 6:30 p. m., proved to be a
successful method of bringing the boys to
the meeting. Others were equally popular.
In a private dining room the members that
have been out on the job until 6:20 p. m.
can come directly, without the necessity of
returning home to change clothes.
Over a good dinner it is rather a simple
matter to set up a spirit of camaraderie so
necessary in an organization of competitive business such as radio service.
Harold R. Nitze, Secretary
ASSN. OF RADIO SERVICE MEN
The first meeting this year of the Association of Radio Service Men of Rochester,
New York, held January 11, proved inter-

esting and eventful.
Reports of the publicity and membership
committees opened the proceedings and
reflected an optimistic attitude towards the
coming year.
William Bellor, the program committee
for the evening, inaugurated a new idea
locally by presenting a technical contest.
The first section consisted of attempting
to identify and state the use of two unlabelled circuits on the board, namely, a
high -frequency magnetron super -regenerative circuit and a simple oscillator designed
for diathermy application. Secretary Frank
Burgo rated 100 per cent on this test,
while two others tied for second place.
The second part required drawing the
schematics for each of thirteen tubes, type
numbers being given on the board. The
less said about the results, the better, but
two members tied for first place with somewhat less than 100 per cent.
Chairman Bert Lewis read a letter from
the Federal Communications Commission
asking the opinion of the association regarding the suggested increase in broadcast
116

station blanket area limit signal strength.
George Driscoll, who has been actively
connected with broadcasting, gave a talk on
the factors to be considered on this subject,
which was highly enlightening.
The group agreed unanimously, after discussion, that such increase might benefit
the Service Man, and authorized Mr.
Lewis to transmit this decision to the
FCC.
Mr. Woodworth, of Radio Today, who
is an associate member, addressed the
organization briefly, and received suggestions regarding his publication.
The meeting was adjourned, after which
it degenerated into private controversies
which continued, as usual, far, far into the
night.
Frank W. Bloom, Press Agent.
RADIO ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA

The January 18 meeting ended all too
soon to suit the members. Frank Kester,
marine editor of the Oakland Tribune, spun
several yarns about ships and sailors and
things, and time sprouted wings and flew
on by.... The members tendered Chairman
of the Board Knox permission to go ahead
with necessary work on the clubroom ceiling and then throw a blowout to cover the
deficit.... A roll call was conducted expressly for our old friend Frank, whom
startled members hadn't seen since Hector
was very small, indeed. . . And commodore -of-the -commissary Fink reported the
loss of the old broken bucket with which
we were wont to build our coffee of a meeting night.
Ralph Moore will give a review and
practical uses of avc at the February 15
meeting.
is

Another speaker to watch and wait for
Harold Lindsay of the Shell Develop-

ment Company.

H. R. Anderson, Secretary

RADIO TECHNICIANS ASSN. OF UTAH

Two years ago the Service Men of
Ogden, Utah, organized. Today the association boasts a membership of about 27.
At the meetings case histories are discussed as well as local service problems.
The organization has been successful in
establishing price levels for service work
and has used its influence in having a radio
interference ordinance passed by the city
government.
Through the medium of simple advertising the association claims to have established fair practices and capable workmanship in the service industry in Ogden.
G. E. Arnold, Sec'y.
RADIO SERVICE ASSOCIATION
Harold L. Olsen, of the Weston Elec-

trical Instrument Corporation, Newark,
New Jersey, lectured on the subject "Radio
Service and Testing" at the meeting of the
Phoenix Chapter of the Radio Service
Association of Arizona held January 14 at
the Phoenix Junior College. Mr. Olsen
is assistant general sales manager of the
Weston Corporation and has been associated with the Jewell Instrument Company and with the Marconi Company. His
lecture was of great interest, and was
appreciated by the attending members.
Ken Sloan, Editor,
The Output.

.

..
NRIAA

The following officers have been elected
for 1937: P. J. Dunn, president ; Earl
Bennett, C. Stokes, 12. H. Rood and F. E.
Oliver, vice-presidents ; Earl Merryman,
secretary and R. B. Murray, executive
secretary.
Although Mr. Murray was reelected
executive secretary he has resigned from
the position and L. L. Menne will take his
;

place.

The officers are to serve until January

1938.

PRSMA

Beginning this autumn the Board of
Education of Philadelphia contemplates the
introduction of a radio course in the vocational schools which are now in the process
of construction.
Although no definite plan has yet been
announced, it is believed the course will
include different phases of radio and radio
service.
The Philadelphia Board of Education,
eager to do a complete job, are conducting
an intensive research in the needs of the
radio industry, and in the types and content
of the radio courses necessary to satisfy
these needs.
The Philadelphia Radio Service Men's
Association (PRSMA). has been honored
by a request from the Philadelphia Board
of Education to cooperate in supplying information pertinent to accepted standards
of workmanship, tools, test equipment, supplies, etc., in the service field.
To date, one conference has been held by
the PRSMA Committee on Education and
members of the Philadelphia Board of
Education and rapid progress is being
made. Many more conferences will- no
doubt be required before the research is
concluded. PRSMA is happy to render
this service, which eventually may make
for better conditions in the service industry in Philadelphia.
Paul G. Freed, Chairman, Committee on
Education.
A SUCCESSFUL ASSOCIATION

The following suggestions were received
from the Associated Radio Technicians of
British Columbia with the title "How to
Make an Association Successful" :
Don't come to the meeting. But if you
do come, come late. If the weather doesn't
suit you, don't even think of coming.
If asked by the chairman to give your
opinion regarding some important matter.
tell him you have nothing to say. After
the meeting tell everyone how things ought
to be done.
Do nothing more than is absolutely necessary ; but when other members roll up
their sleeves and willingly, unselfishly, use
their ability to help matters along, howl
that the association is run by a clique.
Hold back your dues as long as possible.
or don't pay at all. Don't bother about
getting new members. Let the secretary
do that.
Don't tell the association how it can
help you, but if it doesn't help you, resign.
If you receive benefits without joining,
don't think of joining.
Agree to do everything said at the meeting and disagree with it outside.

SERVICE FOR

HUM IN RECEIVERS
AND AMPLIFIERS
(Continued from page 77)

REDUCING

a more elaborate filter than the converse. Minute periodical variations in
the plate current of the detector due to
inefficient filtering will result in hum,
the intensity depending on the gain of
the a -f unit.
With low a-f gain a small amount
of ripple can be tolerated since the
succeeding amplification is not as great.
This effect does not occur in the diode
detector, since it is independent of the
filter. However, some voltage may be
induced to the wiring from neighboring

* TRIPLETT
* READRITE
* RCA
* SUPREME
* CLOUGH-BRENGLE
* MONARCH
* WESTON
* HICKOK
*SOLAR
* SIMPSON

apparatus on the chassis, resulting in
hum. Adequate shielding is the remedy.
As a rule, most hum originates. in the
detector and its immediate circuits.
A resistance connected across the
secondary of the interstage audio transformer often helps to reduce hum, but
at the expense of gain and quality. The
value of the resistance will be dependent upon the amount of gain that
can be sacrificed. A 100,000-ohm resistance across the secondary sometimes
reduces the hum materially, but does
not weaken the signal to a great extent. This method is not recommended
for general practice since it affects the
quality of the signal, but as a temporary expedient, or where quality is
not of paramount importance it will

*TRIUMPH
*TOBE

You, too, will be sold on Wards Monthly Payment
Plan. It enables you to get that business -building equipment into your shop NOW, so it can be working for
you, increasing your profits while you are paying for it.
Wards 1937 Radio Catalog offers you a complete line of
this up-to-the-minute equipment
books that explain
modern servicing problems
countless other service
supplies-in addition to America's finest line of P. A.
systems. ALL sold on Monthly Payments with surprisingly low terms: $10 orders only $2 down, $2 monthly.

...

...

MONTGOMERY
WARD
Largest Distributors of Sound Systems in the

CHICAGO
ALBANY
BALTIMORE
ST. PAUL
CITY
KANSAS

PORTLAND
DENVER
FT. WORTH
OAKLAND
JACKSONVILLE

U. S.

Assure yourself of a Ward 1937 Radio Catalog-with full
details on the Monthly Payment Plan-by mailing coupon to
nearest Ward House TODAY.

MONTGOMERY WARD

Dep't SM -1

Name

Street
Post Office

State

-

suffice.

In resistance -coupled detectors and
first a -f stages a resistance-capacity
filter (RC shown in Fig. 3) is usually
employed. Some reduction in hum may
be obtained by increasing the size of the
condenser (C) or the resistance (R).
Increasing the resistance, however, will
reduce the gain of the stage and is
recommended in extreme cases only.

PUS14Sound

MICROPHONES
BR2S
This Brush sound cell
microphone has blazed anew trail in the fields
of "P. A.," remote pickup and amateur applications.

MODULATION HUM

Another form of hum, particularly annoying, makes its presence known only
when a station is tuned in. Between
stations it remains in hiding, figuratively speaking, and when a station is
tuned in the hum superimposes itself on
the carrier and no amount of dial and
volume control manipulation will stop
it. It is a form of modulation originating within the receiver and can usually
be eliminated with a condenser or two
placed at strategical points in the circuits. Fig. 4 will show the position of
the condensers, one or more of which
may be used, depending on the severity
of the hum. The condenser connected on
the high -voltage side of the transformer
should have a working voltage of at
least 1000 volts to provide adequate insurance against breakdown. For the
alternating-current line condenser, a
working voltage of 400 volts will provide a sufficient factor of safety.
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Cell

THE

NEW STANDARD
IN AMPLIFIERS

INTRODUCING a new type of amplifier-ultra
modern in design and having the professional
appearance so necessary for fine installations.
ELAMCO Series "B" amplifiers (illustrated) are
built to the most exacting standards and developed around an original and unique type of construction, skillfully incorporated into moderatery
priced units.
Electrically, these amplifiers rank among the finest. Mechanically, they are vastly different,
creating distinctive installations.
Descriptive bulletins are available, giving detailed
information on these remarkable amplifiers. Series
"C," chassis type amplifiers, will also prove
mighty interesting to you. Send for bulletins
7

and

8

now.

STRICT DEALER POLICY

ELECTRIC AMPLIFIER CORP.
NEW YORK cDr
Cable Address: "ELECTROAMP" Nev. York

135 WEST 25th STREET

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

BR2S Spherical
Microphone

The BR2S is one of 12 types
of sound cell microphones
manufactured by Brush. Hundreds of Brush Microphones
go into service each month.
Supreme performance plus
mechanical perfection and dependability in the BR2S are
now AVAILABLE AT
.

..

A NEW LOW PRICE
$37.50 This new price has been

made possible by the
constantly increasing popularity and demand for this type of Brush sound cell
microphone. Join the Brush enthusiasts.
and realize sound quality.
Write for complete Technical Data.

Urn,

40111 Sr.

,MICROPHONES

MIKE STANDS

TWEETERS

HEAD PHONES

LOUD SPEAKERS

1.17

...

HIGHLIGHTS
HAMMARLUND CATALOG

formation on volume controls, tone controls, condensers, vibrators, types of tubes,
i -f peaks
and transformer connections.
These receiver listings are said to be more
complete than any other similar listing or
compilation.
The 25 pages of Section 5 are devoted to
a discussion of controls, determination of
tapers, volume and tone control circuits and
applications, tapped control circuits, etc.
Five pages of typical control circuits are

The Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc., 424
West 33rd St., New York City, have published a catalog designed to afford a maximum amount of information about each of
their products.
The Hammarlund Mfg. Co. will forward
a copy of this catalog to anyone interested
in their line of telegraph and radio
apparatus. ,

01CAN0L

ARCTURUS OFFERS COOPERATION

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., Newark,
N. J., has notified all of its distributors
and many dealers in the flood areas that
tubes and cartons damaged by the flood

CpPAClTOaS

ÄgÉ

COMACID

will be reconditioned and reboxed, free of
charge.
NEW SERVICE MEN'S STORE

Tom Waite and George De Buc have
opened a Service Men's and experimenters
"bargain" place at 89 Cortlandt St., New
York City, under the name of Douglas
Radio.
The boys, known to the Cortlandt Street
trade for 15 years, expect to carry a full
line of replacement parts, kits, etc., and an
abundance of circuit diagrams.

OEPE"

CORNELL
DV

BI LIE R

WET & DRY EtECTRq.YTICDYKAWX.

JOBBER HELPS

GHIRARDI RETURNS FROM TOUR
Alfred A. Ghirardi, writer on

radio
topics, has returned to New York from a
nation-wide trip, devoted to personal investigation of new developments and trends
in the radio set and servicing business in
different parts of the country. Traveling
3,400 miles by car and 6,200 miles by air,
Mr. Ghirardi also had the opportunity to
make a study of aircraft radio equipment
and reception, radio beams, and other
problems connected with aviation radio. He
remarked upon the absence of radios for
the entertainment of air passengers in
transport planes.
Asked to summarize his observations,
Mr. Ghirardi stated that he found three
trends in the radio business today that were
particularly noticeable on his tour. First,
he said, was the new interest in progressive
merchandising and business promotion
methods by even small radio dealers. "In
my opinion," he said, "during the next 12
months we will see a great change in the
sales promotional methods and activity
among all radio dealers and Service Men
who are alive to changing conditions and
new opportunities."
TUNG-SOL FACTORY

The new Tung-Sol factory at 370
Orange St., Newark, N. J., is now in full
operation. Adding the capacity of this
plant to the former plant, Tung -Sol expects to keep pace with production even
during peak seasons.
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ON DE fitERS:.

CORNELL-DUBILIER DISPLAY CARD
BY

C -D

Continuing its policy of merchandising
and advertising its products, the CornellDubilier Corp. has released the fifth of its
series of 4 -color counter displays. Distributors who have received this "point of
sale" promotion agreed that they have
materially helped promote the sale of condensers. Additional placards are available
to either distributors or dealers. Address
all requests to the Cornell-Dubilier Corp.,
South Plainfield, N. J.
NATIONAL TRADE SHOW
The industry can get a quick mental picture of the size of the National Trade
Show to be held at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, June 10 to 13, when they know
that this, the first show managed by Radio

Parts

Manufacturers

National

Trade

Show, Inc., is already a third larger than
the one conducted by the IRSM in Chicago last spring. With four months still
to go, it is anticipated that the 1937 Exhibition will be nearly twice as large as the
1936 Trade Show.
The goal of 100 booths has already been
attained.

BOOK REVIEWS

THE MALLORY YAXLEY RADIO
SERVICE ENCYCLOPEDIA, compiled by P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., In-

8/

dianapolis, Inc., 216 pages,
by 11
inches, hard covers. Price, $2.50.
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., desiring to aid
the Service Man in his daily work and save
him valuable time have prepared the
"Radio Service Encyclopedia." Three
years were spent in gathering the material
necessary to complete the volume.
The encyclopedia is divided into 14
sections in which technical information and circuits are given. The initial section of 4 pages is spent in describing exactly how to use the volume. Sections 2,
3, and 4 are devoted to a 99 -page table of
receiver listings which gives technical in-

given.
Section 6 of the encyclopedia discusses
condensers, with suitable circuit diagrams.

Vibrators, alignment and automatic frequency control are discussed in the 12 pages
of Section 7.
Section 8 covers receiving tubes. Numerous charts, socket layouts, formulae and
voltage data can be found in the 20 pages
of this section.
Transformers, resistors and antennas are
treated in Sections 9, 10, and 11 respectively.
A compilation of useful charts and tables
can be found in Section 12. Simple formulae, indispensable to the Service Man, are
presented in Section 13 together with information concerning their use. This section also includes data on measurements
and constructional details for a vacuum tube voltmeter and a practical bridge.
The final section is devoted to radio
definitions.
A complete index makes the information contained in the volume easy to find.
The standard circuits covered in the encyclopedia are said to be complete and
hookup
common use. Technical information is given on the circuit
action of each hookup, explaining how -and why in every -day shop English.

THE "RADIO" ANTENNA HAND-

BOOK, prepared by the engineering
staff of "Radio" under the direction of
J. N. A. Hawkins, edited by Frank C.
Jones and W. W. Smith, published by
Radio, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California, 80 pages, price
50e.

The editors of "Radio," feeling that antenna data has been incompletely presented
in most common texts and that a need existed for a more complete presentation of
the subject, have prepared The "Radio"
Antenna Handbook. Their aim has been
to present a comprehensive and practical
outline of the whole antenna problem for
the Service Man and amateur.
As is usual in books of this nature, the
first chapter has been devoted to fundamentals and discusses ground and sky
wave, fading, antenna radiation, antenna
length, radiation resistance and antenna
impedance, non -resonant lines, etc. This
is followed by a general discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of various
antenna systems.
Considerable space has been devoted to
the methods of feeding antennas as well as
to coupling the antenna to transmitters,
harmonic operation, directive and receiving
antennas. Data are also given on special antennas and methods of support. A number
of miscellaneous tables have also been included.

The book has been written from a practical standpoint, and for the most part the
various discussions are non-mathematical.

SERVICE FOR

TEST EQUIPMENT-continued
lator delivered to the No. 4 mixer grid
is varied at a low -frequency rate (frequency modulation), consequently the
output frequency from the mixer tube
will vary in like manner. Frequency
modulation of the fixed oscillator is
brought about in the following manner
The plate of the 6F7 tube builds up
an out-of -phase r -f voltage across capacitor C-22, which is coupled to the
grid of the 6C6 frequency control tube.
The plate of this 6C6 is connected directly across the grid tank circuit of
the fixed oscillator. With voltage of the
proper phase angle on the grid of the
6C6 (corrected by the network C-21,
R-18) the output of this tube appears
to the oscillator tank circuit as a shunt
inductance.' This inductance, and, hence,
the oscillator frequency may be varied
up or down, within limits, by raising or
lowering the bias on the frequency control tube and so varying its gain. This
is accomplished by varying the bias on
this tube around a fixed point with a
linear 60 -cycle pyramid waveform generated by the second 6C6 tube. The
pyramid waveform is employed to obtain the double image response or the
folding back of the forward and reverse
resonance traces of a circuit. A brief
explanation of double image response
follows:
Refer to Fig. 1 and assume that the
oscillator timing axis is set for 120
cycles, exactly twice the frequency of
the pyramid sweep voltage, and that the
horizontal deflection progresses from
left to right on the screen of the cathoderay tube. In 1/120 second the r-f oscillator frequency progresses from 440 to
480 kc, tracing the response curve on
the screen from left to right and controlled horizontally by the timing axis
oscillator. At the end of the 1/120second, the oscillator frequency starts
decreasing and during the next 1/120
second changes from 480 to 440 kc. At
the reversal point (peak of the pyramid
voltage) the saw -tooth oscillator has
caused a maximum horizontal deflection
on the oscillograph screen, drops to
zero and returns the beam to the left
side of the screen. It then builds up
again, tracing the reverse resonance
curve (480 to 440 kc) of the second
half of the sweep cycle, thus giving the
two superimposed curves, i. e., being the
reverse of each other with respect to
frequency except at the point corresponding to the alignment frequency.
It will be noted that in the trace shown
the transformer is purposely misaligned
so that both traces will be fully visible.
:

ACHIEVES
UNIQUE RECORD
IN ACTUAL USE
SUCCESSFUL''
in performance: "A
magnificent instrument
.. Despite the climate
here, results are marvelous and could not
be bettered,! am sure".
D. Hopkins, Raffles
Hotel, Singapore.

SUCCESSFUL
in design: "Your

streamline mike is going over big with our
trade. Congratulations
on its fine design and
performance

Ruben, Saugus.

R.

Mass.

SUCCESSFUL
construction: "We
believe no other mike
could take the punishment it has and still
give such excellent reproduction", Johnston
P.A. Service, Oneonta,
in

N.Y.

SUCCESSFUL
in sales: "The finest

type microphone that
ever used
Please
duplicate my order,
Ridley's P.A. Systems,

...

FEATURES:

Inc., Tulsa. Okla.

1. Output increased 6 DB.

2. Triple shielded-entirely eliminating hum pickup.

3. Eliminates feedback troubles.
4. Excellent for close talking and distant pickup.
S. Acoustically designed to eliminate any possibility of cavity resonance.
6. Fitted with switch and cable clamp.
MODELS RBHn (High Impedance); RBMn
(200 ohms) .
.
.
$42.00 LIST
NEW! Models RBSn, RSHn; streamline; slight-

ly lower output and frequency range than
above. .
.
$32.90 LIST
Models RAL (200 ohms); RAH (2000
.

ohms). Built to Amperite standards;
No peaks. Flat response. Triple
shielded. Shock absorber. Swivel

bracket.

.

.

$22.00 LIST

Finishes: All microphones have the new standard Gunmetal Finish. Available in Chrome,
extra, $1.00 List.

FREE: WINDOW DECAL, advertising
your SOUND SERVICE. Four-color
design, 51/4 x 9'/4. Write for it now.

AMPER/TE CQ,

Cob:, Address: Alkem, New York
561 BROADWAY, N. Y.

AMPERrrE
M.ICROPHOIIE
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2"Automatic Frequency Control",
October 1936.
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GENERAL UTILITY

Electrolytics

Handy AEROVOX PBS
Cardboard -Case Electrolytics
made

SERVICE,

page

SAW IT IN SERVICE

still handier with

Adjustimount Flanges.

*
Note how these

units are
mounted-single, double and

in threes. Match any mount-

ing -hole spacings.

*
the thing for those
hurry -up Jobs that simply
can't wait for an exact duplicate replacement.

lust

PBS units are now coming
through with the NEW AdJustimount Flanges.

*

In 200 and 450v. working.
Widest choice of capacities.
dual
and
triple
Single,
sections.

Minimum bulk due to latest
electrolytic technique.
More for your money. More
value to your trade. More
good will for you.

*

*

*

Send for CATALOG
Covers the

resistors.

..

.

MOST COMPLETE line of condensers and
Also sample copy of monthly Research Worker.

CORPORATION
70

471,

SAY

Handier than Ever

Washington St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

THE MANUFACTURERS

..

.

arranged for those
interested. The more recent tube developments are also on display.
The Wholesale Radio Service Co. is
located at 100 Sixth Ave., New York City,
with branch offices at 901 W. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, and 430 W. Peachtree St,.
N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
p -a systems has been

BURTON-ROGERS VOLT-OHMMETER

This compact volt -ohmmeter, milliammeter and output meter should find use in
the hands of Service Men. Fitting into
the pocket, this instrument may be used for
receiver chassis measurements right on the
job.

Sprague condenser developments can be
obtained directly from the manufacturers.

WEBSTER CALL SYSTEM

Webster -Chicago, manufacturers of sound
systems and accessories, have announced a
line of factory call equipment with the
trade name "Amplicall".
The systems use permanent-magnet dynamic speakers and require only two wires
to be run for each position of a call system.
More complete description of the systems
can be obtained directly from the manufacturer.

ARCTURUS 25Z5

A 25Z5 rectifier tube with new features
of design has been announced by Arcturus
Radio Tube Co., Newark, N. J.
It is said that the troubles such as flashovers, open cathode tabs, slow heating,
shorts and filament burnouts have been
reduced to a minimum.
Overload tests, on sample tubes, show a
long life for the new tube with freedom
from the ordinary 25Z5 troubles, it is said.

AUDAK PICKUPS

Two "Micromatic" pickups, models
AA-74 and AA -76, for twelve in. and
transcription records (18 in.) respectively,
have been announced by the Audak Co.,
500 Fifth Ave., New York City. These
units are designed to give wide range response and to have a smooth and rising
characteristic at low frequencies-starting
at 300 cycles and gradually increasing to
10 db at 70 cycles. This is to compensate
for the attenuation in recording at these
frequencies. Above 300 cycles the response
is said to be substantially flat.
The manufacturer will supply complete
literature on these and other Audax units
upon request.
INSTRUMENT SWITCHES

The Shallcross Mfg. Co., Collingdale,
Pa., are manufacturing small -sized rotary
switches with ceramic switch plates in
either single or double deck with brass or
silver contact points.
A descriptive bulletin, 530-C2, may be
obtained directly from the manufacturer.

NEW AMERTRAN PRODUCT

It has a 3 -inch meter with 2 -color scale,
a D'Arsonval movement, knife-edge pointer
and zero adjuster. The d-c milliampere
scale reads 0-1. 0-10 and 0-250. Two output scales are provided, one for the voice
coil circuit, the other with a blocking condenser. The 2 -ohm scales are direct reading; to-ohms from
to 500, hi -ohms from
200 to 500,000.

/

KRAEUTER OFFSET SCREWDRIVERS
Kraeuter & Co., 569 Eighteenth

Ave.,

Newark, N. J., have announced a line of
offset screwdrivers for reaching screws in
difficult places.
The tool is made of

j

RADIO EQUIPMENT

The Wholesale Radio Service Co., extends an invitation, to amateurs and enthusiasts, to see, hear and operate the latest
radio apparatus. A display of modern
"Ham" equipment and a demonstration of

chrome-molybdenum and is available in
4/-, 6- and 8 -inch sizes.
SPRAGUE PINHEAD ELECTROLYTICS

"Pinhead Tiny -Mikes" is the name for
the Sprague cardboard dry electrolytic
condensers introduced by the Sprague
Products Co., North Adams, Mass.
The 8-mfd unit is 214 in. long by 11-16
in. wide and 1 1-16 in. high. Four-mfd
and an 8-8 mfd units are also available.
"Pinhead Tiny -Mikes" are rated at 525
volts. These PTM condensers have the
Sprague humidity proof sealing which
eliminates one of the causes of failure in
units of this type.
A 1937 catalog listing these and other
120

A voltage regulator for alternatingcurrent circuits which offers the same
smooth control as obtained from a rheostat
plus the high efficiency, good regulation
and great flexibility of a transformer has
just been announced by American Transformer Company, of Newark, N. J. This
new device is known as the Type TH
Transtat and is available in various standard sizes for controlling voltage to loads
up to 2.5 kva on either 115- or 230 -volt
lines.
SHURE

"ZEPHYR" PICKUP

The Shure "Zephyr", first of a series of
crystal phonograph record reproducers, has
been announced by Shure Bros., 225 W.
Huron St., Chicago.
The tonearm and base of the "Zephyr"
are streamlined in molded black bakelite.
A built-in needle tilt method is used to reduce tracking error.
The "Zephyr" is said to have a frequency
range to 10,000 cycles and sufficient output
to operate from the audio system of the
average radio receiver.
The needle tilt principle is said to improve reproduction and increase record life
by maintaining the projection of the needle
very closely tangent to the record groove
at all points on the record. A hinge arrangement allows the head to be lifted high
above the turntable for needle changing.

SERVICE FOR

MANUFACTURERS-continued
THREE RAYTHEON BEAM -POWER TUBES

E. S. Riedel, general sales manager of
the Raytheon Production Corp., has announced three new beam type output, power
amplifier tubes. Two of the new beam amplifiers, types 25B6G and 25L6, were designed for operation at plate and screen
potentials of approximately 100 volts in
a -c, d-c receiver service. The third beam
type, 6V6G, is a new tube for the output
stage df automobile receivers.
Type 25B6G is an octal based glass tube
having overall dimensions equivalent to
the type 43 tube. Type 25B6G has control
and screen -grid alignment features which
are found in type 6L6 and in addition has
a suppressor grid which is connected internally to the cathode. The power output
of type 25B6G is 1.75 watts at 95 volts on
the plate and screen.
The grid signal voltage necessary for
full power from type 25B6G is more approximately 8 (rms) volts. This new beam
amplifier requires no more signal driving
power than type 43, and will deliver twice
the output power. The heater operates at
25 volts and 0.3 ampere.
Type 25L6 is a new metal tube in a shell
which corresponds in size to the shell used
for the 6F6. The 25L6 has characteristics
approximately the same as for type 25B6G
with the exception that a slightly lower
signal input voltage is required. Type 25L6
has aligned control and screen grids, which
produce beam action. This tube does not

have a suppressor grid. The heater operates at 25.0 volts and 0.3 ampere.
The type 6V6G is designed for use in
automobile receivers. This octal based
glass tube, corresponding in size to the type
42, will deliver 4.25 watts of audio power
at a plate and screen potential of 250 volts.
This output is obtained with approximately 8 (rms) volts of signal input.
Beam action is produced by the alignment of the control and screen grids. The
6V6G has no suppressor grid. The heater
operates at 6.3 volts and 0.45 ampere.

any type tube, with additional Neon short
test; separate diode test; metered paper
condenser test; electrolytic condenser leakage test ; d-c voltmeter ; d -c milliammeter ;
a -c voltmeter ; ohmmeter ; decibel meter
and free point tester.
Tube testing is by the power output
emission method, providing tests for any
type tube.
Furnished in a quartered oak case with
sloping silver and black panel. For portable and counter use.
JENSEN ADUSTABLE SPEAKERS

"MULTIPURPOSE" TESTER

The

Triplett

"Multipurpose" tester,
model 1504, combines in one instrument the
equivalent of 11 separate units. Checks

The Jensen Radio Manufacturing Co.
has announced a complete line of speakers
with adjustable impedance transformers.
These transformers have marked terminal
boards and impedance adjustment is made
with flexible lead and pinjack. No soldering is required.
Two types are available, one to match
conventional plate impedance values, the
other to match conventional line impedance
values.
Jensen is also manufacturing and selling
adjustable impedance transformers only,
and speakers may be purchased less input

transformers.
Every jobber and Service Man who
would like complete data on this development can obtain a descriptive catalog free
on request to Jensen Radio Manufacturing
Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, Ill.
(Continued on page 122)
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REPLACEMENT PARTS
Vibrators

SPEAK WELL FOR YOU!

Transformers

Resistors

...

Plugs

Chokes

Volume Controls

Replace with UTAH and be sure. It's easy to thrill
your customers with new set performance
for two
reasons:
1. UTAH parts are original equipment in more than
3,250,000 radios.
2. Your dealer has UTAH parts in stock. Radio men
have depended on UTAH for 15 years. Don't gamble
with customer good -will. UTAH prices are so low.
But in performance and customer satisfaction, UTAH
reaches a new high.

Jacks

Tone Controls

Jack Switches

Speakers

Push Button Switches

It Pays to Insist on UTAH Parts

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

TORONTO
Ontario, Canada
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BUENOS AIRES

(UCOA Radio Products Co.)

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE
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MANUFACTURERS-continued
CENTRALAB MIDGET RADIOHM
From Centralab, 900 E. Keefe

CONDENSERS
.
and resistors

Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wis., comes news of a midget

radiohm in single, twin and triple units
with or without switches.
The units have a case diameter of 1 3-64
in., with a depth, for the single switch unit,
of 23-32 in.

The midget radiohm is available to
Service Men for replacement purposes. Replacement controls are supplied with long,
soft aluminum shafts that can be cut to
the length desired.
The illustration shows the control alongside a standard pocket match folder to
demonstrate its small size.

WEBSTER "TELETALK"

INTERCOMMUNICATORS

The Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wis.,
announce an enlarged line to their "Teletalk" intercommunicating systems which
include fully selective type systems, master
station models, paging systems and confidential models which afford privacy in conversation. The distance between stations is
not limited and installation is simple.
Features include separate volume control
at each station and a circuit arrangement
which gives longer life to vital parts and
reduces line current drain whereby the tube
filaments are kept hot and heavy current is
used only when talking.
WRIGHT-DE COSTER MODEL 1984

The latest addition to the WrightDeCoster "Nokoil" line is the model 1984
12-in. reproducer. This speaker is useful
for p -a installations and is designed to
operate in either indoor or outdoor installations.
The power handling ability of the 1984
is 15 watts. The voice -call form is made
of bakelite.
The brass cup which covers the magnet
also covers the transformer and protects

BRUSH MODEL AR -453P

Bridge Analyzer
Good servicemen have long wanted a single
low-priced instrument for making every necessary test of condensers and resistances.
The TOBE Bridge Analyzer is IT:
Elusive types of receiver trouble, like high
resistance contacts, poor power factor, and
intermittent open circuits, can generally be
traced to condensers or resistors, even though
the latter may not be definitely shorted or
permanently open. This instrument will show
definitely and accurately the condition of
every condenser and resistor.
If you own a TOBE Bridge Analyzer, you'll
need no other equipment for testing condensers. All dials are direct reading, eliminating other involved types of calculation.
Briefly, by means of this analyzer, you may
determine the resistance values between 1
ohm and 1,000,000 ohms, as well as values of
capacitance between 10 mmf. and 100 mfd.
and the resistance, power factor, leakage,
and general condition of any electrolytic,
mica or paper condenser.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

The Brush Development Co., 1882 E.
40th St., Cleveland, Ohio, has placed on
the market the model AR-4S3P, a 3 -in.
spherical, crystal sound cell microphone.
The output level is-60 db.
This sensitivity is said to make the microphone useful for public address or
broadcast applications where longer leads
are required with a minimum loss of
output.
'A companion microphone, the model
AR-2S6P, has a slightly lower output.
This microphone can be supplied with a
transformer for operation into low -impedance equipment (50 and 200 ohms).
ARVIN AUTO RADIOS
The 1937 line of

Arvin car radios
features the "Phantom Filter", "Automatic Eliminoise" and "Permatune" i-f
transformers.
The Arvin Master model 29, illustrated,

Complete with built-in power supply for any
110 volt 60 cycle circuit, electric eye with
pre -amplifier, neon tube for conventional
analyzer service, and detailed operating instructions. If this instrument does not prove
to be all we claim, if for any reason you're
dissatisfied with its performance under actual
working conditions, SIMPLY RETURN IT
AND YOUR MONEY WILL BE INSTANTLY
REFUNDED.
TOBE BRIDGE ANALYZER, complete with
1-606, 1-6C6, 1-01A, and 1 neon
tube. Net price
VX

1

Jo

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORP.

Dept. B-10, Canton, Massachusetts
IPlease ship one complete TOBE BRIDGE
ANALYZER at $28.50, all shipping charges
prepaid, under your ABSOLUTE SATISI FACTION
OR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. I enclose
Payment in full,
' D Deposit of $5.00, balance C.O.D.
I

1
I

Name

IAddress
Town
122

State

1

is a 6 -tube superheterodyne with a choice
of either a 6- or 8 -in. speaker in the set.

Arvin also supplies a choice of matching
panels to fit any make automobile.

it against the weather. The cone is waterproof and the solid center spider protects
the air gap from dirt, dust or filings.
Wright-DeCoster will send literature regarding this unit upon request. Their address is 2253 University Ave., St. Paul,
Minn.
G.E. AUTO RADIOS

Three metal -tube auto receivers, one of
which incorporates automatic frequency
control in its design, have been announced
by General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Heading the line is Model FA-80, the
afc-equipped auto radio. Its case has a
gray finish with a chromium plated grille
and face plate. Its features include 8
metal tubes, tuning range from 540 to 1,600
kc, afc Class B amplification, 3 -point tone
control, avc, antenna circuit-matching system, 6% in. electrodynamic speaker, 7
watts output, adaptable control head, and
worm -drive and slip -clutch control.
Model FA -61 is a 6-tube set enclosed in
the same case as model FA-80. Its features
include 6 metal tubes, tuning range from
540 to 1600 kc, 2 -point tone control, avc,.
antenna circuit-matching system, 61A in.
electrodynamic speaker, 4 watt output,
adaptable control head, and worm -drive
and slip -clutch control.
Model FA -60 incorporates the features
of model FA-61, except the 2-point tone
control.

SERVICE FOR

AUTO RADIO-continued

"SURE!

know

do

signal is just r eadable on the meter. Ad b S.pragae has fbe
just trimmers No. 2 and No. 3 (see
the
ggesf
of
Fig. 2) until t he maximum output read ing is obtaine d.
EXACT
Repeat the r -f adjustments to assure
accurate alignment.
IMPLICATE
After the receiver is installed in a
car tune in a weak station between 1150 REPLACEMENTS ?
and 1400 kc and readjust the trimmer
No. 3 for 1 oudest response in the
speaker.

i

PP

PUBLIC ADDRESS-continued
ments are taken. Here again, if the
total distortion is largely due to a non"With these
handy new linear plate characteristic beneficial reSprague Universal sults will obtain, but if a poor output
Replacement Condensers
you are ready for quick, network is employed, the use of cathode
accurate service on hundreds degeneration may result in the introducof different radios:
(Rectangular Type tion of more serious frequency discrimTYPE BT -100
-8 leads) has three 8 mfd. sections (8-8-8, ination, by virtue of increased effective
200 volts) also two 5 mfd. sections (5-5, 25
volts). Gives you many needed combina- plate resistance.
tions such as 8-16; 12-16; 10-16; 5-20, etc.,
In addition if distortion measureetc. 5 mfd. sections may be used as single
ments are taken at a low-output level,
10 mfd. List Price $2.50, Net $1.50.
Same as BT -1(0 except at which the output transformer has
TYPE ST-10
rectangular cardboard casing with
in
mounting lugs. List Price $2.50, Net $1.50. good characteristics, an apparently large
TYPE BT -1
. Three sections (5-10-25
reduction in distortion seems possible.
mfd. all 150 volts) six leads give you any
needed combination of these capacities. However, if the input signal is increased
List Price $1.95, Net $1.17.
to the point where the distortion is
See them at your jobber's. Write for catalog."
largely due to the output transformer
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
North Adams, Massachusetts
or load characteristic, negligible improvement will result.
Thus, although the introduction of cathode degeneration might reduce 2 -percent distortion to 1 percent in a typical
single -tube output stage, it might only
reduce 10 percent distortion (in the
DYNAMIC MICROPHONES
same amplifier operated at maximum
power output) to 8 or 9 percent because the 10-percent distortion is largely
due to output transformer saturation,
poor load characteristic, etc. When one
considers that to accomplish this result
appreciable output power must be wasted
in the cathode resistor, and frequently
discrimination due to variations in load
impedance will be increased, the value
of cathode degeneration in this connection is highly questionable.

...

...

"If you were to
visit us here in North
Adams you'd be amazed
at the thousands of condenser types we are making
regularly. As a matter of fact,
there is hardly a radio receiver manu
facturer of any size who isn't using
Sprague Condensers today. That's why our
list of exact duplicate condenser replacements is so amazingly large-why you can
call on us for any condenser you'll ever
need in radio amateur or service replacement work. Round, square, dry or wet,
special shapes, special mountings, unusual
types-no matter what your requirements,
we can supply 'em.
TRY SPRAGUE

FIRST!"

Soles Manager,

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
North Adams, Massachusetts
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"BULLET"

AT LAST

Direct-Coupled Amplifier Correction

an ALL-PURPOSE Microphone

- Standard model "Bullet"
ultimate in dynamic microphone

T. R. 2

the

.

.

.

de-

... List price, any

sign and performance
impedance
$39.50.

-

...

New model "Bullet"... smaller
3
than TR2 but with relatively the same
List price, any imcharacteristics
T. R.

.

pedance

.

.

... $24.50.

Send for circular "S" and technical data

TRANSDUCER

CORPORATION

30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, New York

FEBRUARY,

1937

In the January issue of SERVICE, on
page 47, the circuit diagram of a direct coupled beam -power amplifier is given.
A few corrections are necessary.
The suppressor grid of the 6J7 input
tube should be connected to its cathode.
The screen should be connected directly
to the 18 -volt tap on the voltage divider
instead of the 115 -volt tap as shown.
The voltage on the plates of the input
6J7 and 6C5 tubes (and also on the grid
of the 6C5 signal divider) is 65 volts.
The drop of 150 volts in the 250,000 ohm plate load resistor is caused by the
plate current for both tubes. This may
be checked from the characteristics of
these tubes.

Brand New!

wave trap to tune out annoying nearby broadcaster and give weaker signals
a chance.
*Available in 450-750, 750-1150 and 11501550 kc bands.
Set -screw adjustment
tunes to precise frequency of troublesome station.
*Connects between antenna and set.
Brings new radio joys to harassed set
owners. All for 95e. list!

A

for data on this and other TACO
Write money-makers.
Our local TACO jobber can supply your needs.

III

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP.
Pioneers in Noiseless Antenna Systems

17

East 16th St., New York City
123

Farewell to "man-made" static
` "Man-made"
cORIJCo
static and other
extraneous noises are effectually
"strained out"
. FILTERED
is the word
by the scientific

...

"NOISE -MASTER" Antenna,
which improves reception on
both shortwave and broadcast
bands. Do your customers a
favor; recommend this great
A. A. & K. licensed aerial system
for PURER radio reception.

Cornish Wire Co., 30 Church Street, New York, N. Y.

"NOISE -MASTER" No.14. List$6.75
Brings in overseas signals stronger,
and eliminates "man-made" static
on broadcast as well as shortwave
For better reception on
band.
EVERY location.
"NOISE -MASTER" No. 18. List$3.40
First time at this popular price;
simple doublet type, SELF-SELECTING, recommended for clarifying shortwave reception.
"NOISE -MASTER" No.19. List$4.30
SELF-SELECTING doublet type,
with junction -box in the antenna
line.
Assures excellent all -wave
reception.

ZLECTRO-c1)OICE

VELOCITY

CARBON

MICROPHONES
"V" SERIES

"1(» SERIES

The all-feature microphone. Preferred by
Sound and Communication enginers the World

Genuine quality brought
to the low -price field.

over.

Three models from
to $29.50, list.
Also a Static -Velocity
model at $20.00. list.
$19.50

Three models-

$35.00 to $75.00, list.

Electro-Voice Mfg. Co.
332 East Colfax Avenue
SOUTH

BEND,

SEE YOUR JOBBER

Write for Catalogue

IND.

Five popular carbon
models priced from $5.00
to $25.00, list. Complete
repair service on all makes.
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Switch-O-matic

4 -STAR SENSATION

All Wave Antenna

* * * *

Here is an all -wave antenna
kit that really will improve
your reception because it has
been factory connected and
soldered to eliminate incorrect
and poor connections.

The New Fox B-5

Universal Baffle -Type Horn
Overall depth 27". Bell diameter 29".
Quality construction.
Completely universal In directional characteristics.
Supported by a sturdy adjustable cradle complete
with lock screw adjustment.
The Bell is made of FOX special alloy horn material and
is correctly designed for utmost output.
The cast aluminum throat collar reinforces the entire
assembly, forming a perfect foundation for speaker mounting and cradle. All standard 12 -inch speakers can be used.
The Back Cover is of heavy horn material and has the
proper air by-pass so that the speaker can breathe, thus

FEATURES Include: Easy to Install.
Antenna Transformer matches impedance to transmission. No signal
loss in transmission to receiver coupler. No switching for s.w. or broadcast.

No. 375-All Wave Antenna.
$4,25 ea. list
No. 370-All Wave Antenna for
sets with built-in areial selector
$3.50 ea. list

eliminating distortion.
Available complete with adjustable stand.
A perfect combination for indoor or outdoor work.
Finished in standard aluminum gloss or FOX special

See your jobber.
If he cannot supply you, write direct to Dept. S-2.

wrinkle.

Write for catalog sheets and prices.

BIROBA[H

RADIO

CO

FOX SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.
3121 Monroe Street
Toledo, Ohio

1
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WIREWATTS"
/-19%ee

OIUTURE PROOFED

TRANSFORMERS

.

"Why Invite trouble by Installing composition
resistors which are apt to get noisy? I'll take
Wirewatts every time. They're the same size as
-watt resister
composition units-fit wherever a
is needed-and are PERMANENTLY quiet."

Il

I

9

OHAMTE

Type "P"

See note below

MANUFACTURING CO.
4827 FLOURNOY ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

r(o

All half -shell "P" type are supplied with four brackets In each carton so that the units may be mounted
either flush, horizontal or vertical as shown above.

WIRE WATT
I

Manufacturers of Resistors
of All Types

WATT

RESISTOR

FREE

Form 31-bulleGENERAL TRANSFORMER
tin listing transCORPORATION
formers and chokes to meet
service engineers' every need. 502 S. Throop St., Chicago, III.

RACON
AGAIN!
Permanent Magnet
PIONEERS

Horn Units

CONDENSERS

These efficient P.M. units require no outside
excitation. Available in two types; both the
36% Cobalt steel and the newest high flux
Alnico type magnets are used to supply maximum flux density in the air gap.
Cast bronze case, completely enclosed, makes unit water tight.
Continuous operating capacity 10 watts. Peak load capacity 30 watts.
15 ohm impedance at 1000 cycles.
Electro-dynamic type units also available in all sizes.
RACON'S catalog S-2 describes the complete line of Horns,
Electra -dynamic Units and Acoustical Sound Projectors.

RACON

ELECTRIC

CO.,

52 EAST 19th STREET

No. 1,950,352

for complete catalog.

CURTIS CONDENSER CORPORATION

INC.

3088 WEST 106TH ST.

CLEVELAND. OHIO

NEW YORK CITY
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MODEL T. A.-- The"Tur-rette"-- Maximum
One of the new 1937 top aerials featured

NO

SAY

DRILLING IN TOP

SEND FOR CATALOG TODAY
CGµ.
WARD PRODUCTS
CLEVELAND, OHIO

IN CANADA: ATLAS RADIO

1937

Efficiency.
by WARD.

?else
WARD BUILDING

R9

Aise manufacturera of Ken -Rad Incandescent Electric Lamps

FEBRUARY,

Patent

A complete line of "Standard," "Blue
Ribbon," and Exact Duplicate Condensers to meet all requirements. Write

You

FOREIGN:

SAW IT IN SERVICE
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Second from the

CONTINENTAL Carbon's new M-5 bakelite insulated 500
milliwatt straight-line resistor; quiet, moisture -proof, easy to
handle, not deteriorated by soldering iron temperatures, small
and yet every bit as dependable within its rating as the large
ceramic insulated resistors pioneered by CONTINENTAL over
four years ago! You'll need the M-5 for auto set repairs. Now

Lne-

one4922Aedaelee
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P Planent

for UNIT-MATCHED
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT and
RADIO SET REPLACEMENT SPEAKERS
SEND FOR CATALOGS 10 and 10D
Address Dept. S

OPERADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ILLINOIS
ST. CHARLES

lies

stocked in all standard values.
jobber for net prices.

List price,

17

cents. See your

MFSI, the Master Filternoys Selector, is a handy
salesman for CONTINENTAL Filternoys suppressors! Indicates the correct method of blocking 90 per cent of the ordinary forms of manmade interference.
List price, complete

$11.25

CONTINENTAL CARBON Inc.
13912 Lorain Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Send 10 cents for your copy of "Handy Pocket Data

Toronto, Canada

on

ADVANCED
TRAINING

Radio Interference."

FOR
SERVICEMEN
Who Want To Get
Ahead

A complete home study course for professional servicemen who know training
pays. New complicated receivers demand
the services of trained men. Find out

today about this course and your future.
Terms as low as $5 monthly!

HOME STUDY TRAINING IN

SERVICE AND PUBLIC ADDRESS WORK
Start now to insure your future in a field
where training pays. Complete training in
Service and Public Address with or without
Television. Get complete details in FREE
booklet. Write for your copy today-no
obligation.

SERVICE

RADIO

I
3308 -14th Street, N.W

Dept. S-2

F

R

E

E

!

illustrated booklet,
"THE KEY TO SUCNew

CESSFUL

ING"-write

SERVICnow.

NSTITUTE,
Wash., D. C.

FACTS
on

SERVICE
CIRCULATION
70% own their own business.
8 % carry a stock of tubes.
89% carry a stock of parts.
78% carry a stocks of sets.
I

SANDY THE SERVICEMAN SAYS:

Wait til

ye see This new gr -rand 116 page spring catalog
No. 68-5B7. 'Twil mak yer eyes pop oat o' yer head.
Ye've ne'er seen anything like the new Lafayette P.A.
equipment, Lafayette Receivers, and th' new Auto Radios.
And th' Bar-rgains in a thousand and one other-r radio
items are sensational enough t' mak yer Scotch blood
. 'twil be
tingle. Send for this brew bonnie book
ready soon and 'twil save ye money. And y' know lad,
'tis smar-rt to be thrifty. Send in your name today.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERUI[E (D.In!
NEW

YORK,N.Y.CHICAGO,

100 SIXTH AVENUE

'6

ILL.ATLANTA,
GA.
430 W. PEACHTREE ST., N. W.

Over 22,500 full-time, professional servicemen read
the magazine each month.

Over 800 legitimate distributors of parts and accessories subscribe to SERVICE.

901 W. JACKSON BLVD.

SAY

You SAW IT IN

SERVICE

SERVICE

QUALITY AD VE

SOLAR MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
599-601 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
MANUFACTURING AFFILIATES IN LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN, MILAN, SYDNEY

100

RCATest Equipment
afford
at prices every service engineer can
FEATURES:

COMPLETE oscillograph using new RCA -913 Cathode Ray Tube-ready for every service application.
2 High Sensitivity- 1.75 volts (RMS) for full-scale
deflection.
3 Both vertical and horizontal amplifiers-Individual
gain controls-Flat 30-10,000 cycles.
4 Linear Timing Axis-Range 30-10,000 cycles.
5 Small spot diameter, sharp focus-Individual.
centering controls on front panel.
6 Removable light shield-Excludes room light and
gives intense image. Calibration screen provided.
7 A -C operated-Input power, 50 watts.
8 Ruggedly built-Snap-out leather handle-Symmetrical appearance for use with new Test Oscillator.
New two-tone gray, wrinkle finish with highly
polished nickel silver etched panel.
1

RCA CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH
Net price $47.50
RCA's new Test Equipment offers many new
features. It makes your job simpler, faster and
more precisely efficient. It's ideal for visual alignment, vibrator testing, checking modulation,
distortion and all other general oscillographic
applications. Check the features! Then get it and
put it to work!

Stock No. 151

FEATURES:
1

2

3

4
5

Variable electronic sweep (no moving parts) 1 to
40 kcs.-at any R -F or I -F frequency-Sweep rate,
120 times per second-eliminates screen flickerair trimmers for all bands.
No amplitude modulation with frequency modulation. Horizontal sweep frequency linear across screen.
Wide frequency range -90 kcs. to 32,000 kcs.fundamental frequencies -400 cycle internal modulation-JACK FOR EXTERNAL MODULATION.
Large direct reading dial -4 inches diameter-indirect illumination-projected zero indicator lines
eliminate parallax-two vernier ratios, 2:1 and 5:1.
High r -f output -0.25 volts at all frequencies-negligible leakage-three-step attenuator plus continuously variable control.

i

RCA ELECTRONIC SWEEP
TEST OSCILLATOR
Net Price $64.50
Stock No. 150

FOR PROFIT

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN; N.J.

A Service

of the Radio Corporation of America

